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On the behalf of the Organizing Committee, I would like to express a warm welcome to you at the
2015 IAREP-SABE Joint Conference in Sibiu, Romania!
IAREP-SABE Joint Conference is a four-day scientific conference, covering the most current topics of
Economic Psychology and Behavioral Economics research. It brings more than one hundred and fifty
participants to Romania, from thirty countries all over the World. As you will see in the program, the
conference offers thirty-four parallel sessions, plenary, symposia and poster presentations.
Our hope is that you will spend a pleasant time in the mysterious land “beyond the woods”, meet old
and new friends, and participate to scientific and social events.
Take care about vampires and other legendary mysteries of these mountains and enjoy especially
The Boat Trip…
On the behalf of all organizers, I sincerely hope that you will have an enjoyable stay in Sibiu and wish
you a great conference!

Eugen Iordănescu
President of EPIA
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Dear IAREP-SABE delegates,

On behalf of the International Association for Research in Economic Psychology I am delighted to
welcome you to the joint IAREP-SABE conference here in Sibiu. This is the 40th IAREP conference, an
achievement we should celebrate during these four days. Our scientific program is varied and rich
showing that the IAREP conference is the most important meeting point for economic psychologists
from all over the world.
The cooperation with SABE makes the conference truly interdisciplinary, securing a good mix of
psychologists and economists.
The local organisers, Eugen Iordanescu and his team, together with IAREP and SABE, have put much
effort into organising this conference so that it will be successful both scientifically and socially. It is
now up to you as participants to ensure that this will be a good and memorable meeting that will
strengthen our fields and associations.
I hope and expect the conference theme Psychology and Economics together for a better life, as
well as the exciting venue of the conference will result in fruitful and passionate discussions. I also
hope you will have a wonderful time here in “the mysterious land beyond the woods”, and will
return home with new ideas and lots of inspiration.

Ellen K. Nyhus
President of IAREP
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Organizing a conference is a challenging endeavour. One has to cope with many different
preferences and desires of both the participants and their organizations. Also, the budget has to be
taken into account; the organizers should not lose money. And then there is the daunting task to
balance between what is conventional and regular, and what interesting and out of the box.
As for the conventional and regular, I believe everything is in place: a 2½ day conference, 4 keynote
talks, 7 parallel sessions, early researcher workshop, dinner, and walking tour. As for the interesting
and out of the box, Sibiu is located in the land of Dracula, so the interesting question is: where are
the vampires? A special out-of-the-box feature of the conference is the boat trip through our future
(Friday afternoon), which is meant to discuss the future of our organizations. IAREP and SABE have a
long history together, which started with a joint conference in 1986 in Shefayim, Israel, organized by
Shlomo Maital. Since 2009, ICABEEP is active as an umbrella organization. This time, our
achievements will be evaluated and discussed, in order to optimize future meetings and efforts. I
hope to see many participants joining the discussion.
The Book of Abstracts reflects the richness of the scientific work accomplished by members of both
SABE and IAREP. Topics include economic behaviours, the financial crisis, cognitive, social and
personality psychology, experimental economics/psychology, household economics, heuristics and
biases, psychology of money, judgment, intuition, and decision making, happiness and well-being,
trust and fairness, and taxation, among other topics. It shows how economists and psychologists
work on similar topics, sometimes integrating their efforts into joint work. Let’s hope the best of this
work will appear in the top journals in our field, including the Journal of Economic Psychology and the
Journal of Behavioural and Experimental Economics, and outside our field.
Let me take the opportunity to thank Eugen Iordanescu and his team for compiling this Book of
Abstracts, and for preparing and running the conference in Sibiu. I hope to meet many old and new
colleagues in our fascinating field of research.

Gerrit Antonides
President of SABE
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Foreword
It’s a great pleasure to contribute a short Introduction for this book of Abstracts, for the 2015 IAREPSABE joint conference in Sibiu, Romania, under the umbrella of ICABEEP. As one of the founder
members of IAREP, I have been to conferences of the two societies in many places, and it’s always a
pleasure when we hold our first conference in a new country, with the opportunity to meet and learn
from colleagues who work there, and make new friends among them. And it’s equally a pleasure
that the conference always brings together old friends and allows us to hear what their latest
research is about.
In this book of abstracts, you will find a great range of papers over many different areas where
economics and psychology overlap, clash, or need to reach out to each other. We have a good
number of papers from Romania and the countries nearby, but we also have papers from almost
every country in Europe and a good representation from North America. We have contributions
from economists, from psychologists, and from colleagues who would not know which to call
themselves. We have considerations of the most basic foundations of our discipline, and we have
studies of the most immediate practical problems. We have experiments, we have surveys, and we
have qualitative approaches. We have contributions from students, and we have contributions from
long-serving senior professors. In other words, we have an ICABEEP conference!
Many of the papers whose abstracts are contained in this book will, sooner or later, take published
form, whether it is in our own journals, the Journal of Economic Psychology and the Journal of
Behavioral and Experimental Economics, or elsewhere. Some are probably well on their way to
publication; others will be changed, improved, and added to before they finally appear. But,
whatever stage they are at, as delegates to the conference and as readers of this book of abstracts,
we know one thing – we read it here first.
So, on behalf of all of us delegates and readers, I want to thank the conference organizers for getting
the abstracts book together so efficiently, and indeed for all their work in arranging ICABEEP’s first
visit to Romania.

Stephen Lea
President of IAREP, 2003-05
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE LOCAL ORGANIZERS

EPIA
Economic Psychology Association (EPIA), www.epia.ro, is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the
advancement of economic psychology and its representation especially in Romania and EastEuropean Country.
The EPIA’s mission is to promote, protect, and advance the interests of scientifically oriented
economic psychology in research, application, teaching, and the improvement of human lives.

ULBS
The 2015 IAREP-SABE Joint Conference was organized in cooperation with “Lucian Blaga” University
of Sibiu, www.ulbsibiu.ro.
Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu (LBUS) is one of the oldest Romanian universities, with a 220 year tradition. The
development of higher education in Sibiu provides applicants and students with the chance to choose from one
of the various study programmes offered by the 9 faculties of LBUS. Currently, the educational offer of the
Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu consists of diverse, study programs and the university’s open-mindedness
toward novelty and study programs required by the labour market are appreciated and demanded by our
applicants, students and graduates.
Faculties and Departments:










Faculty of Theology
Faculty of Law
Faculty of Letters and Arts
Faculty of Socio-Human Sciences
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Sciences
Faculty of Medicine
Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Food Industry and Environmental Protection
Faculty of Economics

Approximately 20. 000 students study each year at Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu, enrolled in various forms of
higher education, with the valuable contribution of 800 of the teaching staff. The key objective of the
University in Sibiu is to carry out a competitive educational process, meeting the standards of the EU, which
grants LBUS graduates international academic and professional recognition. The university promotes unique
specializations in the Romanian academic environment, and the high trust degree recommends the LBUS as
being a powerful institution, involved in improving the quality of the higher educational process.
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1 PLENARY SESSIONS

LOST IN TRANSITION: THE BENEFITS OF SOCIAL COOPERATION

Elena Druica
University of Bucharest,IJABE, Romania

Social distrust and the lack of cooperation originate long before the communist regimes of
Eastern Europe. To a certain extent, the iron fist of communism was made possible by the
already low stock of social capital, because the population could not rally together against
the threat of totalitarianism. The Marxist governments of Eastern Europe exacerbated
distrust and paranoia in an attempt to maintain their grip on political power. Ordinary
individuals developed all sorts of coping strategies in response, including, but not limited to
passive aggression, inertia, and indifference. One of the more tragic consequences of this
state of affairs was learned helplessness, which came to play an important role during the
transition period. During communism, helplessness and the lack of cooperation were fueled
by extreme social rigidity and the incapacity of the political system to react to changes in any
meaningful way. During transition, helplessness was fueled by extreme social volatility,
cascading political changes, economic uncertainty, and the fast-rising specter of social and
income inequality. Both cooperation and the lack of cooperation are relatively stable and
robust from an evolutionary perspective. They are both difficult to dislodge by other
competing strategies, and tend to endure over long periods of time; yet they have markedly
different consequences for the wellbeing of individuals and the health of the economy as a
whole. The generalized lack of cooperation results in suboptimal economic growth, low
quality of life, and dismal opportunities for personal development. There is little doubt that
cooperation is desirable for a multitude of reasons. The real challenge is to entice individuals
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to become tolerant, to learn to trust themselves and their fellow countrymen, and to tone
down their paranoia. This is easier said then done, for the building of social capital is usually
a long and arduous process, spontaneously arising over centuries. Large-scale social
engineering experiments have proven destructive at worst and useless at best. Our best
hope for real social change lies in the promise held by behavioral choice architecture.
Nudging individuals into becoming better citizens is perhaps a more palatable approach than
using the brute force of coercion and administrative fiat.
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TOWARDS AN ECONOMIC PSYCHOLOGY OF GREED

Marcel Zeelenberg
Tilburg University, The Netherlands

Greed is an important economic motive: it is seen as both productive (a source of ambition;
the motor of the economy) and destructive (undermining social relationships; the cause of
the late 2000s financial crisis). However, relatively little is known about what greed is and
does. I will present recent research in which we first tried to establish what greed is, using a
prototype analysis ( Seuntjes, Zeelenberg, Breugelmans, & Van de Ven, 2015), and follow-up
reserach in which we developed tested the 7-item Dispositional Greed Scale (DGS)(Seuntjens,
Zeelenberg, Van de Ven & Breugelmans, 2015). I discuss evidence for the construct and
discriminant validity of the DGS in terms of positive correlations with maximization, selfinterest, envy, materialism, and impulsiveness, and negative correlations with self-control
and life satisfaction. I also present further evidence that Dispositional Greed predicts
economic behavior in various dilemma situations. Our findings shed light on the importance
of greed in economic behavior and provide directions for future studies.
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2 ORAL PRESENTATIONS
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ASSESSING THE LONG-TERM BENEFITS OF HEAD START PARTICIPATION WHEN CHILDREN’S
OUTCOMES ARE JOINTLY DETERMINED
Agee, Mark
Pennsylvania State University, United States of America

We adopt a directional distance function framework to assess the effect of young children's
Head Start participation upon their multiple, possibly jointly determined outcomes. Our
panel data estimates suggest an initial positive (negative) response of children's reading
performance (presence and degree of obesity) to one or more years of Head Start
participation. These responses not only persist but increase as children age toward puberty.
Average responses are greater for girls and for children with lower baseline verbal skills and
better quality neighborhood environments.

Keywords: Child Development, Head Start, Human Capital, Household Production, Directional
Distance Function

Bibliography:
Agee, Mark D., and Zane Gates, “Cost-Effectiveness of a Low Cost Hospital-Based Primary
Care Clinic” Health Services Research and Managerial Epidemiology (forthcoming).

Agee, Mark D., and Zane Gates, “The Impact of an Insurance Administration-Free Primary
Care Office on Hospital Admissions: A Community-Level Comparison to Traditional Fee-forService Family Practice Groups,” Journal of Primary Care and Community Health 5 (2014):
202-207.

Agee, Mark D., Scott Atkinson, Thomas D. Crocker, and Jonathan W. Williams, “NonSeparable Pollution control: Implications for a CO2 Emissions Cap and Trade System,”
Resource and Energy Economics 36 (2014) 64-82.
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Agee, Mark D., and Thomas D. Crocker, “Operationalizing the Capability Approach to
Assessing Well-Being,” Journal of Socio-Economics 46 (2013) 80-86.

Agee, Mark D., and Zane Gates, “Lessons from Game Theory about Healthcare System Price
Inflation: Evidence from a Community-Level Case Study,” Applied Health Economics and
Health Policy 11 (2013) 45-51.

DISCRIMINATION IN THE CREDIT MARKET? ACCESS TO FINANCIAL CAPITAL AMONG SELFEMPLOYED IMMIGRANTS

Aldén, Lina; Hammarstedt, Mats
Linnaeus University, Sweden

We present results from a survey regarding access to financial capital conducted among
immigrants who are self-employed in private firms in Sweden's retail, trade or service
sectors. The results show that non-European immigrants consider access to financial capital
as a more serious impediment to their self-employment activities than do native Swedes and
European immigrants. Self-employed non-European immigrants report more discrimination
by banks, suppliers and customers than do natives and immigrants from European countries.
Immigrant-owned firms apply for bank loans to a larger extent than do firms owned by
natives. Non-European immigrants are more likely than natives of having a loan denial and
they are also charged higher interest rates on their bank loans than natives are. The
occurrence of ethnic discrimination in the market for bank loans is put forward as an
explanation for these results. Limited or no access to financial capital is an obstacle for selfemployment among certain immigrant groups. This obstacle may be one explanation for the
high exit rates from self-employment among immigrants that has been documented in
several countries including Sweden.

Keywords: discrimination, self-employment, credit market, immigrants
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Bibliography:
Hammarstedt, M. & Palme, M. (2012) “Human capital transmission and the earnings position
of second-generation immigrants in Sweden”, IZA Journal of Migration, 1:4.

Ahmed A., Andersson, L. & Hammarstedt, M. (2013) ”Are gay men and lesbians
discriminated against in the hiring situation?”, Southern Economic Journal, 79, 565–585.

Ahmed, A., Andersson, L. & Hammarstedt, M. (2013) “Sexual orientation and full-time
monthly earnings, by public and private sector: Evidence from Swedish register data”,
Review of Economics of the Household, 11, 83–108.

Andersson, L., Hammarstedt, M., Hussain, S. & Shukur, G. (2013) ”Ethnic origin, local labour
markets and self-employment in Sweden”, Annals of Regional Science, 50, 885– 910.

Hammarstedt, M., Ahmed, A. & Andersson, L. (2015) “Sexual prejudice and labor market
outcomes of gays and lesbians: Evidence from Sweden”, Feminist Economics, 21, 90–109.

Andersson, L. & Hammarstedt, M. (2015) “Ethnic enclaves, networks and self- employment
among Middle Eastern immigrants in Sweden”,
International Migration, forthcoming.

Aldén, L., Hammarstedt, M. & Neuman, E. (2015) “Ethnic segregation, tipping behaviour, and
native residential mobility”, International Migration Review, forthcoming.
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ALL ABOUT BALANCE? A TEST OF THE JACK-OF-ALL-TRADES THEORY USING MILITARY
ENLISTMENT DATA

Aldén, Lina; Neuman, Emma; Hammarstedt, Mats
Linnaeus University, Sweden

The Jack-of-all-trades theory argues that individuals with a balanced set of skills are more
suitable for self-employment than others. In this paper we test this theory using Swedish
Military Enlistment data. This data enables us to construct a measure of balance in endowed
abilities that, in comparison to measures used in previous research, is less contaminated by
endogeneity problems. Specifically, we measure balance in skills using the result from the
tests of cognitive and non-cognitive ability taken at age 18 to 19 for all individuals. We find
clear support for the Jack-of-all-trades theory, in the sense that the likelihood of being selfemployed or switching into self-employment is higher for individuals who are more balanced
in their in abilities. In addition, earnings from self-employment tend to be higher among
individuals with a more balanced set of skills.

Keywords: cognitive ability, non-cognitive ability, human capital, self-employment

Bibliography:
Aldén (former Andersson), L., Edlund, L. Hammarstedt, M, Mueller-Smith, M. (2015) "Samesex partnership for what? Evidence from Swedish register data", forthcoming in
Demography.

Hammarstedt, M., Ahmed, A., and Andersson, L. (2015) "Sexual prejudice and labour market
outcomes of gays and lesbians: Evidence from Sweden", Feminist Economics, 21, 90-109.

Aldén, L, Hammarstedt, M. and Neuman, E. (2015) "Ethnic segregation, tipping behaviour,
and native residential mobility, forthcoming in International Migration Review.
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Ahmed, A., Andersson, L., and Hammarstedt, M. (2013) “Are gays and lesbians discriminated
against in the hiring process?”, Southern Economics Journal, 79, 565–585.

MENTAL BUDGETING, TAX COMPLIANCE AND ENTREPRENEURIAL OUTCOMES OF THE SELFEMPLOYED WITHOUT PERSONNEL
Antonides, Gerrit (1); De Groot, I. Manon (2)
1: Wageningen University, Netherlands, The; 2: Tax and Customs Administration,
Netherlands, The

Non-compliance with procedures of filing tax returns and paying taxes in time among
entrepreneurs is relatively high for several reasons. If non-compliance follows from poor
financial management it is assumed that mental budgeting may increase compliance. We
report on a study among 430 self-employed people without personnel in which the
relationships between mental budgeting, tax compliance and entrepreneurial outcomes are
investigated. Building on an earlier survey, four aspects of mental budgeting were
considered in an 29 item questionnaire answered on 5-point Likert scales: making
reservations for expenses, compensating for high expenses by spending less, making
budgets for particular expenses, and fungibility of money across budgets. Item reduction
yielded a set of 15 items by means of confirmatory bi-factor analysis with satisfactory fit (see
Figure 1). These items were explained by a general factor, on which all items loaded
positively, and four specific factors on which items from each of the four aspects loaded
positively, with zero loadings on the other factors. A one-factor solution and a second-order
factor analysis, both restricted forms of the general bi-factor model, yielded unsatisfactory
fit. The incidence of mental budgeting varied considerably across the four scales, as
measured by, for example, the percentage of people scoring 3 or higher on the 5-point
scales. On the averaged 15-item scale, 58% answered 3 or higher. For the averaged
reservation items it was 74%; for the compensation items it was 62%; for budgetting 19%;
and for fungibility 29%.

Tax compliance was indicated by three measures: a 3-item measure taken from the OECD
(filing in time, filing correctly, and paying taxes in time), a 3-item enforced compliance
measure (feeling forced to pay taxes, probability of auditing too high, tax evasion is punished
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severely), and a 4-item voluntary compliance measure (paying taxes if there were no audits,
paying taxes is obvious, paying taxes is an obligation, paying taxes as contributing to society).
Combining tax compliance with the bi-factor mental budgeting model yielded the following
results. Both the OECD measure and voluntary compliance were positively related to the
general mental budgeting factor, and negatively related to the specific factors of
compensating, budgeting, and fungibility. The OECD measure, but not voluntary compliance
was positively related to the specific reservation factor. Enforced compliance was positively
related to the specific factors of compensating and budgeting.

Entrepreneurial outcomes comprised a monetary profit measure, estimated time being able
to run the business when income would fall away, using a pension scheme, and worry about
business financial affairs. Overall, the general mental budgeting factor and making
reservations had positive effects on entrepreneurial outcomes. Compensating, budgeting,
and fungibility had negative effects.

Keywords: Mental budgeting, self-employed, financial management, tax compliance

Bibliography:
Antonides, G., I.M. de Groot and W.F. van Raaij, 2011. Mental budgeting and the
management of household finance. Journal of Economic Psychology 32(4), 545-555.
Antonides, G., 2011 Division of household tasks and financial management. Zeitschrift für
Psychologie/Journal of Psychology 219(4), 198-208.
Gangl, K., S. Muehlbacher, M. de Groot, S. Goslinga, E. Hofmann, C. Kogler, G. Antonides,
and E. Kirchler. “How can I help you?” Perceived service orientation of tax authorities and
tax compliance. FinanzArchiv /Public Finance Analysis, 69(4), 487-510.
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LOCAL BIAS OF INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS: EVIDENCE FROM TURKISH STOCK
MARKET
ARIK, EVREN (1); SUER, OMUR (2)
1: GALATASARAY UNIVERSITY, Turkey & BORSA ISTANBUL, Turkey; 2: GALATASARAY
UNIVERSITY, Turkey

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Introduction

Models in traditional finance lack behavioral aspects of financial decision-making. However,
investor’s psychology, which can be affected by external factors as well as inner intuitions
and character, influences markets to a great extent. For instance, although the advantages
of diversification are emphasized by traditional finance theories; in practice, individual
investors often tend to hold only a few stocks in their portfolios. One explanation for this
fact is that investors may weigh the assets in their territories more. This phenomenon has
been subject to research in the last two decades under the title of home/local bias. Within
this scope, the objective of this study is to provide new evidence concerning local bias of
individual investors in an emerging country’s stock market namely, Borsa Istanbul (BIST).
More precisely, we will investigate whether individual investors weigh shares of firms, which
are geographically close to themselves, more than expected in their portfolios, and, relatedly,
whether they have any informational advantage in these shares. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first to investigate the existence of local bias at Borsa İstanbul
Equity Market.

The remainder of the paper will be structured as follows: The relevant literature will be
presented in the next section. Then, the structure of data set will be summarized by
providing an overview of individual investors trading in Borsa Istanbul. Afterwards, the
methodology of the analysis will be presented. Then, the results of the analysis will be
explained. Finally, the results and suggestions for further research will be summarized.
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Literature Review

According to traditional finance theory, a risk-averse investor has to invest in market
portfolio (or a sufficiently diversified portfolio) together with a risk-free asset in order to
obtain maximum profit for a given level of risk. However, in practice, investors do not
diversify their portfolios within this framework. One explanation for this fact is that investors
may weigh the assets in their territories more. This phenomenon is called home bias and can
be defined as the tendency of investors to invest in their country’s equities relatively more.
Home-biased investors have tendency to overweight domestic equities and underweight
international equities (French and Poterba, 1991). Local bias may be called as intra-country
version of home bias, which is a cross-border phenomenon. Within the context of local bias,
we also use phrases local investors and local stocks throughout the text. By local investors,
we mean individuals investing in firms which are geographically close to them. By local
equities, we mean equities owned by investors geographically close to the firm issued these
equities. The pioneering study in this line of research belongs to Coval and Moskowitz (1999).
They find that U.S. investment managers exhibit a strong preference for locally
headquartered firms, particularly small, highly levered firms that produce nontraded goods.
In their succeeding study (2001), they further find that fund managers earn substantial
abnormal returns in nearby investments. Accordingly, they suggest that investors trade local
securities at an informational advantage and point toward a link between such trading and
asset prices. Most of the studies in this field find also that there is local bias, i.e. investors
weigh local equities more in their portfolios (Ivkovic and Weisbenner, 2005; Massa and
Simonov, 2006; Dorn, Huberman and Sengmüller; 2008; Seasholes and Zhu, 2010; Jacobs
and Weber, 2012).

Data

We use individual-level data obtained from the database of Turkey’s central securities
depository institution for capital market instruments (MKK). This institution is a subsidiary of
Borsa Istanbul and the official central depository agency of Turkey in which financial assets
are held electronically at the investor level. The total number of investors in Turkish equity
market is 1,097,791 as of the end of 2012. After excluding foreign and domestic institutional
investors, there remain 1,086,400 domestic individual investors at Borsa Istanbul Equity
Market. In order to achieve the number of active investors, the individuals who had not
traded at least once in the two-year period or held portfolios less than 1,000 TRY (approx.
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$450) as of the end of 2012 are removed from the dataset. As a result, the population size is
reduced to 250,827 investors. This filtering process is applied in order to select a
representative sample from the population of active investors in the market. Thereafter,
25,000 investors are randomly selected from the active-investors population. Our sampling
method is stratified random sampling, which that we keep the distribution of age and
portfolio size subgroups in the same size as in the population. The sampling period covers 5
years from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2012 and the daily observations (1,259 days in
total) are about the portfolio and trade data (stock-by-stock) of all the investors throughout
the sampling period. For the return calculations, we obtain adjusted price series of the
equities from Bloomberg. Table 1 shows some descriptive statistics for the individuals in our
overall sample. We use Stata program for the analyses.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics
All individuals Women
Number where of individuals 24,996

Men

6,049

18,947

PANEL A: Age
Mean

46

47.5

45.5

Median

45

47

44

standard deviation

12.2

12.6

12.1

PANEL B: Average portfolio size (TRY)
Mean

52,628.5

34,271.4

58,489.2

Median

8,050.5

5,899.5

8,870.7

standard deviation

490,674.4

184,765.3

553,706.6

The major contribution of this study is related to data. There is relatively limited number of
studies focusing on individual investor-level data due to data constraints; to reach individual
investor-level databases is not an easy task. In general, studies utilizing individual investors’
data around the world obtain these data from a single brokerage firm. Consequently, their
samples are limited to the clients of that firm. We obtain our data from the Central
Securities Depository Institution of Turkey (MKK) rather than a single brokerage firm. As a
result, our sample is constructed from the whole population in the country and does not
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have any bias towards any sub-group. The data is also very reliable due to the fact that
equities traded in Borsa Istanbul is fully dematerialized at MKK and therefore it reflects the
official records of the investors’ portfolios.

Methodology

Our methodology has two steps. First, we measure the tendency of individual investors to
weigh the equities of firms in their territories more. Second, we calculate corresponding
returns of these portfolio preferences to analyze the reason for such a tendency (i.e., is local
bias an information-related or familiarity-related phenomenon?). If returns of local
investments are higher, investors are thought to have informative advantage in their
decisions.

We use two measures to calculate the level of local bias for individual investors. First,
following Feng and Seasholes (2008), we calculate the average weight of investor portfolio
invested locally (i.e. headquarter or operating center of the firm is the city where the
investor lives in). We further calculate weight of these local stocks in market portfolio. Last,
we substract the former from the latter and obtain our local bias measure:

〖local bias〗_i=∑_1^n▒〖wlocal〗_(i,j) - ∑_1^n▒〖mwlocal〗_i (1)

where;
wlocal denotes weight of local stocks in the investor’s portfolio for stock i for investor j,
mwlocal denotes weight of local stocks in the aggregate market portfolio for stock i.

Our second measure is a distance-based one (Seasholes and Zhu, 2010). The formula is same
as in equation 1. The difference is that the criterion for locality is that the distance between
the investor and the stock is less than 100 kilometers, instead of being at the same city.
Having obtained local bias measures, we calculate returns of local stocks with respect to
non-local stocks (Seasholes and Zhu, 2010):

〖return of local investment〗_i= r_(local,i)- r_(remote,i) (2)
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Results

Our preliminary findings show some evidence for the existence of local bias among Turkish
equity investors. As our sample includes different characteristics of the investors, we expect
to make contribution to explaining the underlying dynamics of the local bias. Furthermore,
we will also check whether the level of local bias differs across stocks with different
characteristics. If the reason is informational advantage, the level of local bias is expected to
be less in equities in which the information asymmetry is lower. Accordingly, we will
additionally analyze whether the level of local bias differentiate for various classes of
equities.

Keywords: local bias, behavioral finance, emerging markets
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VULNERABLE PERSON ON WORK MARKET; BETWEEN SOCIAL ASSISTED STATUS AND EMPLOYEE
STATUS

Baican, Eugen
Babes-Bolyai University, Romania

The paper presents the results of extensive research at national level in Romania, which
aimed to identify and analyze the factors that restrict and factors which increase
employability in the labor market of people from vulnerable population categories.

The wider context of this research aims foundation applied for the policy recommendations
and employment services on the labor market of the vulnerable population categories.
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Briefly, the design methodology for the research purpose is:

Area and population coverage: 6 development regions in Romania (total:8) and in each
region selected one county, namely:
- North West: Cluj,
- Southwest Region: Dolj county
- North East; Suceava county,
- South East, Constanta county,
- Western Region Caras-Severin,
- Bucharest-Ilfov, Bucharest.

Categories and number of subjects included in the research:

1. People from vulnerable groups seeking employment or increased risk of loss of
employment:
- one focus group (8-10 subjects) in each of the six developing regions / counties.
- topic for individual interviews by 1 in each of the 6 regions / counties (multiproblem
vulnerable person, focusing on highly vulnerable categories) .

2. Employers, owners and managers:
- 2 subjects an individual interviews in each of the 6 regions / counties.

3. The local government with responsibility for employment and social inclusion:
- 1subject for an individual interviews in each of the 6 regions / counties.

4. Institutions public / private providing employment and social inclusion:
- 2 subjects an individual interviews in each of the 6 regions / counties.

5. Charities and specialized NGOs working in the field of employment and social inclusion:
- 1subiect for an individual interviews in each of the 6 regions / counties.
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6. Staffing of sites and volunteers involved Centres for Social Inclusion:
- 1subiect for an individual interviews in each of the 6 regions / counties.

Focus groups designed to focus on specific categories of vulnerable people are as follows:
- One focus group with young people over 18 to leave / have left the child protection
system;
- One focus group with people over age 45 but before the statutory retirement age, which
does not receive any income or guaranteed minimum income benefit;
- One focus group with people over 18 who have family in care, a person with chronic
diseases or disabilities that require constant care, or child with special needs who attend
some form of special education (children with Down syndrome, autism, deafness, blindness
etc.);
- One focus group with young people (18-30 years) in rural areas that do not receive any
income
or
guaranteed
minimum
income
benefit;
- One Focus groups with people over 18 homeless / living and living in unsanitary conditions
in
begging,
collected
garbage
and
other
marginal
resources;
- One focus groups with people over 18 who have disabilities, disability, mental health
problems and difficulty in integrating the labor market.

Methods, tools and procedures in research:

a.: Data collection:
- focus group interview method;
- Individual semi-structured interview method;

b: data processing and analysis:
- Thematic analysis of narrative.

Briefly results:

Synthetic, corroborating the overall, results the following conclusions:
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a) labor market employability of people in vulnerable categories of population is low,
difficult and evolving estimated unfavorable due to reasons relating both to vulnerable
people themselves and due to causes related to other actors involved in the process:
employers, providers (public and private) service qualification and employment mediation,
employment and inclusion of the local government;

b) in respect of vulnerable persons in employment and social inclusion, there is limitation
and restraint, discrimination and exclusion and restraint and self exclusion in accessing and
remaining in the labor market, the most important aspects here are the following:
- Reduced concern for education and skills deficit registered in this regard, and deficit of
social skills necessary for the labor market,
- Lack of motivation, determination, realism and appropriate action for employment and
social assisted complacency,
- Lack horizon for developing their socio-professional life aspect in the context of traditional
mentality, especially rural areas, which is reflected in the habit of "life on tomorrow today"
subsistence-based livelihood opportunities and seasonal work "black "and passive
expectation" that someday I can be better and sheep find me something ",
- Complaining discrimination and marginalization to which they are subjected in
employment and social inclusion plan, partly real, partly selfjustify for their restraint and lack
of determination to work;

c) as it concerns the other actors involved in employment in the labor market (employers,
employment service providers, local government), there are also limitations as factual,
objective and subjective limitations related attitudinal-opening and success in employment,
namely to facilitate and support employment of vulnerable people, the most important
aspects
are
the
following:
- practically all of the actors involved in the support, and facilitate labor market access for
vulnerable people found directly complains that the current legislation of social assistance
through welfare-income support, encourage vulnerable people to indulge in social
assistance status, not really willing to work (unless wages would be substantially higher than
social) and not work, do not accept the help offered by service providers and local
government institutions free training courses and mediation labor, and calls for change,
adjust
social
assistance
legislation
and
tax
law
related
labor
- advertise employers greater pressure on the criterion of efficiency and economic profit
induces a labor market climate marked by socio-economic background, leaving it more open
to understanding and accepting reduced rebate is required to be made by these criteria
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employment of vulnerable people with disabilities educational and professional
qualifications, in addition to any disability, including social and attitudinal
- limiting her total, as demanded by virtually all of the actors is what is that current
regulations prohibit the acceptance of any vocational training courses free of vulnerable
people who have completed at least 8 years of schooling, through this social category in
question is practically blocked the vacancy organized labor markets and social neincluziunea,
- nonregulation public announcement requirement by employers (private in this case) of all
vacancies and their employment obligation by selection / competition open to all candidates,
making it impossible to respect the constitutional right to free and equal access for all
citizens
to
places
for
work,
- discrimination and exclusion of these actors is seen dual labor market perspective, both
factual discrimination and exclusion due to general social prejudices and negative personal
and direct experiences as well as selfdiscrimination and self exclusion of vulnerable people
by attitude in this regard and a lack of determination and effort required escalation
vulnerabilities.

d) the vulnerable and all other actors involved in filling labor market and social inclusion of
vulnerable people complaining deficiencies concerning the organization and socio-economic
climate of the country and shortcomings of public policies and legislation in the field, they
view as responsibilities and possibilities for action, the direct mode, the other actors, the
executive and legislative institutions at the central level of the state.

. Recommendations arising from applied research

Recommendations for the policy:

i: Change, supplementing, adjusting both social assistance legislation and labor legislation
and related tax legislation in the sense of excluding or substantially limit the current
situation in which many people in vulnerable categories of population in employment and
social inclusion indulging in social status and refuses witnessed active measures of training,
support and employability; For this, necessary actions should start in the depiction of
persuasion, pressure and lobbying from all the actors involved in the labor market that were
investigated in this work, but these changes realization that such power is vested in the
central state, legislative and executive.
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ii) removal by legislative and institutional measures, the current total exclusion of any
training courses, even for handmade crafts, unpretentious, persons who have not completed
at least 8 years of schooling; For this, actions could and would have to start everything from
the actors involved in the labor market to action and decision makers at the central level of
the state.

iii) stronger regulation by legislative and institutional measures and mandatory public
announcement by employers (public and private) of all vacancies and their employment
obligation by selection / competition open to all candidates; it can solve all the institutions
of the central power of the state, but also by engaging in persuade their meaning, from the
actors involved in the labor market.

iv) organization / reorganization, regulatory and institutional level, vocational schools and
education for vulnerable categories of people with disabilities somatic and / or mentality or
educational deficit in a consistent and adequate formula and their needs ; for this, action at
local and regional level for the purposes of defining those needs and organizational
framework outlining the solutions could be the initial step necessary in action that can be
completed at the levels of education and labor ministries.

v): Creation of the regulatory and institutional framework necessary to intervene to change,
mitigation mentality, attitude consisting of familiarity with traditional subsistence livelihood,
life experiences on today and tomorrow in day labor and passive waiting and undefined
good luck a better life, which characterize numerous categories of vulnerable people
through policies, programs and civic education activities designed appropriately informed
and attentive, creating opportunities opening demonstration and promotion horizon models,
planting of ferment of change mentality in those communities; Such policies and programs
should be designed and implemented to a greater extent than interventions at the local
office.

Recommendations for the services:

j) The organization of training and assistance to access the labor market and limiting
vulnerability tailored to each vulnerable population groups and drawing more people
multivulnerable categories, both in the design stage and the stage of implementation.
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jj): In the design and provision of services increased attention to equal or even greater
attention paid to professional qualification services (which are currently the priorities),
assistive services, counseling and support for sustainable socio horizon dedicated opening
professional, social and professional skills development, motivation, determination, realistic
attitude and adaptability for effective action in the sense of finding and keeping
employment, shifting the traditional mentality of subsistence and livelihood based on
passive waiting, overcoming attitude and action selfstigmatization, selfdiscrimination and
self-exclusion.

jjj): devising and implementing concerted action in zonal and regional level, with all other
providers of services in this area in order to ensure that many service providers advertising,
namely consistency, sustainability and durability of the results achieved training services,
support and facilitation of employment in the labor market.

jv): Extension services dedicated to serving vulnerable people directly for the purposes of
qualification, employment support and labor market mediation, information services,
awareness and persuading other actors involved in employment and inclusion at local and
central level, in particular in the design and implement policies and programs in this area.

Keywords: Vulnerable person, social assisted status, employee status, policies and services.
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THE POLITICS OF HOPE AND FEAR: RISK PERCEPTIONS OF GOOD AND BAD EVENTS AND
WORLDVIEWS
Ben-Ner, Avner; Gabrielsen, Susanne
University of Minnesota

There is renewed interest in understanding the factors that shape political, cultural,
economic and social views. In this paper we expand on recent literature that links
worldviews to fear, disgust and other deep-seated traits and emotions. We extend the
construct of risk perceptions – subjective evaluation of the probability of occurrence of rare
events – to distinguish between good (desirable) and bad (undesirable) events. We classify
individuals along two scales, ‘hope’ and ‘fear’ relative to good and bad events, respectively.
There are those who, compared to their peers, tend to overstate the probability of
occurrence of good events (Hopeful) and those who tend to understate these probabilities
(Forlorn), and those who tend to overstate the probability of bad events (Fearful) and those
who understate them (Unworried). We argue that risk perceptions reflect individuals’
adaptive characteristics, basic attitudes that are determined by their fundamental
personality and physiological traits, inherited genetic make-up and formative childhood
influences.

On the bad events scale, the Fearful seek protection against entities, actions and groups they,
in contrast to the Unworried, regard as dangerous; they may seek protection by a strong
military, a strong state, a reassuring faith, a supporting community, and other contextinfluenced sources (as in “God, Country, Family”). On the good events scale, the Hopeful are,
compared to the Forlorn, confident that good things will happen, so they seek no
intervention through policy or individual action to facilitate the occurrence of things they
like; they are inclined to laissez faire worldviews.

We conducted a study with approximately 600 student participants. We determine whether
individuals are Hopeful or Forlorn on the basis of their subjective estimations of five rare
good events (e.g., what is the likelihood of a lost wallet being returned and living to age 100),
and whether they are Fearful or Unworried on the basis of their subjective estimation of five
rare bad events (e.g., what is the likelihood of being struck by lightning or dying in an
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automobile accident). We also asked participants to state their views on 8 items (e.g., on gay
marriage, religion and politics). We found that the Fearful as compared to the Unworried
support more the war in Iraq, disapprove of gay marriage, distrust more other people, hold
stronger religious beliefs and are politically more conservative. We also found that the
Hopeful, in contrast to the Forlorn, support less pro-choice and gay marriage and are more
trusting of others. We also found that Fear is a stronger determinant of worldviews than
Hope. We also report findings on determinants of risk perceptions.

Keywords: risk perceptions; political attitudes; personality; risk aversion
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REASONING IN MORAL JUDGMENTS: THE IMPACT OF PLACEBIC INFORMATION.
Białek, Michał; Tyszka, Tadeusz
Kozminski university, Poland

Introduction

Imagine you are standing next to tracks and see a trolley running loose. On the track are five
workers, who will die if you don’t do anything. You see a lever and know that if you pull, it
will change the tracks of the trolley to other tracks, where is only one worker. He will die,
but five others will be saved. Should you pull the lever? As several studies show majority of
individuals tend to make the sacrifice decision (Bialek & Handley, 2013; Lanteri, Chelini, &
Rizzello, 2008; Shallow, Iliev, & Medin, 2011). Those, who think it’s allowed to make a
sacrifice are classified as utilitarian and those refusing to do so are classified as deontologists
(but see the discussion of (Kahane, 2014)
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Once again, the trolley is headed for five people. You are standing next to a large man on a
footbridge spanning the tracks. The only way to save the five people is to push this man off
the footbridge and into the path of the trolley. Is that morally permissible? In this problem
majority of people tend to refuse making the sacrifice (Waldmann & Dieterich, 2007).
Perhaps, because of the direct character of action and personal force which has to be
applied. However, this change is irrelevant to the moral problem – the sacrifice still has to be
made, just the means are different. Greene (Greene, 2007, 2014; Greene & Haidt, 2002;
Paxton, Ungar, & Greene, 2012) explain this difference as follows: Sacrificial moral dilemmas
elicit strong affect and are subjectively difficult to solve. This emotionally driven intuition
encourages individuals to make deontological moral judgments. However reflection makes
the consequences salient and increases the likelihood of making utilitarian judgments. On
the other hand Białek and Handley (Białek, 2015; Białek, Handley & Terbeck, 2015, Białek &
Terbeck, 2015, Handley & Trippas, 2015) proposed a model, in which both deontological and
utilitarian judgments are intuitive in nature, but the features of a problem can increase the
salience of one or another moral intuition. They assume that the compelling internal conflict
caused by moral dilemma requires an individual to look for arguments which could help him
or her to make a decision.

Following this line, the aim of the present study was to investigate how people try to reduce
this internal conflict and to reach a decision. Perhaps, among possible arguments one can
use the so-called placebic information. By this we mean using any argument that has the
syntactic structure of an argument, but is semantically uninformative (Boster et al., 2009;
Dolinski & Nawrat, 1998; Simon & Scurich, 2011). Function of placebic arguments was first
investigated in a context of social influence by (Langer, Blank, & Chanowitz, 1978). The
example of this type argument they used is: “please allow me to use the copy-machine
because I need to make copies”. Thus, we formed hypothesis that placebic information may
be used as conflict-resolving argument which helps to solve a moral dilemma.

Study 1

We designed a study in which we tracked the use of placebic information, regarding
extremely low uncertainty of described consequences, which we hope will be used by
individuals to solve the moral dilemmas.
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Participants

N=132 individuals participated in the study (56.3% female, mage=28.2, range 26-55). They
were recruited among SWPS students by email advertisement.

Materials and procedure

Individuals were presented in polish with a modified version of the trolley dilemma.
Experimental manipulation was addition of a specific sentence: there is a very small chance
(far below 1%) that this person (people) will survive. In result we either added an illusionary
chance of: (a) 5 people in danger to survive or (b) the one person who should be sacrificed to
survive. These versions have been contrasted with control, unmodified, version of the
dilemma.

This additional sentence does not significantly change the utilitarian characteristic of a
dilemma; instead of 1:5 now there is .99:5 or 1:4.95. Because of this minor change in the
utility, we expect those individuals who reflexively consequence are tallying not to be
affected by this manipulation. Those, who follow deontological rule of not making any
sacrifice also should not be affected by this manipulation as their intuition makes them
reluctant to taking the action in each version of dilemma. However those, who are in conflict
and urge to find a solution should focus on the placebic information to greater extent.

Results

Ratio of utilitarian judgments are shown on Figure 1. Chi-2 test was applied to test the
impact of placebic information on decision, which showed marginal significance of the
manipulation (X2=5.339, p=.069).

Figure 1. Ratio of utilitarian decisions.
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Study 2

Since in Study 1 we found only marginal significance of the manipulation, we decided to
replicate the research. In fact, in Study 2 we extend research by dramatic decreasing the
chance of particular

people to survive (from .01 to in range of one in a million). We also added direct sacrificial
dilemma (requiring personal force to make a sacrifice).

Participants

N=89 individuals participated in the study (62.2% female, mage=28.24, 22-54). They were
recruited among Kozminski University students in exchange for course credits. Participants
were divided into 4 groups, each included one control dilemma and one modified dilemma
of other type, e.g. control version of trolley dilemma and modified lifeboat dilemma with a
minimal chance of surviving the 1 person considered to be sacrificed.

Materials and procedure

The study was a pen and paper study. In this version we used one indirect moral dilemma
(trolley) and one direct (lifeboat). The direct dilemma requires an individual to throw an
injured man overboard from a sinking lifeboat, otherwise all passengers will die. Each
participant was presented with 1 control dilemma and 1 modified dilemma.

Results

Descriptive statistics of responses in dilemmas are presented on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Percent of utilitarian decisions depending on version of a dilemma.
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Data was analysed in 2 (direct-indirect; within-subject) by 3 (chance of 1/5 people surviving
and a control group; between-subject) between subject ANOVA design. A main effect of
directness (F=15.999, p<.001, n2=0.85) and of placebic information (F=3.896, p<.05,
n2=.043) but no interaction effect (p>.25) were observed. As expected more individuals
were utilitarian in indirect dilemmas than in direct dilemmas (73.8% and 45,6% respectively),
also placebic information increased likelihood of particular decision: chance of surviving 1
person increased ratio of utilitarian judgments (71.9% utilitarian judgments) compared to
control dilemma (58.9%) while chance of surviving 5 people increased likelihood of
deontological decision (48.2% utilitarian judgments).

Discussion

In both studies the impact of placebic information has been confirmed. We believe this
provides support for the parallel-activation intuitionist model of moral judgments. Indeed, if
the intuitionist

model of moral judgments is correct, the placebic information can have impact on moral
judgments by increasing salience of particular intuition, either deontological or utilitarian,
depending of which one is supported by an additional placebic argument. Naturally, further
research is needed, but our data can give an impulse for others to test this hypothesis..

Keywords: morality, reasoning, decision making, placebic information
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FEEDBACK AND EMOTIONS IN THE TRUST GAME
Bischoff, Ivo; Ihtiyar, Özcan
University of Kassel, Germany

We conduct an experiment on the impact of feedback in the Trust Game. In our treatment
group, the Trustee has the opportunity to give feedback to the Investor (free in choice of
wording and contents). The feedback option is found to reduce the share of Investors who
sent no resources to the Trustee, while the impact on average behavior is less pronounced.
The notion proposed by Xiao and Houser (2005, PNAS) according to which verbal feedback
and monetary sanctions are substitutes is not supported. We use the PANAS-scale (Mackinnon et al., 1999) to capture change in subjects’ short-run affective state during the experiment. Receiving feedback has an impact on the Investors’ short-run affective state but giving feedback is not found to have an effect on Trustees’ short-run affective state.

Keywords: Trust Game, Feedback, Short-run affect, Emotions
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COOPERATION UNDER RISK AND AMBIGUITY
Björk, Lisa (1); Kocher, Martin (2,1); Martinsson, Peter (1); Pham-Khan, Nam (3)
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Experimental evidence of behavior in social dilemmas is conclusive in that, on average,
people cooperate to some extent. In contrast to most public goods in real life, experimental
setups rest on the assumption of a certain return from contributing. In this paper, we use an
experimental public goods game to study how risk and uncertainty in the return from
contributing affects voluntary contribution levels and how cooperation und risk and
ambiguity evolves over time. Social settings of this character include eco system restoration,
carbon emission sequestration, team work, and recycling. Ex-ante we expect risk (known
probabilities) to reduce contributions to public goods. There is no evidence on ambiguity
(unknown probabilities) in social dilemmas. We know from previous studies on risk and
uncertainty in individual decision making that people on average are ambiguity averse, i.e.,
they are even more willing to avoid situation involving true uncertainty. A better
understanding of these mechanisms is important from a policy and institutional design
perspective, and our study provides a first step in that direction.
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Our experimental design use a standard linear public goods experiment with known payoff
structure as a control and two treatments. In the risky treatment, it is common knowledge
that the marginal per capita return from the public good can take on either a high or a low
value, with equal probability. Values are chosen in a way that the social dilemma aspect is
retained, regardless of whether the low or the high marginal per capita return applies. In the
uncertainty/ambiguity treatment, the probabilities of the low or high marginal per capita
return on the investment are unknown. Uncertainty is introduced by using an Ellsberg urn to
determine the marginal per capita return.

We hypothesize that risk and uncertainty decrease the contributions to public goods
compared to our control treatment. Our results are relevant for validating the
generalizability of experimental results. The experimental design has already been
developed, and the experiments will be carried out in June 2015.

Keywords: Public goods, conditional cooperation, experiment, risk, ambiguity
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WILLINGNESS TO PAY AND FRAMING EFFECTS
Blondel, Serge
University of Angers, France

Although decision theory predicts specific behaviours, many experiments, in line with those
of Kahneman and Tversky demonstrated that the decision is highly influenced by framing
effects (Kahneman and Tversky, 1981). Thus, two different framings, although normatively
equivalent, can lead to very different decisions. Tversky and Kahneman (1981) demonstrated
systematic reversals of preference when the same problem is presented in different ways,
for example in the Asian disease problem. The change in the decision frame between the
two groups of participants produced a preference reversal: when the programs were
presented in terms of lives saved, the participants preferred the secure program. When the
programs were presented in terms of expected deaths, participants chose the gamble.]

Concerning, the willingness to pay (WTP), it is well known that it could be subject to
systematic biases. For example; there is a significant disparity between (WTP) and
willingness to accept WTA (Knetsch and Sinden, 1984): WTA is significantly higher than WTP.

Here, we focus on how is framed the WTP in an experiment. To our knowledge, there is no
experimental study of why there is a unit price or a weight price, and how it influences the
decision process. The closer one is Burson, Faro & Rottenstreich (2012), where the
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WTA/WTP ratio is higher for a unit and decreases with the number of products. But here,
the number of products is constant.

We will present some original results of an experiment where 50% of the subjects have given
a unit price, while the other ones have given a weight price. In both cases, the objective was
the same: to buy four apples with an endowment of 3 euros. It was a short experiment, just
after a longer hedonic study. We used the BDM mechanism (Becket et al., 1963)

The unit price is significantly higher. We will explain this result in light of the referencedependent model (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991).

Keywords: Keywords: food, framing effects, reference point
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SOCIAL IDENTITY AND TRUST AS FACTORS OF CONSOLIDATED PUBLIC OPINION
FORMATION
Bondarevskaya, Irina
Institute of Social and Political Psychology NAPS of Ukraine

Consideration of social identity and trust as factors of consolidated public opinion formation
is due to mutual social processes connected with formation of social identity, trust and
public opinion.
Social identity is seen as the basis for consolidated public opinion formation. According to
Tajfel (1978), Tajfel & Turner (1979) social identity is a part of self-concept which arises on
the basis of knowledge about membership in social group (or groups) together with
emotional significance of this membership. Each social identity is formed as a result of group
(ingroup) membership and opposition to other, outgroup. Processes of social comparison lie
in the basis of social identity formation. People evaluate believes and abilities comparing
themselves with others in the process of social interaction.
Ingroup is compared to similar or different outgroup, parameters of comparison are social
categorizations which are stereotypical constructs as they determine borders of group
membership (Festinger, 1954). People also need to define value of their group in comparison
to another group by intergroup comparison. Motivation for such comparison lies in the need
for positive social identity: the one which shows positive distinctive features of a person and
ingroup according to significant characteristics.
K.V. Korostelina (2003) determines values and attitudes as meaning content of social identity.
An important factor which effects changes in the system of social identities lies in shifts of
values priority and shift of aims.
System of values orientation is formed on the basis of individual experience, personal and
professional roles. One system of values determines interaction with family and friends,
second – professional behaviour (Rokeach, 1968). M. Rokeach (1968) distinguishes between
terminal and instrumental values. Terminal values are long-term or final goals which an
individual strives for. Instrumental values are goals determined by everyday experience, they
are short-term.
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According to M. Rokeach & G. Rothman (1965) there is hierarchy of believes, attitudes and
values. Believes form attitudes. Attitude can be composed of many believes, plenty of
attitudes merging form a value. Believes, attitudes and values are interconnected and exist
in hierarchy as a single system of believes.
G. W. Allport (1935) determines attitude as a psychological state of readiness organized by
experience. It effects individual’s reactions on all objects and situations which he / she
encounters.
K. V. Korostelina (2003) in her research showed interconnection between attitudes and
social identity. Basic identities are connected with stable attitudes which effect personal life
position, perception of ingroup and outgroup.

Figure 1. Social identity model

Theoretical model of social identity (Bondarevskaya, 2008) consists of meaning content,
styles of interpersonal interaction in which it is revealed and behavior in concrete situation
of interaction. Meaning content includes system of values and attitudes, while values lie in
the center (the most stable component), attitudes (more apt to changes) lie in the layer next
to the center. Third layer, styles of interpersonal interaction, is even more apt to changes
than the previous ones. The outer layer, behaviour in concrete situation, is the most apt for
changes, e.g. in the process of training programs.
All components of this theoretical model of social identity are inseparably connected with
consolidated public opinion. Styles of interpersonal interaction and behaviour in concrete
situation of interaction correspond with such characteristics of consolidated public opinion
distinguished by P.D. Frolov (2014) as desire and readiness for communication, negotiation,
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orientation on rules for mutual position achievement, mutual perception, argumentation,
conflict resolution, readiness of public opinion bearers to change it or on the contrary to
influence others. Orientation on definite rules according to P.D. Frolov (2014) allows
determining type and prospects for public opinion consolidation.
As for meaning content of social identity, values and attitudes of social group a person
identifies himself / herself with determine what opinion this person reconstructs. Wherein
the more salient is the social identity in the system of social identities of the person the
more significant is the opinion of the group for the person.
Besides salience of social identity, actuality of social identity is very important for
determination of opinion significance. Actuality is conditioned by situation, context of
interaction. For example, ethnic identity can be not salient in the system of social identities
of a person but in situation when a person finds himself / herself in a group where the
majority of people belong to different ethnic group, especially when this situation is conflict,
ethnic identity becomes actual. If such situations repeat, ethnic identity can become salient
in the system of social identities of a person. Respectively opinions which he / she assigns to
own ethnic group will become important for him / her.
Striving for positive social comparison in favour of own ingroup (ingroup favoritism)
stipulates tendency to evaluate more positively opinions ascribed to ingroup than opinions
ascribed to outgroup. This phenomenon can be flattened by existence of more general
overgroup values because values are more transcendental criteria for intergroup comparison
than opinions.
According to social identity model mentioned above opinions are on the level of attitudes.
Consolidated public opinion can be formed in case there are mutual values between groups
and working out mutual generally accepted rules of interaction, and then differences
between opinions can be minimized. Existence of mutual intergroup goals will be additional
factor for decrease of ingroup favoritism.
Consolidated public opinion formation is impossible without a definite level of trust between
members of ingroup and outgroup. P.D. Frolov (2014) mentions necessity to consider
peculiarities of emotional component of relations between members of different
communities for determination of public opinion consolidation level. First of all attention
should be paid to trust level, empathy and mutual understanding between those who have
different opinions. Absence of trust, negative emotional perception can demolish those
values and meanings which used to unite society.
When representatives of different social groups having different opinions even in case of
mutual values manifest incompatible styles of interpersonal interaction, rules of interaction
which contradict those accepted in the other group then intensity of negative emotions lead
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to demolishing of trust and consequently to differences in understanding values which used
to be mutual.
It is worth considering phenomenon of trust on the example of interethnic economic
relations because ethnic identity is usually on of the basic social identities of a person while
economic relations appear to be one of indicators of trust / distrust. Social and political
changes are inevitably reflected on interethnic economic relations. In turn interethnic
tension cannot help effecting trust / distrust in the sphere of business.
It is important to distinguish the following levels of interethnic economic trust: interpersonal
level, level of interaction inside organization, level of interaction between organizations,
interregional level, and interstate level.
R.C. Mayer, J.H. Davis, F.D. Schoorman (1995) define trust as the willingness of a party to be
vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will
perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or
control that party.
W.F. van Raaij (2012) draws attention to trust as a vital factor of economy. Trust in
government and institutions are essential for transactions, without such trust more juridical
precautions are required. As a consequence of distrust business processes slow down and
transactions costs increase bringing negative economic effects.
L. Hagendoorn (2007) points out that “trust in government has a positive effect on outgroup
stereotypes, acceptance of outgroup members and the willingness to help and trust
individual outgroup members because the government represents interests of all citizens. By
trusting the government citizens trust that the state will provide safety, social security and
material opportunities to all ethnic groups”.
Connection between trust in government / authorities and economic behavior was vividly
shown in a number of studies concerning tax behavior. E. Kirchler et al. described and
proved empirically a “slippery slope framework” consisting of three dimensions: trust in tax
authorities, power of tax authorities and tax compliance. Tax compliance is assumed to be
influenced by trust and power of authorities (Kirchler, Hölzl, & Wahl, 2008; Wahl, Kastlunger,
& Kirchler, 2010). In the later research tax compliance was shown to be connected with
national/EU identity and perceived distributive fairness (Hartner-Tiefenthaler, Kubicek,
Kirchler, Rechbrger, & Wenzel, 2012).
Cultural differences in trust are worth considering talking about trust to ingroup / outgroup
members. Takahashi et al. (2008) and Yamagishi et al. (1998) distinguish between cultures
with institutional basis for trust and interpersonal basis for trust. Institutional basis for trust
is typical for societies with strong norms and sanctioning systems, interpersonal basis for
trust is typical for societies with weak norms and sanctioning systems. Strong norms and
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sanctions in cultures with institutional basis of trust exclude necessity for development of
interpersonal trust by providing a reliable external guarantor of behavior.
B. Lancee and J. Dronkers (2011) identify ethnic, economic, religious diversity and language
proficiency in the neighborhood as factors affecting interethnic trust for immigrants and
native residents. They consider that definite forms of diversity can undermine but also build
various aspects of trust taking into account that diversity has different effects on immigrants
and native residents.
In conclusion it is worth mentioning that trust partly based on mutual social identity is a
necessary condition of consolidated public opinion formation. In turn consolidated public
opinion increases trust in society because mutual opinions provide less risks in problem
solving including economic problems. Indeed it is the case of mutual opinions which are
productive and corresponding social norms.
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CRT: WHOM, HOW, WHEN, ...
Branas-Garza, Pablo; Kujal, Praveen; Lenkei, Balint
Middlesex University London, UK, United Kingdom

This paper reports the results of a meta-study of 107 cognitive reflection tests (CRT)
comprising of more than 40,000 participants across 17 countries. We find in particular, that
there is a negative correlation between being a fe- male and correct answers to the specific
CRT questions and the overall number of correct answers. We also observe a statistically
significant effect between correct answers and (ii) being a student (iii) asking the questions
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in a stan- dard sequence. In addition, we find that on avarage people in Europe more likely
to answer all 3 CRT questions correctly than in the United States or the Rest of the World.
We however, do not find a statistically significant relation- ship between correct CRT items
and (iv) computerised tests (v) having the CRT conducted before the main experiment (vi)
paying monetary incentives to subjects for correct answers. For future research studies, it is
important to understand that the various charachteristics of the the samples could effect the
outcome of the study.

Keywords: meta-study, CRT, experiments.
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SOCIAL STATUS AND PERSONALITY TRAITS
Bucciol, Alessandro (2,3); Cavasso, Barbara (1); Zarri, Luca (2)
1: University of Padua, Italy; 2: University of Verona, Italy; 3: Netspar

We provide direct evidence on the relationship between social status and personality traits.
Using survey data from the 2006-2012 waves of the US Health and Retirement Study, we
show that self-perceived social status is associated with all the “Big Five” personality traits,
after controlling for observable characteristics that arguably reflect one’s actual status. We
also construct an objective status measure that in turn is influenced by personality traits.
Objectively measured status is positively but not highly correlated with its subjective
counterpart and, when incorporated in a regression specification, still leaves room for direct
effects of personality traits on status perception.

Keywords: Subjective social status, Objectively measured social status, Personality traits
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LOCUS OF CONTROL AND LABOR MARKET MIGRATION
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In a standard migration model, individuals migrate if the expected monetary benefits of
migration exceed its costs. Opposed to this, psychologists agree that the desire to migrate
lies deeper in the preferences and personality of the decision maker while environmental
factors only determine the conditions.

In this paper we extend the classical migration model by locus of control, as a specific
measure of individuals' personality. In our model, we argue that the effect of locus of control
on migration decisions is mainly driven by differences in job search efforts between Internals
and Externals. As has already been shown in Caliendo et al. (2015), newly-unemployed
individuals with an internal locus of control search more intensively as they expect their
effort to have a positive effect on the probability of finding a job.

We argue that internals not only search more with respect to numbers of applications but
also search outside their home regions and are thus more likely to move if they find a new
job.

Based on the SOEP, we estimate the direct effect of locus of control on migration between
local labor markets in Germany and the self-reported willingness to move. We find that locus
of control has a significant positive effect on the willingness to move and on the actual
migration decision.
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THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS FOR
SUCCESS

Carmel, Eyal; Leiser, David; Spivak, Avia
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel

The purpose of the current research is to identify the impact of financial management
training, and to determine the contribution of various psychological factors over the
intervention long term affect. The study was conducted among individuals who experienced
financial hardship and attended an intensive intervention program design to provide them
with the necessary tools and knowledge for appropriate financial behavior. Using the
program database, we evaluated the impact of the program in terms of income and
expenses changes among more than 1900 households that completed the intervention.
Evidence from the database analysis shows that the program was highly effective for the
short run, however, low and middle income participants were not able to save a significant
amount of money, suggesting that they might demonstrate higher financial fragility for the
long run. In addition, an accompanying survey is now being delivered to a sample of
respondents that completed the process at the past five years. The survey was designed to
monitor the respondents' current financial state, in addition to various measurements of
psychological variables that might impact the participants' performance including selfcontrol, personality traits, and time preference. Participants' level of financial literacy and
reported behaviors among different categories of financial capability are also being
measured. Data is currently being collected. Initial findings will be presented at the
conference.
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A STUDY OF HOT HAND EFFECTS AMONG GOLF PLAYERS: MOVING BEYOND MEAN
PERFORMANCE.
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University of Regensburg, Germany

The concept of a hot hand fallacy was introduced by Gilovich et al. (1985) to illustrate a
common failure of people to attribute observed patterns to systematic or independent
random processes. The fallacy forms part of the literature on heuristics and biases that
brings into question the assumption of a rational decisionmaker that is common in
economics. The paper of Gilovich et al. (1985) (henceforth GVT) documented evidence of a
widespread belief in the ``hot hand'', that in the context of a basketball game the probability
that a player is successful in making a shot is elevated following a previous sequence of
successes. The paper went on to test for the existence of a hot hand against a null
hypothesis that the probability of success was constant across attempts for each player and
found insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis. The present study tests for the
presence of a hot hand in golf using data from the LPGA tour, the leading tour for female
professional golfers.

Golf has a number of advantages over the canonical domain of basketball for analysis of the
hot hand. Use of in-game data from basketball suffers from the problem that if teams
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believe in the hot hand when faced with an opposing player with a hot hand teams should
respond by focussing more defensive attention on that player, counteracting any positive
hot hand effect. Foreseeing this problem GVT provided two additional tests: firstly using ingame data from free throws, when the defending team is unable to interfere with a player
taking a shot, and secondly they conducted a controlled shooting experiment using a college
basketball team. The use of free throw data suffers from a sparsity of observations. There
can be significant time gaps between sets of free throws which may result in clustering of
misses and successes if there are changes in the underlying ability of players in the
intervening period. Controlled shooting experiments allow for long sequences of outcomes
obtained within a short period of time and hence limit possible variations in the underlying
ability of players. However, such experiments are typically conducted with substantially
lower stakes and distinct samples of players than are present in the environments from
which beliefs in the hot hand derive. The advantage of golf in this context is that there is no
direct mechanism by which players can influence the probability of success of rivals on a
particular shot, which permits the use of in-game data by players at an elite level under high
stakes.

The outcome of a shot during a basketball game is recorded as a binary variable, a success or
a failure. In contrast on each hole of a golf course the score recorded by a player can be any
integer number greater than the negative of the par score. Moving from the binary case to a
context with an unlimited number of outcomes adds complexity, but also presents an
opportunity to highlight one potential mechanism of how any hot hand effect may operate.
If a player is willing to take on greater risk following a previous success this will be
discernible through a change in the distribution of probabilities across the outcomes. In a
recent test for the hot hand in professional golf Livingston (2012) moved beyond coding hole
scores as binary outcomes, however by estimating a standard ordered probit model he
makes the implicit assumption that if a previous success raises the probability of the best
possible outcome it necessarily lowers the probability of the lowest possible outcome, ruling
out any role for changes in risk-taking behaviour. In this study through estimation of an
ordered probit model with heteroskedastic errors the effect of a positive (and negative)
sequence of outcomes is separated into both a mean and variance (or risk) effect.

Livingston (2012) examined four tournaments, each drawn from a different professional tour.
Livingston claims that his data show evidence of the hot hand when allowing the size of the
hot hand effect to vary with experience. Here the analysis uses data collected over three
seasons which permits a test of whether heterogeneous hot hand effects are observed by
the same players over time in addition to within a cross-section of players.
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Initial results suggest that there is informational value in prior outcomes for the probabilities
of good and bad outcomes on golf holes. In particular a prior bad outcome is linked to worse
average performance on a subsequent hole and higher score variance and a prior good
outcome is linked to a lower score variance. Sequences of good outcomes may reflect that a
player is in a high performance period or that there is a causal link where a player's
underlying performance improves following a success, by including controls that allow the
ability of players to vary over the sample period the two mechanisms can be separated.
After including such controls a good outcome continues to be linked to a reduction in
outcome variance (or risk) on the subsequent hole, suggesting a causal response. This result
is consistent with an element of prospect theory since players respond to a gain by reducing
risk, however the absence of a response to a bad outcome after controlling for variation in
ability appears contradictory.

Analysis yet to be carried out will test to see if the observed link between a success and
lower risk taking on a subsequent hole is driven by strategic concerns. Also, the
heterogeneity in responses to good and bad outcomes will be investigated.
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IS BENEFIT FRAUD MORE OR LESS WRONG THAN TAX EVASION?
Castiglioni, Cinzia (1); Lozza, Edoardo (1); Cullis, John (2); Jones, Philip (2); Lewis,
Alan (2)
1: Catholic University in Milan, Italy; 2: University of Bath, UK

Economic psychology has traditionally focused on tax evasion, not giving enough attention
to other ‘public finance’ offences such as benefit fraud; the present paper, therefore, aims
to fill the gap and perform a first exploratory study on this subject.

Questionnaire data were collected from 438 students in Italy and in the UK. Different
scenarios of equal economic value concerning tax evasion (i.e. work off the books) and
benefit fraud (i.e. falsely claimed unemployment/injury benefit) were presented both in the
long and in the short-term, and respondents were asked to state on a four point Lykert-type
scale whether they considered the activity wrong or not and what the appropriate fine
should be. They were also asked whether they would engage in the activity or not
themselves. Finally, they were asked how prevalent they believed benefit fraud and tax
evasion was in their own country and whether they would report such illegal activities to the
authorities. In the Italian version of the questionnaire respondents were also asked to
suggest the appropriate fine for other non-fiscal illicit behaviours (i.e. bicycle/motorbike
theft; illegal music download; illegal DVDs selling; fraud aimed at elderly; insurance fraud).

The results show that, considering an equal economic value, benefit fraud is perceived as
more serious than tax evasion. Moreover, the Italian sample perceives tax evasion as a less
serious offence compared to other illicit behaviours (including non-fiscal offences).

By comparing attitudes towards tax evasion and benefit fraud, the punishments deemed
appropriate, and the willingness to commit such crimes, several differences were found
between the two different cultural contexts (UK and Italy). Italians would (on balance)
impose higher fines for public finance crimes and are more likely to report someone
cheating ‘the system’ to the authorities, but at the same time, they say they are more likely
to cheat themselves. There seems to be a split between what they wish for themselves and
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what they wish for others. An interesting difference can be observed considering the
unemployed benefit fraud: the Italian sample, compared to the English one, shows a more
indulgent attitude towards this offence and declares to be more likely to commit it (both in
the short and in the long run). Furthermore, Italians see both tax evasion and benefit fraud
as more prevalent estimating that, on average, half of the Italian population is engaged in
these public finance offences.

Finally, the article highlights strengths, limitations and future directions of the study.

Keywords: Fiscal psychology; taxation; fine; tax evasion; benefit fraud
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN RISK AND TIME PREFERENCES: THE ROLE OF MARITAL STATUS
Cavasso, Barbara
University of Padua, Italy

Using Dutch survey data from 1996 to 2013, this paper investigates the differences in time
and risk preferences along the gender and marital status dimensions. In order to do so, we
take into consideration both a self-reported measure and a structural estimation of the
preference parameters. Results from standard regressions suggest that women are indeed
more risk averse than men. However, there is also a significant interaction effect of gender
and marital status: single men are less risk averse than married ones, while for women the
opposite is true. Results for the time preference estimation are less conclusive. Structural
estimation of risk aversion parameters generally confirm the regression analysis’ results. As
for time preferences, men seem to be more patient and have longer time horizon than
women, but the results may be driven by the correlation with the risk attitude.
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LAY REPRESENTATIONS OF MONEY AND MONETARY POLICIES
Darriet, Elisa
Université Paris II Panthéon Assas, France

Differences in representations and particularly in attitudes towards the Euro have already
been found among countries according to particular psychological concepts such as national
economic pride (Pepermans et al, 1998). It was found, for example, that before the
introduction of the Euro, on one hand Germany had on average a negative attitude towards
the new currency, on the other hand France had a positive one. This representation has
been studied during the introduction of the euro (Nivoix et al. 2003) and we are now
studying the representation of the euro after a financial crisis.

The goal here is to explore the role of some economic variables and psychological ones on
the representation of the Euro, its evaluation and consequently the representation of the
role of money and the understanding of monetary policies.

Moreover, in a typical economic framework the individual is considered to be "homo
economicus" who is not subject to money illusion. The individuals do not think in nominal
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terms but in real ones. Economic agents are therefore considered to be able to correctly
take into account a movement of price in their economic calculus and make rational choices.
However, a number of studies in experimental economics (Schiller et al, 1997) and in
neuroeconomics (Weber et al, 2009) show the existence of monetary illusion in agents’
choice, as it was previously noted by Keynes (1936) and Fisher (1928). Understanding the
representation of the euro as a currency and how laypeople reason through monetary
illusion is required to define a monetary policy more effective (because not offset by
laypeople’s monetary illusion).

In this study, social representations were measured with the help of the Social
Representation Theory and methodology, particularly with a free association task and with a
self-measurement of affective valence and causal chains of verbal productions (Abric, 1994a,
1994b; de Rosa, 2002). We also gather measures about the representation of the Euro as a
currency. Furthermore, some specific questions were asked in order to collect the
understanding of the monetary policy. We also completed the questionnaire by a Locus of
Control scale from Levenson (Rossier et al, 2002) and Belief in a Just World scale (Dalbert,
1999). Socio-demographic variables are taken into account. It was hypothesized that the
knowledge of the economic system and of the monetary policy, the subjective and
psychological variabilities would have an impact over the social representation of the Euro.
The applications of these findings in terms of monetary and economic models will be
discussed.

Keywords: Money, Monetary policy, Euro, Economic crisis, Social representation, Lay
knowledge
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS FOR ASSESSING TRUST WITHIN THE JEWISH SOCIETY IN ISRAEL AND
THEIR EFFECT ON WELFARE

Eskinazi, Naveh (1); Malul, Miki (1); Rosenboim, Mosi (1); Shavit, Tal (2)
1: Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel; 2: The College of Management Academic
Studies, Israel

Trust and social diversity are important variables that may impact economic decisions. This
study focuses mainly on the aspects that can affect the willingness to have a welfare state,
and especially trust and generosity. We studied secular Jews in Israel to collect data about
trust and generosity. The participants were asked to express their attitudes on various
questions including the relationship between trust, generosity, risky economic activity,
poverty and welfare and their attitude towards ultra-Orthodox Jews and traditional Jews in
Israel. Jewish society in Israel is divided into four sub- groups: secular, traditional, religious
(Orthodox) and ultra-Orthodox. For convenience sake, this study combined the traditional
and religious groups to form three sub-groups: ultra-Orthodox Jews, traditional Jews and
secular Jews, each having different characteristics. The ultra-Orthodox Jews are perceived of
as being the poorest group, and as “different” from the others, mainly because that they live
a segregated lifestyle in what can be defined as a “closed community.” The secular Jews and
traditional Jews, represent the majority of the population (42% and 50% respectively). Their
lifestyles are characterized by greater willingness to participate in society, and to share the
burdens of earning a living, paying taxes and serving in the military. Generally, they possess
much more resources than the ultra-Orthodox. The traditional Jews are the most interesting
of the three sub-groups. On the one hand, they are perceived as resembling secular Jews
because they have considerably more financial resources and are willingness to participate
in a range of societal activities. On the other hand, they are perceived as resembling the
ultra-Orthodox, to some extent, because of the importance they assign to religious
observance.

To measure attitudes, particularly trust, of secular Jews towards the other groups, we used a
Trust Game in which the researcher assigns an individual (Player A) an initial amount of
money (in this case, NIS 200) from which he needs to specify the amount he is willing to
transfer to another individual (Player B) with an expectation of receiving some or all of the
amount back. The researcher triples the amount transferred by player A before it is
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transferred to Player B. There is a positive correlation between trust and the amounts
transferred to player B, and a positive correlation between generosity and the amount
returned by player B.

Our initial hypothesis that different levels of trust, measured by economic means, are
derived from individuals’ religious affiliation was refuted. Although there were significant
differences in the secular Jews’ trust of ultra-Orthodox Jews (measured by the average
amounts transferred from player A to player B), there were no differences in the levels of
trust that secular Jews showed towards traditional Jews. Instead, we found that the
differences exhibited were derived from demographic and social factors, in addition to lack
of familiarity and interaction with the segregated, minority population of ultra-Orthodox
Jews, whose segregated lifestyle also affects the willingness of secular Jews to share their
own resources with this population in general, and to have them receive government
assistance in particular.

The results show that the willingness for welfare increases as level of trust and the level of
generosity (measured by the amount returned from player B to player A in the Trust Game)
increases. It was interesting to find that only the trust level between one secular Jew to
another, and the generosity level between a secular Jew and an ultra-Orthodox Jew were
relevant to the research question and affected the willingness for a welfare state.

Generally, individuals’ perception is that government assistance is needed, regardless to
society heterogeneity, but they are not willing to fund it (willingness to pay more taxes or
improve the government’s tax collection). This study contributes to the discussion
surrounding the negative perceptions of ultra-Orthodox Jews in Israel. This negative
perception is not derived from the group's religious extremism but from social reasons, such
as their closed, segregated lifestyle, and absent desire for commitment and social
engagement. All of these influence the mistrust towards them and the unwillingness to give
them government aid. Moreover, trust and generosity, as measured by economic measures,
together with perceived higher chance that the individual or population as a whole will be
poor, and the various causes of that poverty (for example, perceived laziness and lack of
education) were found to influence the willingness for a welfare state.

Keywords: trust, religiosity, minority, generosity, welfare, poverty
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RISK ATTITUDES AND IMPULSIVITY: AN INVESTIGATION USING GAMBLERS
Filippin, Antonio
University of Milan, Italy

The inclination to gamble is conceived by psychologists as impulsivity, i.e. the inability to
postpone an immediate gratification (Ross et al. 2008). This phenomenon is captured by
hyperbolic discounting, which is capable of explaining why agents may engage in some
activities although they know it would be better to avoid them. In other words, disordered
gambling is not a rational choice in the sense that the agents prefer not to suffer the
negative consequences and agree that in principle not gambling would be better. However,
they cannot refrain when they have the opportunity to gamble. This mechanism certainly
captures a crucial feature of the phenomenon and has also been investigated from a
neuroscientific perspective.

This mechanism certainly captures a crucial feature of the phenomenon and has also been
investigated from a neuroscientific perspective.

Strikingly, however, no attention is paid in the literature to the role played by risk attitudes,
although they are a distinct concept with respect to hyperbolic discounting. Typically,
psychologists consider the discount of delayed rewards as a the same process as one
discounts probabilistic rewards. Even when this is not the case (Green2013), no specific role
is attributed to risk attitudes although they should also contribute to explain the decision to
gamble since they capture how much the agent likes risk.

The main goal of this paper is to try to fill this gap and to assess whether both risk attitudes
can complement hyperbolic discounting in order to explain disordered gambling. We do so
administering an incentivized risk elicitation task together with a questionnaire to a sample
of gamblers in a betting agency.
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Administering the questionnaire to gamblers not yet in therapy can also provide a rough
estimate of the incidence of disordered gambling.

Finally, a successful attempt to explain disordered gambling by means of risk and time
preferences would provide an ex-ante screening device that could help an early diagnosis of
the problem. The DSM-V criteria are the main diagnostic tool, but it constitutes an ex-post
assessment of the problem since it requires that some negative consequences have been
observed.

We find that risk preferences are indeed an important determinant of disordered gambling,
as they significantly correlate with the DSM scale and in particular with the DSM items that
focus on the gambling behavior rather than on the emotional sphere of the subjects. In
contrast, the severity of disordered gambling does not correlate with a proxy of hyperbolic
discounting alone. However, the best predictor of disordered gambling turns out to be the
interaction between risk attitudes and hyperbolic discounting. This evidence shows that risk
attitudes are indeed an important trait of gambling, suggesting that risk attitudes should
also be taken into consideration in order to explain a theoretical construct like impulsivity.
Results also show that a large fraction of the subjects (more than 15%) should be classified
as disordered gamblers.

Keywords: Gambling; Impulsivity; Hyperbolic Discounting; Risk Aversion
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THE SCROOGE EFFECT REVISITED: MORTALITY SALIENCE INCREASES THE SATISFACTION DERIVED
FROM PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR
Gasiorowska, Agata (1); Zaleskiewicz, Tomasz (1); Kesebir, Pelin (2)
1: University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland; 2: University of Wisconsin-Madison

The aim of the current work is to inquire into how awareness of personal mortality affects
prosociality in economic decision-making and in particular, how it affects the satisfaction
one derives from prosocial behaviors. Terror management theory (Greenberg, Solomon, &
Pyszczynski, 1997) posits that in order to manage the anxiety born from the awareness of
their mortality, people strive for value and meaning in the context of their worldviews.
Based on this insight and previous research on the topic demonstrating the “Scrooge effect”
(Jonas, Schimel, Greenberg, & Pyszczynski, 2002), we expected that reminders of mortality
would increase the desire for prosociality, leading to more generous and less selfish
allocation of financial resources. More importantly, we hypothesized that mortality salience
would increase people’s satisfaction with their prosocial behaviors. If mortality reminders
induce a shift in the more prosocial direction and make people genuinely interested in giving
and sharing, then we would find that in the face of mortality thoughts, participant
satisfaction would increase with more generous allocation of resources, as such a behavior
would help to suppress death-related thoughts. That satisfaction, in turn, should be related
to lower accessibility of death-related thoughts. Such a pattern of results would support our
argument that unselfish economic behaviors in the face of mortality thoughts soothe
existential anxiety and produce genuine satisfaction.

To test our hypotheses, we conducted three experiments, in which participants received a
financial endowment and were asked to allocate it between themselves and another,
anonymous person (Studies 1 and 2) or a prosocial cause (Study 3). We expected, in line with
the Scrooge effect, that participants in the mortality salience condition would be more
generous in their allocation decisions than participants in the control condition. Moreover,
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we hypothesized that higher prosociality would be associated with stronger personal
satisfaction in the mortality salience condition and reduced accessibility of death-related
thoughts.

In Study 1, we employed a basic version of the dictator game (DG; Forsythe, Horowitz, Savin
& Sefton, 1994) to test the effect of mortality salience on prosocial behavior. In this basic
version of the game, Player 1 (Proposer) receives a specific sum of money and has to divide
this sum between herself and the anonymous Player 2 (Receiver). Receiver does not have
the option to reject the offer. Hence a strictly rational, self-interested Proposer would be
expected to keep all the money to herself. Offering any sum of money to Receiver signals
prosociality on the part of Proposer. We tested our hypotheses using a moderated
mediation model. Specifically, we predicted that mortality salience (MS) would be both an
independent variable affecting the amount of money sent to the other player, and a
moderator of the relationship between the amount of money sent and the level of personal
satisfaction. The amount of money sent was hypothesized to mediate the relationship
between MS manipulation and satisfaction with one’s decision. Indeed, participants in the
control condition kept more money for themselves than in the mortality salience condition.
Moreover, participants in the MS condition reported higher satisfaction the more money
they allocated to the other person, while in the control condition, the more money
participants sent to the Receiver, the less satisfaction they reported.

In Study 2 we used a different economic game, namely the ultimatum game (UG), to
examine the same hypotheses about the effect of mortality reminders on prosocial
orientation and the satisfaction derived from it. Unlike the dictator game, in the UG, Player 2
is actively involved and has the power to reject unfair offers (Güth, Schmittberger, &
Schwarze, 1982). However, as recent studies show, Proposers in this game make decisions
not only to minimize the risk of their offer being rejected, but also because they care about
the norms of generosity and fairness (Camerer, 2003; Chaudhuri, 2009). If activation of
death-related thoughts increases prosociality, then we would expect the Proposers in the
MS condition to make more generous offers than the Proposers in the control condition. As
in Study 1, we also examined effects of mortality salience on participants’ satisfaction
following their choices. We tested the same moderated mediation model, in which mortality
salience appears as both the independent variable influencing the amount of money sent to
the second player and the moderator of the relationship between the amount sent and
personal satisfaction. Echoing results from Study 1, participants primed with mortality sent
more money to the other player and experienced higher satisfaction after sending larger
sums, whereas participants in the control condition sent less money and experienced higher
satisfaction after sending smaller sums.
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In Study 3, we again tested the hypothesis that acting prosocially would be associated with
higher personal satisfaction after reminders of mortality. This time, we observed participants’
behavior in a setting less structured, and potentially less artificial, than economic games.
Specifically, we examined how participants chose to naturally divide the money they were
offered between themselves and a prosocial cause, after either being reminded of their
mortality or not. Differently from Studies 1 and 2, in this study we also attempted to actively
guide participants’ allocation decisions. Inspired by Aknin and colleagues (2013, Study 3), in
our attempt to influence participant decisions we manipulated the incentive structure. This
meant that for half of the participants acting selfishly maximized overall profits, whereas for
the second half acting prosocially did. Study 3 was thus designed as a 2 (mortality salience vs.
control condition) x 2 (incentive structure: prosocial vs. selfish) between-subjects
experiment. The incentive structure manipulation served an instrumental role in influencing
participants’ behavior, it is the donations to Student Government. Our main dependent
variable was satisfaction with one’s decision. In addition to satisfaction derived from the
decision, we also measured the accessibility of death thoughts as a second dependent
variable. If prosocial acts effectively mollify the death anxiety evoked by MS, then this
should be manifested in the lower accessibility of death-related cognition following one’s
prosocial decision. In turn, lower accessibility of death thoughts should predict higher
satisfaction with one’s decision. We thus hypothesized that prosocial behavior would
suppress death thoughts triggered by mortality salience and thereby make our participants
more satisfied.

The regression model with mortality salience, number of tokens donated to the Student
Government and their interaction as predictors of satisfaction with decision was significant.
The mortality salience manipulation did not significantly affect satisfaction with one’s
decision, however, the number of tokens donated did, and higher levels of donation
predicted higher satisfaction. As expected, the interaction between mortality salience and
the number of tokens donated was also significant. In particular, in the control condition
there was no association between the number of tokens donated and satisfaction with one’s
decision. In contrast, in the mortality salience condition the more the participants donated,
the higher was their reported satisfaction. The observed positive association between
prosocial behavior and personal satisfaction in the face of mortality thoughts completely
replicated our findings from Studies 1 and 2.

For the second dependent variable, the regression model with mortality salience, number of
tokens donated to the Student Government and their interaction as predictors was
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significant. We found a marginally significant effect of the MS manipulation, and a significant
effect of the number of tokens donated. As expected, participants tended to generate more
words related to death in the MS condition, and across the board, the more they donated,
the lower was the accessibility of death-related thoughts. Furthermore, the interaction
between mortality salience and donation level was also significant. The impact of mortality
salience on the accessibility of death-related thoughts thus depended on the amount of
tokens the participants decided to donate. Decomposing the interaction, we found no
relationship between the number of tokens donated and death thought accessibility in the
control condition. However, when mortality thoughts were made salient, the amount of
tokens the participants donated predicted death thought accessibility. Additional moderated
mediation analysis showed that death thought accessibility was a mediator of the
relationship between mortality salience, prosociality and satisfaction. When mortality
thoughts were made salient, behaving prosocially reduced the availability of death-related
thoughts, and in turn heightened the satisfaction derived from the decision. This effect
seems to account for why behaving prosocially was more satisfying than behaving selfishly in
the mortality salience condition.

In three behavioral studies, we demonstrated that mortality reminders increase prosocial
acts and the satisfaction associated with acting prosocially. This effect occurs presumably
because the acts of upholding cherished social values and the sense of meaning, value,
connectedness, transcendence and security that can be derived from giving and sharing
soothe existential anxiety. Mortality thoughts thus lead people not only to behave more
generously, but also to perceive giving as more pleasant than painful. As we have seen, in
the mortality salience condition participants reported higher personal satisfaction the more
generous their decision was, whereas no such relationship was observed in the control
condition. The finding that mortality salience increases prosocial orientation replicated the
Scrooge effect reported earlier by Jonas and colleagues (2002). Our research went beyond
the existing studies in showing that the enhanced prosociality brought about by mortality
salience is associated with decreased accessibility of death thoughts and in turn, with
increased personal satisfaction. To our knowledge, our work is the first to demonstrate this
finer mechanism underlying prosocial decision-making in the face of mortality thoughts.

Keywords: terror management theory, mortality salience, prosocial behavior, satisfaction
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REGULATIONS WITHIN A COLLABORATIVE CONSUMPTION COMMUNITY? ATTITUDES TOWARDS
THE INTRODUCTION OF A GOVERNANCE SYSTEM

Hartl, Barbara (1); Hofmann, Eva (1); Kirchler, Erich (1); Penz, Elfriede (2)
1: University of Vienna, Austria; 2: WU Vienna University of Economics and Business

In order to reduce environmental pollution and global warming and due to the impending
energy crises, people seek new sustainable solutions. A possible way of living a sustainable
lifestyle is to buy less and to share resources by collaborative consumption. The term
collaborative consumption (also often referred to as “sharing economy”) refers to a concept
whereby people are provided with access to a good rather than owning it. Such sharing of
resources is assumed to reduce the consumption of new goods and therefore related to
anti-consumption. However, for sharing to be effective in terms of sustainable development,
it is vital to motivate consumers to engage in collaborative consumption actions, e.g., in
borrowing tools from an open workshop instead of buying them. The current experimental
study investigates with a sample of 355 consumers and a within-subjects design (no
governance vs. governance) the impact of governance (= introduction of punishment for
uncooperative behavior) and attitudes towards governance (= support vs. nonsupport) on
cooperative behavior (= bringing back tools from an open workshop in time; quantitative
data). Further, we analyze supporting or opposing reasons for governance (open question;
qualitative data) in a setting of collaborative consumption. Our findings indicate that
cooperation increases when governance is applied and that the majority of participants
(81.7%) support the introduction of a governance system in the context of an open
workshop. Further, supporters of a governance system differ from non-supporters according
to their trust in other people. While supporters argue that humans are egoistic and need
regulation to increase cooperation, non-supporters are concerned about negative
consequences of governance and a possible loss of self-determination, and propose
alternative incentives for cooperative behavior. The current study allows valuable
recommendation, as more and more sharing networks are created, facing the problem of
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whether to regulate access or not. In order to address the need of supporters and nonsupporters of a governance system in collaborative consumption, audits and sanctions of
non-cooperative actions need to be perceived as fair.

Keywords: collaborative consumption, sharing economy, governance, trust, correspondence
analysis
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EVALUATION OF 0%-INTEREST CREDIT AS A FUNCTION OF PROCESSING MODE AND PRODUCT
TYPE

Heise, Marc; Hoelzl, Erik
University of Cologne, Germany

In the last couple of years, consumers have witnessed the rise of a new form of credit. Today,
in some countries (e.g., Germany) many consumer goods can be financed via 0%-interest
credit offers that are made available immediately at the point of sale. While 0%-interest
sounds like a good deal, this is not necessarily the case. Mandatory residual debt insurances
and high dunning and default costs often worsen the offer. Additionally, many offers require
customers to sign up for an additional credit card with expensive terms. Taken together, the
low hurdles and the mentioned drawbacks render 0%-interest credit a potentially dangerous
product that consumer protection offices already started to warn about. The decision
whether credit is granted is made directly at the point of sale where the contract is also
signed. Therefore, this form of credit is of special interest to those consumers who did not
plan on a particular purchase but come across unexpected desirable products. The fact that
a decision is made on the spot calls for the question how consumers process the given
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information and form their judgement. The current project examines how cognitive
processing mode affects the evaluation of 0%-interest credit offers for hedonic and
utilitarian goods.

According to dual-process theories, there are two different modes of cognitive processing:
System 1 and System 2 processes. While there is no single theory with universal consensus,
the literature agrees that System 1 processes are characterized as fast, automatic, intuitive
and heuristic, whereas System 2 processes are characterized as slow, controlled, analytic
and reflective (Evans, 2008). Overall, there is convincing evidence for dual-process theories,
and they are applied in various studies on judgement and decision making. These theories
also provide a useful framework for studying consumer behavior (Strack et al., 2006).

Nevertheless, up to date, there is little research on credit use utilizing these theories. This is
especially surprising if one thinks of the situation in which in-store credit contracts are
signed. With hundreds of products trying to gain consumers’ attention and a noisy
environment, the point of sale is usually not the best place to come to a sound decision that
brings with it long-lasting and potentially dangerous financial consequences. It is easy to
imagine that even consumers who are motivated to analyze and reflect on the financial
details of this form of financing might fail to actually do so and rely on more intuitive ways to
reach their decision on the purchase. In System 1 processing, consumers might perceive the
credit as free and disregard the potential disadvantages that are mentioned above, whereas
consumers engaging in System 2 processing might see a more complete picture and
integrate the payments to be made during the payback-period into their evaluation and
decision. Therefore, it is hypothesized that System 1 processing leads to higher credit
attractiveness and higher willingness to take the offer, compared to System 2 processing.

Moreover, it is assumed that this decision and the preceding evaluation of the offer are not
only influenced by mode of cognitive processing but also by the product type. More
specifically, for hedonic goods the evaluation is different from the one for utilitarian goods.
Okada (2005) found that, at least when judged in isolation, hedonic products are evaluated
more positive than comparable utilitarian products. The interpretation was that
expectations matter: consumers are more excited with the prospect of having fun with a
good than with the prospect of the practical use of a good. According to Kempf (1999), for
hedonic products, arousal is higher than for utilitarian products. Arousal, in turn, was shown
to be a significant determinant of product evaluations. When two products are sold in a
bundle (i.e., the good to be financed and the credit to finance it), it can be assumed that the
evaluation of one of them also carries over to the other to some extent. Therefore, it is
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hypothesized that credit attractiveness and willingness to take the offer are higher for
hedonic products, compared to utilitarian products.

Data collection is scheduled for the summer term. Participants will be students who are
enrolled at a major German university. The study uses a 2 x 2 (cognitive processing x product
type) mixed factorial design. The two independent variables are mode of cognitive
processing (System 1 or System 2), varying between participants, and type of product
(hedonic product or utilitarian product), varying within participants. The dependent
variables are credit attractiveness and willingness to take the offer. Mode of cognitive
processing is manipulated according to van den Bos and Maas (2009). Participants read a
text on information processing that emphasizes either intuition, gut feeling and impulsive
associations or logical, analytical and precise processing. After this, they are asked to answer
some questions on a short text in a way that focusses on the two different modes of
information processing. The Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT; Frederick, 2005) is used as a
manipulation check for mode of cognitive processing. In this test, three classical brainteaser
items are used to assess participants’ ability to ignore a spontaneous and intuitive wrong
answer in order to come up with the right answer which requires reflection and deliberate
thought. Participants are then presented with several offers for goods that are relevant for a
student population. Each product is either a hedonic one (e.g., a gaming console) or a
utilitarian one (e.g., a vacuum cleaner) and comes with the offer to finance it via a 0%interest credit. The way in which the products are presented resembles their presentation in
a real-life shopping situation and the order in which they are presented is randomly
determined. Participants are asked to answer the questions on credit attractiveness and
willingness to take the offer for every product. In the final section of the study, they answer
the hedonic/utilitarian scale (HED/UT; Voss et al., 2003) for every good, to check whether
the selected products are perceived as either hedonic or utilitarian ones. Self-control with
regard to spending behavior is measured using the consumer spending self-control scale
(CSSC; Haws et al., 2012). Furthermore, the tendency to engage in and enjoy effortful
cognitive endeavors is measured using the short form of the need for cognition scale (NCS;
Cacioppo et al., 1984).

Results of the study will be presented and might improve our understanding of the recent
large growth in popularity of such credit offers. Implications for consumer protection policy
will be discussed.
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SOCIAL PERCEPTION OF DEBTORS AND BORROWERS AMONG POLES OF
DIFFERENT AGE AND VARIOUS EXPERIENCE OF BORROWING MONEY. IS IT
CORRELATED WITH THEIR PROPENSITY TO FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS?
Hełka, Anna Maria; Żbik, Marcin
University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland

AIM OF THE STUDY – HYPOTHESIS AND QUESTIONS

Economic psychology, presents us with quite an extensive knowledge concerning the
correlates of debts. It has been shown in numerous studies that although economic variables
alone predict debt quite well, various psychological factors (i.e. present orientation, selfcontrol and attitudes towards debt) improve our ability to predict indebtedness (Webley &
Nyhus, 2001). We also know a lot about the psychological cost of debt (Brown, Taylor, Price,
2005).

However, data based papers concerning the correlates and costs of debts in Poland are
scarce. Most Polish research was carried out for the purpose of debt collection companies
and though concerned only economic factors. It is surprising and alarming when we consider
the number of Poles in debt. Past-due debt of Poles are currently approx. 10mld.Euro. The
ratio of consumer installments compared to net income is the most unfavorable (11%) of all
EU countries (IBGR, 2010). 14% of bank loans in Poland is a default. It is important to note
that over 6% of Poles are chronically or permanently indebted which is a serious problem as
the repayment of debts cause stress and may even lead to suicide (501 in 2009 in Poland).

The perception of debtors was not studied in Poland so far, although international studies in
this field indicate significant correlations between social perception of the debtor and the
propensity to contract loans (Gathergood, 2012). The main aim of this article is to contribute
to the knowledge in this area. We decided to explore and compare how Poles with various
experience of borrowing money perceive unreliable debtors (temporarily or chronically
indebted or defaulting borrowers or consumers) and model borrowers (someone who
borrows money and repays them according to agreed schedule). We were also eager to
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examine the possible association between social perception of unreliable debtors (UD) and
model borrowers (MB) and the tendency to make financial commitments and pay them back.
Having considered the theoretical premise, we accepted the following hypothesis:

H1: Unreliable debtors and model borrowers are perceived in a significantly different ways.

H2: People with various experience of borrowing money perceive unreliable debtors and
model borrowers in a significantly different ways.

H3: The propensity to make financial commitments and pay them back is associated with
social perception of unreliable debtors and model borrowers.

Another important issue pointed in the literature is the attitude to loans, borrowers and
debtors of those who were brought up in different economic reality which may be affected
by easier access to credit cards and loans. For that reason we assumed:

H4: People of different age perceive unreliable debtors and model borrowers in a
significantly different way.

H5: People of different age vary in terms of propensity to make financial commitments and
pay them back

In order to verify the hypothesis qualitative and quantitative studies have been conducted.

QUALITATIVE STUDY

Procedure

In order to verify the hypothesis we conducted 18 semi-structured individual in depth
interviews (IDI) with 10 women and 8 men. They were divided according to their age into
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two equinumerous groups: younger (age 23 to 33 (mean age = 27,889 , σ= 3,48) and older
(age 46 to 70 (mean age = 59,333 , σ= 8,775). In each of those groups 3 people have never
taken any loan, 3 have taken out loans and paid them back according to the repayment
schedule and 3 have paid back irregularly or haven’t paid at all.

The interviews took place between January and March 2015, each of them was recorded
and transcribed after the session.

All responses were analyzed using the thematic analysis procedure (Braun, Clarke, 2006)
within a constructionist framework (Burr, 2003).

Results

The thematic analysis resulted in 31 categories for unreliable debtors and 29 for model
borrowers. They were grouped into 3 key themes:

1. Resources (their presence or absence )

2. The burden of financial liability

3. Financial liability as a part of ordinary life

Unreliable debtors were perceived as those who lack variety of resources, including:
economical (lack of money, good, steady job), life skills and personality features
(irresponsible, unaware of the consequences of their decisions, reckless adventurers,
shortsighted) and social (low status, rejection by family). In contrast, model borrowers were
seen as people with variety of resources including: economical (permanent work, at least
average economic status), life skills competency (educated, responsible, sensible, honest,
making decisions consciously) and social (married).
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Both unreliable debtors and model borrowers were perceived as those who struggle with
the weight of their financial liabilities; who are stressed and even overwhelmed (especially
debtors who also feel frustration and insecurity). Model borrowers were also perceived as
workaholics and "credit slaves". While on the other hand debtors where seen as those who
spend their free time mostly at home, or possibly on a walk because of lack of funds.

However, a model borrower was seen as living in a nice house or apartment, having a car,
and being able to go to the cinema, restaurant or to the gym if time allowed. All that thanks
to the money he/she borrowed. The unreliable debtor despite being in debts might take
time for leisure activities and live at ease at an average level of consumption.

The perception of debtors was similar in both age groups. But older responders seemed to
pay more attention to the idea of overdue debts and resources of model borrowers. More
considerable differences were seen between people with different experience with loans.
Those who have never taken loans paid greater attention to the weight of overdue debt and
the benefits of paid credits, while most model borrowers spoke more than others about the
debtors lack of resources.

The online survey was based on the results obtained in this study.

QUANTITATIVE STUDY

Procedure

In order to verify presented hypothesis we conducted online survey on 270 Poles (179
women, age 18 to 74, mean age = 32,674 , σ = 9,968) with different experience in the field of
borrowing and debt collection, including: model borrowers, unreliable debtors, those
without any loans, lenders and professional debt collectors. Data were collected in April
2015.
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Results

Obtained results at least partly confirmed the hypothesis.

According to the hypothesis 1 unreliable debtors and model borrowers were perceived in a
significantly different way in many aspects. For instance, model borrowers (MB) were
perceived as better organized, able to plan, more responsible, resourceful, thrifty, aware of
the value of money, honest, independent, hardworking, creative and better-behaved than
unreliable debtors (UD). They on the other hand were seen as more spendthrift, generous
and unrealistically optimistic than model borrowers. UD suffered more than MB due to the
negative emotional effects of financial obligations, which affected their professional
(motivation, satisfaction, willingness development, creativity and productivity) and private
life (atmosphere, relationships, leisure) in more negative way. Unreliable debtors and model
borrowers differently cope with a temporary lack of funds to pay all the obligations. MB are
more likely to borrow money for long-term investments, but less than UD in case of
temporarily increased spending.

In the line with the hypothesis 2 some significant differences in the perception of unreliable
debtors and model borrowers appeared among people with various experience of borrowing
money. Respondents who pay off their loan according to the schedule assessed the impact
of debt on professional life of UD and MB and on private life of MB in less negative way than
others. They were also more convinced that MB is more hardworking than UD.

According to the hypothesis 3, the propensity to make financial commitments and pay them
back seemed to be associated with social perception of unreliable debtors and model
borrowers at least in certain aspects. For example, people who were planning to borrow
money less frequently assessed debtors as fraudsters. Those who declared that they would
never take a loan perceived the loan impact on MB’s professional and private life in the
different ways than others did . Also assessment of UD’s and MB’s features correlated with
the respondents declared techniques of financing their hedonistic and emergency expenses.

In the line with the hypothesis 4 some significant differences in unreliable debtors and
model borrowers perception appeared between people of different age. Younger people
more adversely than older assessed the impact of debt on the UD everyday life. With age,
debtors unreliability is more and more explained by loss of employment, and less frequently
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by gambling. The youngest group perceived smaller difference between UD and MB in terms
of their honesty.

According to the hypothesis 5 people of different age varied in terms of propensity to make
financial commitments and pay them back. The oldest (over 45 years old) less frequently
than younger people planned to take out a loan in the future. Surprisingly, the declared
percentage of net revenue allocated towards savings decreased with age (from 20% to 13%).
There were also significant differences between age groups in terms of propensity to borrow
money for different purposes.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in our study can be summarized as follows. Social perception of
unreliable debtors and model borrowers seems to be associated with the propensity to
make financial commitments and pay them back. A number of differences between people
of different age and various experience of borrowing money have been reported.

Keywords: debts, credit use, indebtedness, social perception, intergenerational differences
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THE POWER AND TRUST IN COLLABORATIVE CONSUMPTION MODELS OF CAR SHARING
Hofmann, Eva (1); Hartl, Barbara (1); Penz, Elfriede (2)
1: University of Vienna, Austria; 2: WU, Vienna University of Economics and Business

Over the last years, consumers engage more and more in collaborative consumption; a
concept, which has emerged in times of increased concern for the environment and the
wake of the economic crisis. In collaborative consumption not the ownership of a good is of
relevance but the access to a good (Belk, 2014; Botsman & Rogers, 2010). While in
conventional business relations legal rules protect consumers from misconduct, regulations
in the context of collaborative consumption are rare, so that trust can become more
relevant. There are different ways consumers can engage in collaborative consumption,
ranging from models in which companies organize the collaborative access to a good, to
models in which self-regulating communities arrange this access. In this vein, it can be
differentiated between different providers, i.e., business-to-consumer vs. consumer-toconsumer (Möhlmann, 2015), and different market orientation, i.e., providers working for
profit and non-profit (Schor & Fritzmaurice, 2015). Predicting cooperative behavior within
two divergent collaborative consumption models, companies vs. communities providing
shared goods, by power of providers of collaborative goods and trust, allows clarifying and
investigating the psychological processes behind the models.

In the current study we test experimentally (1) whether in a car sharing company coercive
power and legitimate power are more pronounced than in a housing community sharing a
car. Additionally, we examine (2) whether in the car sharing community consumers trust the
provider and the other users more implicitly than in the car sharing company and whether in
the car sharing company reason-based trust in the provider and the other users is higher
than in the car sharing community. Further, it is investigated (3) whether in the car sharing
company the prevailing interaction climate resembles more a service climate and in some
cases an antagonistic climate than in the car sharing community, and whether in the car
sharing community the perception of a confidence climate is more prominent than in the car
sharing company. Finally, we study (4) whether cooperative behavior with the providers and
the other users of the good is similar for the car sharing company and the car sharing
community.
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With a sample of 186 consumers we find that collaborative models differ over perceived
power of providers, trust in providers and trust in other users. They additionally differ in
interaction climates between providers and consumers. Nevertheless, cooperation does not
differ within the two models. As model characteristics (power, trust, interaction climates)
certainly determine consumers’ decision to engage in collaborative consumption, the
current study allows ground-breaking insights into consumers’ preferences and aversion in
the two models and gives valuable recommendations for companies and communities
organizing collaborative consumption.

Keywords: collaborative consumption, power, trust, cooperation
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COMMUNICATING SMALL PROBABILITIES
Idzikowska, Katarzyna; Kołodziej, Sabina
Kozminski University, Poland

Results of previous research suggested that people have difficulties with understanding risky
information and tendency to ignore information about probability, particularly when it
applied to very rare events. However, most studies examining the impact of the used
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probability format to perceive and understand the submitted information focused on a
numeric (percentage, rate, fractions) or graphics format. Results indicated that those
formats do not lead to a better understanding of a given information. Study on experiential
probability format showed greater accuracy of subjective probability judgments, that
manifested in lower risk assessments and greater sensitivity to the change in the probability
level (Tyszka, Sawicki, 2011; Idzikowska, 2013). Still, these studies were carried out on
probabilities between 1% to 100% and there was no similar studies for probability values
lower than 1%.

The aim of the study was twofold: 1) to analyze the influence of different probability formats
describing the very rare event (under 1%) with large consequences on the subjective
evaluation of risk and 2) to evaluate the propensity to insure against such hazard. According
to the literature, the likelihood of having insurance is associated with social norms, but not
with perceived risk. Thus, social norms play the role of intermediary between the decision to
insure and risk perception (Lo, 2013). On the other hand, Botzen, de Boer and Terpstra
(2013) demonstrated that the tendency to take out insurance may be raised by offering a
policy with a longer time horizon, instead of annually. Therefore, the impact of social norms
promoting insurance behavior and time horizon of the insurance coverage was also studied.
The following questions were formulated in the study: 1) How to communicate information
concerning very low probabilities (p <0.01)?; 2) How probability formats impact on
subjective assessment of the very low probability event?; 3) Which format of probability
allows for better differentiation between several probability values?; 4) What influences the
propensity to insure against large hazards with very low probability?

The stimuli we used was house-fire. We applied three formats of probabilistic information
(between-subject factor): sequential display (the new one), frequency and percentage and
five different levels of probability of house fire (under 1%, within-subject factor): 10, 19, 32,
42, 50 in 10000. After each probability level, subjects were asked about their subjective
evaluation of this hazard (on three scales: risk, danger worry) as well as the willingness to
buy insurance against fire in this situation (in general, short- versus long-term insurance).
They were also asked about social norm referring to insurance behavior.

Analysis showed that probability formats significantly influenced the subjective evaluation of
perceived risk. The subjective assessments were higher among participants who receive the
information about probability using the experientially-graphical format in regard to all three
scales: 1) risk (F(2,79)=8,25; p<0,001); 2) danger (F(2,79)=5,75; p<0,005); 3) worry
(F(2,79)=3,04; p=0,05). The participants were also more sensitive to changes in the
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magnitude of small probabilities, when the experientially-graphical format was used.
Moreover, this format implied a higher propensity to insure, especially in the short term
insurance. Regarding to the factors influencing insurance behaviors, the study showed that
social norms promoting insurance positively affected the individual’s propensity to insure,
regardless of the probability format. However, among the participants who had poor social
norms and did not insure themselves, format and information about the probability did play
a role in molding the propensity to insure.

The results extend existing knowledge referring to the impact of different formats of
probabilistic information in the area of very rare events with high stakes and factors
influencing the propensity to insure.

Keywords: risk communication, probability, probability format, insurance
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STRUCTURAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS INFLUENCING SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED EVERYDAY
PRACTICE IN WORKPLACE

Ilin, Corina Mirela
WEST UNIVERSITY OF TIMISOARA, RO

Our particular aim through LOCAW project (www.locaw-fp7.com) was to provide a
comprehensive analysis of the macro-factors influencing everyday practices and behaviors in
the workplace. We investigated 6 European case studies of large-scale operating under
different national and international contexts and occupying different positions that are
relevant in the sustainability debate.
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The results of our studies within the LOCAW project revealed multiple factors influencing the
everyday practices and behaviors in organizations. We have organized these groups of
factors based on Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Systems Theory, in order to better understand
the nature of their influence. Our presentation focuses on the macrosystem, as structural
factors, and on the exosystem, as organizational factors influencing sustainability-related
everyday practices in the workplace. One of the most influential structural factors identified
in our studies is the political-economic context in which the organization operates. Findings
from the LOCAW project demonstrate that the issue of reputation can act as both a driver
and a barrier to the occurrence of sustainable practices. The building and maintaining of a
good reputation is a key element of economic success on the market. Even if economic
success is not a key concern of public institutions, reputation has still turned out, in our
research, to be a key driver for sustainable practices.

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY META-MODEL OF MOTIVATION
Ionescu, Gabriel (1); Ianole, Rodica (2)
1: University of Bucharest, Romania; 2: University of Bucharest, Romania

Our theories of human behavior and motivation map and influence our understanding both
of ourselves and of others. This happens more so when trying to predict or account for
“rational” (as in rational choice theory, “wanting more rather than less of a good” (Coleman
& Farraro, 1992)) human behavior in the workplace, at home, in policy-making, etc.

Temporal Motivation Theory (Steel & König, 2006) provides the basis for a coherent theory
of motivation by integrating Hyperbolic Discounting (Ainslie, 1992) and Cumulative Prospect
Theory (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) together with formulations of expectation in
psychology, the Value Instrumentality Expectation model (Vroom, 1964) and Self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1982), topping it all off by underlining the similarity between the quantitative
formulations of the here-named theories (taken together) and the qualitative formulation of
Need Theory (McClelland, 1965).
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The first two theories presented in TMT are classics in the sphere of Behavioral Economics,
building upon expectation theory with an additional approach/avoidance dichotomy and
weighting function that adjust the valuing and feasibility of a task with the perceiver's
subjectivity. Out of a given set of perceived tasks the individual will enterprise the one worth
the most decisional utility. Each given task has a number of n perceived outcomes, out of
which k are perceived as winnings (implying n-k loss outcomes). The utility of each task is
given by adding up the utility of each possible outcome (losses valuing in the negative).

The attractors of each task are perceived value of the individual (the meaning she finds in
her work, how much achievement, affiliation of power she gains, how much she sates her
intrinsic or extrinsic wants, etc.) and the expectancy that said task will be successfully
completed (depending upon subjective valuations as self-efficacy, locus of control,
neuroticism (Judge, Erez, Bono & Thoresen, 2002) and objective weightings, vicissitudes of
the world).

The detractors of each task are its temporal distance from the consumption of its reward
and the impulsivity of the individual (understood as short-term orientation and aggravation
of temporal distance). This temporal discounting is hyperbolic, temporally inconsistent,
allowing for preference reversal as time passes.

At this point, it becomes crucial to account for the implications of integrating hyperbolic
discounting into cumulative prospect theory, but also to define from what kind of pools of
tasks does the individual draw her choice. In this context, the present paper seeks to fill the
gap by proposing a meta-model of human motivation. This purpose will be achieved by
drawing upon new findings in the fields of economics and psychology and reformulating and
reconsidering the implications of more classical models. The end-goal, however lofty it may
sound, is to establish a universally applicable model that would explain and account for the
majority of human motives to enterprise an action out of a given decisional horizon.

Following the literature review of the most representative motivation theories, the paper
focuses on the pragmatics imposed by the identification of a decisional horizon and further
by the issues emerging from our multiple-egos.

A decisional horizon works like a large, internal to-do list with all that the individual wants to
do with his life. Every task that has been considered, weighted and thought about as
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something that the individual may enterprise at some point (and of which he has not at all
forgotten) is contained in what we shall henceforth name the decisional horizon. It is a
horizon in the sense that it is the furthest point at which the individual may look, he may not
perceive beyond the line of the horizon, and in the sense that it contains the biggest possible
picture that the individual is capable of. They are all perceived, specific tasks (wash the car,
read a certain book, write a certain amount a day, etc.), even if the individual is only
daydreaming about them and does not have a plan to actually attain them.

The decisional horizon is noted as θ and each individual task contained by it as θi. At any
given point in time, whatever task the individual may pursue is the one with the most given
decisional utility (as discerned by the above mentioned method). As such, the main
takeaway from here is that motivation is a function that varies primarily in accordance with
time.

A defining aspect of the decisional horizon is the containing of a special task, θ0 that defies
all of the necessary conditions for a task to be considered as being part of the decisional
horizon, it is not specific, the individual has not set it out as a goal and it is always included in
the decisional horizon, no matter if it is remembered or not. While tasks θn, where n
belongs to the set of natural numbers excluding 0 are tasks the require doing some-thing,
task θ0 represents doing no-thing, giving in to temptations of the environment, without
furthering in any way some set cause of the individual.

It is different, than say, some finite task, like zoning-out in front of the television set or
engaging in video games (or other guilty pleasures) as these are behavioral alternatives,
while environmental distractions are not per se alternatives of behavior.

The present self is taking decisions that will impact some future self. Just like policies that
our generation chooses will impact the well being of future generation. And just like the
imperfect altruism of the generations that tend to undervalue the repercussions of present
decisions on the future generations (discounting more as they are more temporally distant)
the present ego will discount the utility of future selves, and it does so hyperbolically, in a
way that an individual may experience regret that he, at one point has pursued smaller
sooner goals at the detriment of larger later goals.
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This is plainly incompatible with established rational choice theory, which implies consistent,
exponential temporal discounting. The existence of preference reversal to smaller sooner
goals towards larger later ones, the existence of commitment devices (as a rational
individual would not even fathom of constraining his future choice just to guarantee that he
would not reverse his previous choice) and the lowering of impulsivity when choices are
taken in series rather than in whole (consider how much a student would learn if the course
would be organized in three small partial examinations versus one final exam) points to the
fact that we have no good framework for continued use of classical, consistent, rational
choice theory.

Continuing the metaphor, just like policies and other economic actions that a country may
enterprise as virtual actions, as they are undertaken as emergent from a game with neconomic agents (where an agent is an economic actor), the actions of an individual are
virtual, as they are emergent from an game between n-competing wants and needs.

A key point from our reformulation of TMT is a way of easily ordering strategies for
behavioral change. This is a powerful tool for informed, directed strategies in improving
work flow and productivity of human life at the abstract level, and, at the pragmatic level, of
systematically problematic sectors (such as academic underachievement and generalized
procrastination that plagues the student population).

The model, at the present state, is showing positive results in counseling and mobilizing the
resources of students at the undergraduate level, weeks before their final exams and
dissertations.

Students are systematically reaching high scores on scales of impulsivity (as impulsivity
steadily declines with age, young people being more impulsive (Steinberg, Albert, Cauffman,
Banich, Graham & Woolard, 2008)). It would be tantamount to neglect to not add various
commitment strategies and changes in the system to suit better this generalized problem.

For example, goal-setting, more specifically, breaking tasks down into smaller, more close
temporally to the individual is a fantastic way of coping with impulsivity; however, if the
individual is unproductive from reasons of low expectancy, or conversely, if we apply
expectation strategies on him, to increase morale, but he is unproductive because he finds
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no meaning in their labor, we are again misapplying methods and may report that they are
ineffective, but not why or how.

Keywords: Meta-model, motivation theories, behavioral economics, counseling

EXPLORING THE ROLE OF FAIRNESS IN THE CHEATING BEHAVIOUR OF MARKETING STUDENTS
Katter, Joana K. Q. (1); Darke, Peter (2); Ashworth, Laurence (3)
1: York University, Department of Psychology, Canada; 2: York University, Schulich School of
Business, Canada; 3: Queen's University

According to classical economic models, unethical behaviour is expected as individuals are
hypothesized to be rational and largely selfish, and should act according to their own best
interest. However, though cheating behaviour occurs, it is routinely below levels predicted
by economic models, even in cases where cheating would be anonymous and associated
with personal gain. Given the prevalence of cheating behaviour and the potential costs on
both a personal and societal level, understanding the factors that limit cheating behaviour is
of great importance. The current paper is part of a larger project that seeks to extend
existing work on the determinants of cheating and unethical behaviour by exploring the role
fairness motivations and degree of ego involvement have in influencing cheating behaviour
in marketing and business. Overall, it is hypothesized that individuals will cheat more when
they experience unfair treatment in an earlier task, but that this behaviour is simultaneously
recognized as cheating and interpreted as fair, when considered in the context of past
behaviour. The current paper will further explore the underlying reasons for cheating
behaviour by evaluating whether perceptions of fairness mediate the effect of past
experiences of unfair treatment on subsequent cheating behaviour. An alternative
mechanism, that subsequent cheating behaviours is due to anger or revenge is also
considered.

In order to explore these hypotheses, measures of fairness perceptions and mood states
were administered to 293 marketing students completing a study examining the effects of
distributive fairness, fairness primes, and ego involvement on cheating behaviours in a sales
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task. Results support the pattern found in previous papers, where individuals were fully
aware of their cheating behaviour, but were simultaneously able to characterize it as being
fair when considered within the larger context of the study and their previous unfair
treatment. In terms of the proposed mediation model, partial support for the proposed
hypothesis was found. Though fairness perceptions do influence subsequent cheating
behaviour, anger was found to have a stronger effect on predicting future cheating
behaviour. The theoretical and practical implications of these findings are discussed.

Keywords: fairness, cheating behaviour, mood
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CONSUMER DISCOVERIES: THE ROLE OF AUTONOMY IN CREATING PSYCHOLOGICAL CLOSENESS
TO THE SELF
Kokkoris, Michail; Hoelzl, Erik
University of Cologne, Germany

Consumption is constitutive of identity and abundant research examines how consumption
objects become part of one’s sense of self (Belk, 1988; Dittmar, 1992; Escalas & Bettman,
2005; Fournier, 1998; Kleine, Kleine, &Kernan, 1993; Levy, 1959; Sirgy, 1982). Three main
mechanisms that have been proposed are control or mastery, knowledge, and creation (Belk,
1988). Focusing on the latter, in this research we propose that the circumstances under
which a consumption experience takes place for the first time can have an impact on the
resulting sense of closeness of this experience to the self. We argue that consumers can
arrive at any consumption experience mainly through two pathways: either entirely on their
own (autonomous discovery) or based on some prior information from others, media, etc.
(guided discovery). Assuming that consumption experiences that are discovered
autonomously share some common features with creation, such as feelings of agency,
achievement, pride, and uniqueness, we propose that they are also capable of tying the
consumption experience more tightly to the self. Therefore, we predict that autonomous
discovery induces a stronger sense of closeness to the self than guided discovery, even if the
consumption experience in both cases is equally rewarding.

We tested this hypothesis in an online experiment with 147 US Americans on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (64 males and 84 females, age ranging from 19 to 72 years old, M = 35.49,
SD = 11.32). Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In both
conditions, participants read a scenario asking them to imagine themselves being on
vacation at a place they haven’t ever visited before and wanting to find a café to have a
coffee. In the autonomous discovery condition, participants were asked to imagine that they
decide to stroll around in the streets and find a café on their own that looks interesting
without any prior information about it. In the guided discovery condition, participants were
asked to imagine that they decide to check what the travel guide suggests and based on that
information find a café that sounds interesting. Participants in both conditions were further
instructed to imagine that they finally visited that café, had a very nice time there and the
experience was very enjoyable and rewarding. Therefore, the two conditions differed only in
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the way the café was discovered (either on their own or with the help of the travel guide)
and not in the positivity of the described experience.

We operationalized closeness to the self as a tripartite concept consisting of psychological
ownership, self-connection, and emotional attachment. Psychological ownership (α = .91)
was measured with three items (e.g., “I feel like this is 'my' café”) adapted from Peck and
Shu (2011). Self-connection (α = .93) was measured with five items (e.g., “This café
connected with a part of me that really made me tick”) adapted from prior literature (Aaker,
Fournier, & Brasel, 2004; Einwiller, Fedorikhin, Johnson, & Kamins, 2006). Emotional
attachment (α = .95) was measured with three items (connected, bonded, attached) also
adapted from prior research (Kamleitner & Erki, 2012; Thomson, McInnis, & Park, 2005). As a
manipulation check, participants indicated the extent to which they found the café
described in the scenario on their own or based on recommendations. Participants were
then asked to rate the plausibility of the scenarios they read with two items measuring how
easy it was to imagine the situation described and to what extent they could personally
relate to this situation (r = .67, p < .001). As control variables, we measured excitement (α
= .88) about the experience, liking (α = .79) of the described café, and involvement (α = .95)
in the specific category (cafés). Finally participants filled out some demographic questions
(sex, age, ethnicity).

Preliminary analyses showed that, first of all, the manipulation was successful: Participants
in the autonomous condition agreed more that they found the café on their own (M = 6.38,
SD = 1.28) and less that they found it based on recommendations (M = 1.76, SD = 1.45)
compared to participants in the guided condition (M = 2.38, SD = 1.66 and M = 5.92, SD =
1.35 respectively). There were no differences between conditions as to the extent to which
participants could imagine the situation described and relate to it, ps > .17. Inspection of the
means also indicates that the described situation was perceived as rather easy to imagine (M
= 6.22, SD = 1.17) and to relate to (M = 5.77, SD = 1.48). There were also no differences
between conditions in liking of the café, p > .26, suggesting that, as intended, participants
indeed liked the café equally across conditions.

To test our hypothesis that autonomous discovery leads to higher self-closeness than guided
discovery, we conducted a MANOVA with discovery (autonomous vs. guided) as the
independent variable and psychological ownership, self-connection, and emotional
attachment as the dependent variables. The multivariate test was statistically significant,
Wilk’s λ = .91, F(3, 143) = 4.80, p < .001. More specifically, the manipulation had a significant
effect on psychological ownership, F(1, 145) = 14.51, p < .001, showing that autonomous
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discovery induced more psychological ownership (M = 4.33, SD =1.65) than guided discovery
(M = 3.33, SD = 1.54). Autonomous discovery also induced higher self-connection (M = 4.29,
SD =1.47) than guided discovery (M = 3.57, SD =1.57), F(1, 145) = 8.30, p = .005, and higher
emotional attachment (M = 4.78, SD = 1.64) than guided discovery (M = 3.95, SD = 1.76), F(1,
145) = 8.76, p = .004. We conducted a further analysis with a composite score of selfcloseness (α = .96) consisting of all eleven items for the three dependent variables. Results
of an ANOVA revealed that autonomous discovery induced higher self-closeness (M = 4.43,
SD = 1.46) than guided discovery (M = 3.61, SD = 1.50), F(1, 145) = 11.52, p = .001. There
were no differences between conditions in excitement, p > .13. Moreover, the results of the
MANOVA on the three main dependent variables remain statistically significant even after
controlling for liking, excitement and involvement, Wilk’s λ = .93, F(3, 140) = 3.71, p = .013.
The same holds for the effect of the manipulation on self-closeness with the same covariates,
F(1, 142) = 8.44, p = .004.

In sum, results showed that participants who read about discovering a café on their own
experienced that café as psychologically closer to themselves (higher psychological
ownership, self-connection, and emotional attachment) compared with those who read
about discovering a café with the help of a travel guide. Importantly, these differences
occurred even though in both occasions the experience was described (and perceived) as
equally enjoyable and rewarding. Therefore, these results support our hypothesis that
autonomous (vs. guided) discovery induces a higher degree of closeness of consumer
discoveries to the self. At the theory level, these findings contribute to research on self,
identity, and consumption, by shedding more light on the conditions that consumers
experience products and services as part of their identities. Our research proposes that the
exact way in which consumers arrive at a consumption experience can play a role. The
feeling that a consumption episode is autonomously initiated may be a factor that creates a
sense of psychological proximity to the self, as it can be considered an instance of ‘creation.’
At the practical level, this research can have interesting implications for economic
psychology and marketing. For example, this research draws attention to potential sideeffects that common marketing activities, such as advertising or media-generated buzz,
might have. Although product awareness may be beneficial in increasing interest in products
and subsequently sales, consumers may experience products that they find based on prior
information as less close to themselves compared with other products that they discovered
on their own. Devising ways to de-emphasize external sources of agency and restore feelings
of self-agency might help increase connection to products and services discovered under
these circumstances.
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THE ROLE OF PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS IN ACCEPTING THE CHANGES OF TAX LAW
Kołodziej, Sabina (1); Niesiobędzka, Małgorzata (2)
1: Kozminski University, Poland; 2: University of Gdańsk, Poland

One of the significant factor influencing the tendency of an individual to tax comply is
perceived fairness of the tax system, in the procedural and distributive aspect. Distributive
justice refers to the relationship between the amount of taxes paid and the amount of
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money received by the taxpayer as part of the benefits from the state. The sense of
procedural justice is based on the quality of the interaction between taxpayer and tax
authorities, the degree of taxpayer participation and the perceived possibility to control the
tax decision processes and the quality of information provided by legislators and tax
authorities. It should be noted that for the taxpayer and his decisions the perceived,
subjective evaluation of tax system and tax authorities’ decisions fairness is more important
than the objective fairness of the tax system functioning in the country.

The aim of the study was to investigate the effect of perceived procedural fairness relating
to the implementation of changes (either positive or negative for the taxpayer) in tax law
introduced by the government on the evaluation of these changes. The study analyzed the
following questions: 1) Does the degree of acceptance of changes in tax law depend on the
level of procedural justice regarding the tax law change implementation? 2) Does the agentic
and communal orientation affect the degree of acceptance of changes in tax law? The
agentic and communal orientation was included in the study as a factor moderating the
evaluation of the legal changes. By definition, agentic orientation refers to the concentration
on individual’s own interest and his own purposes, which may result in reduction of the
procedure effect when the law changes lead to the benefit of the individual. On the contrary,
the communal orientation means focusing on other people and interpersonal relationships,
which can cause a wider - than just individual own interests – perspective in the evaluation
of introduced legal changes. According to these assumptions, the person characterized by a
communal orientation may pay more attention to the fairness of the procedure which
relates to all taxpayers than to the final result of changes referring to the individual, whereas
people with agentic orientation evaluate the proposed changes mainly through the prism of
the consequences for the individual.

In order to verify the above assumptions, an experiment was conducted on a sample of 101
people randomly assigned to one of four groups (between-subject factor) differing in the
level of procedural justice of the tax law changes and the effect of the changes for individual
taxpayers and the taxpayers group to which he belonged: 1) fair tax law change
implementation procedure (public consultation, providing access to information for
taxpayers), changes beneficial for the taxpayer individually but unprofitable for the tax
group to which he belonged; 2) the lack of fairness of the procedure (lack of public
consultation, the changes introduced without prior notice to taxpayers), changes beneficial
for the taxpayer individually but unprofitable for the tax group to which he belonged; 3) fair
tax law change implementation procedure, changes unprofitable for the taxpayer
individually but beneficial for the tax group to which he belonged; 4) the lack of fairness of
the procedure, changes unprofitable for the taxpayer individually but beneficial for the tax
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group to which he belonged. The respondents’ task was to assess 1) the method of the tax
law changes implementation (on a scale from “completely fair” to “completely unfair”) –
treated as a measurement of manipulation effectiveness; 2) the degree of acceptance of the
changes (on a scale from “I accept it completely” to “I do not accept it completely”); 3) the
level of anger caused by the way of introducing tax changes (on a scale from “none” to “very
large”). In addition, the respondents filled out scale to measure the agentic and communal
orientation (Wojciszke, Szlendak, 2010).

The analysis of the results confirmed the significant impact the fairness of the tax law
changes implementation procedure on the level of its assessment (F = 17.72, P <0.001), on
the degree of tax law changes acceptance (F = 12.21, P <0.001) and the level of anger
induced by the changes (F = 9.83; p <0.001). Respondents scored the highest the legal
changes introduced with the procedural fairness, regardless of the consequences of these
changes for the taxpayer individually and for his taxpaying group. In relation to the second
formulated question, there was a causative effect of agentic orientation on the acceptance
of tax law changes (F = 3.07, p <0.05) - agentic oriented subjects assessed significantly higher
legal changes leading to individual benefits, regardless of the fairness of the procedure. The
study failed to confirm the impact of communal orientation on the assessment of tax law
changes depending on the type of procedure choosen for its introduction.
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WHAT GAMBLERS HAVE TO TELL US ABOUT RISK?
Lemoine, Jérémy
University of Rheims Champange-Ardenne, France

Gambling disorder is a major issue in industrialized countries. The use of the social
representation theory provides clues for a better understanding of gambling disorders and
elements for action towards gamblers with disorders. The social representation of risk in a
general context has been identified in a previous study. However, this paper investigates the
representation of risk in a gambling context among students (Study 1) and among gamblers
with and without gambling disorder (Study 2). In the first study, 1,106 students answered a
free association task based on the target expression: risk in a gambling context. Two scales
measured the characterization and the valence of the terms or expressions produced. A
prototypical analysis and a tri-componential analysis were performed on the terms produced.
The representation of risk in a gambling context differs from the one in a general context.
The central system of the representation is composed of three terms: ‘danger’, ‘to lose’ and
‘losing money’. The role of emotions associated to risk in gambling is underlined. Part of the
results is interpreted through the decision-making Dual-Process Model. In the second study,
a small sample of gamblers, half of them having gambling disorders, participated in semistructured interviews about risk in a gambling context. Results indicate that, contrarily to
those with gambling disorders, controlled gamblers orient their discourse around the notion
of pleasure and do not perceive gambling as a threat for their ego. Controlled gamblers fear
to lose money while gamblers with gambling disorders fear to lose the game.

Keywords: social representations, risk, gambling disorders, interviews, dual-process model
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VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO A MUTUAL INSURANCE POOL
Lévy-Garboua, Louis (1); Montmarquette, Claude (2); Vaksmann, Jonathan (3);
Villeval, Marie-Claire (4)
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In this paper, we study games in which individuals choose to contribute voluntarily to a
mutual aid pool. Mutual-aid groups provide informal mutual insurance to their members
who remain free to choose their contribution and receive a share of total contributions if
they suffer a loss. They appear under various guises to offer insurance and assistance to
members of occupational groups, trade unions, climate clubs, communities of villagers or
countries, etc. In spite of its importance in social life and in public policies, mutual aid has
received little attention in the economic theory of insurance. Trade unions and climate clubs
are perfect illustrations of the problem raised by the group's heterogeneity to voluntary
mutual aid pools. Workers who didn't unionize and countries who didn't sign the agreement
may still benefit from the contributions of unionized workers or cooperative countries. Thus,
a conflict arises between insurance motives and incentives, which needs to be resolved. We
derive the Nash equilibria of two mutual-aid games, defined by equal coverage and by
contribution-based coverage of group members who experience a random loss. The second
regime introduces an incentive to increase individual contributions. We compare the (ex
ante) efficiency of these two types of mutual aid in enhancing the sense of responsibility of
individual contributors to the pool as measured in terms of individual contributions.

Our equilibrium analysis exhibits contrasting predictions under the different conditions
implemented. Whereas the equal coverage policy leads to a unique no insurance equilibrium,
the contribution-based policy leads to multiple equilibria under the common assumption of
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risk aversion. In the latter game, the degree of conflict among equilibrium outcomes is huge
so that both no-insurance and full insurance equilibria coexist.

We run an experiment to test the theory. Twelve participants form a group. At the beginning
of each period, each participant receives an endowed income of 100 tokens. Everyone can
contribute to a common pool that serves to compensate the participants who will incur a
loss of their entire income. The individual contribution is a number of tokens chosen
between 0 and 100. Four of the 12 group members are then randomly hit by the loss so that
the total loss is 400 tokens.

In accordance with predictions, our experimental evidence shows that the equal coverage
policy generates least contributions and greatest transfers from high contributors to low
contributors. The contribution-based coverage policy enhances the sense of individual
responsibility through stronger incentives to contribute. It also reduces the amount of
transfers unrelated with the occurrence of loss from high contributors to low contributors.
However, under the latter regime, full coverage is only rarely attained, even though this is a
potential equilibrium.

Looking more closely at individual contribution behavior and group heterogeneity, we find,
in contrast with the literature on public goods games, that conditional cooperation, captured
by the influence of others' contributions in the previous period on one's own contribution
level, does not affect behavior. Thus, in the presence of risk, players' strategies seem to be
more dictated by Nature than by others' behavior. Risk attitudes have greater influence on
behavior than reciprocity. We also find that players are heterogeneous and can be
decomposed in two homogeneous groups: a majority of risk-averse fair contributors
(cooperators) and a minority of zero contributors (non-cooperators). Abstracting from short
run deviations that may be caused by the occurrence of loss, cooperators have an incentive
to reduce their contribution -particularly so in the equal coverage treatment- and noncooperators have an incentive to contribute a little to reap the external benefit of coverage
thanks to the high contributions of cooperators. This kind of parallel behavior of members of
the two clusters may remain stable over time if the preoccupation with risk dominates
reciprocity motives. It generates an asymmetric interior equilibrium with a mixture of high
and low contributors in which the non-risk-averse players impose a negative externality to
risk-averse players who are forced to over-contribute for less than full insurance. This
particular type of asymmetric equilibrium seems inconsistent with inequity aversion among
players.
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Our results may be given two different interpretations. First, if we assume that players are
essentially risk-averse with homogeneous preferences, we can conclude that contributionbased coverage takes us only half-way to efficiency since the latter requires full insurance.
Coordination failures that arise from the existence of multiple equilibria have been only
partially overcome by the provided incentives. This is the conventional interpretation in
game theory. It is consistent with a story in which players have homogeneous risk-averse
preferences but heterogeneous social preferences, some being pro-social and others selfish.
However, another interpretation was suggested by the observation of norm-induced
behavior in the first round and emergence of a "dual interior equilibrium" with a majority of
high contributors and a significant minority of low contributors. Under the latter
interpretation, players have heterogeneous risk attitudes, with a majority of risk-averse
subjects and a significant minority of risk lovers. These two groups share very different prior
norms: fair contribution and full insurance for the risk averse, but zero contribution and no
insurance for the risk lovers. This type of preference heterogeneity is natural in a risky
context and it seems to take the precedence over reciprocity and inequity aversion in our
data. It leads to a dual interior equilibrium in which the two groups interact, with the riskaverse group less than fully cooperating and the risk-loving group less than fully defecting.

If risk preferences are heterogeneous, we must revise our efficiency judgment, since full
insurance is then an optimum for risk-averse players and no insurance is an optimum for risk
lovers. Under the first interpretation, the mean coverage rate equals 47.2% in the
contribution-based treatment so that coordination failure is responsible for a social loss of
52.8% of the optimal (full) insurance. The picture is very different under the second
interpretation. If we assume then that each of the two groups is homogeneous, the mean
coverage rate equals 62.5% for the (risk averse) cooperators and 21.7% for the (risk-loving)
non-cooperators in the contribution-based coverage treatment. The presence of risk lovers
deprives the cooperators of 37.5% of their optimal insurance, 21.7% of which is transferred
to the former and 15.8% is a social loss. We can also compare across treatments the
efficiency gains brought by imposing a coverage that is proportional to contributions rather
than equal for all. Under the first interpretation, the mean coverage rate would be raised
from 26.1% to 47.2% for everybody. However, under the second interpretation, the mean
coverage would be raised from 26.1% to 62.5% for (risk averse) cooperators whereas it
would be cut down from 26.1% to 21.7% for (risk loving) non-cooperators.

Keywords: Mutual insurance pool, voluntary contribution mechanism, experiment,
coordination failure, risk attitude heterogeneity.
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THE ROLE OF RESOURCE SCARCITY FOR FINANCIAL LITERACY AND PLANNING AT THE POVERTY
LEVEL

Loibl, Caezilia (1); Snyder, Anastasia (2)
1: Leeds University Business School and Ohio State University, United Kingdom; 2: The Ohio
State University

Aim:

The literature in financial JDM suggests that financial literacy and propensity to plan for
money typically improve consumer wellbeing (Lynch et al., 2010; Lusardi). Among lowincome families, however, the concept of scarcity documents how poverty “changes how
people look at problems and make decisions” (Shah et al., 2012, p. 682).

This study draws on the scarcity literature to contribute to the still limited understanding of
the causes of food insecurity among children (Gundersen and Ziliak, 2014). The purpose of
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this study is to evaluate the influence of financial literacy training for families at the poverty
level on their access to food.

Based on literature on financial decision-making, our working hypothesis is that financial
literacy and propensity to plan will reduce food insecurity, especially among children. Child
food hardship deserves particular attention because of its detrimental effects on children’s
growth and mental development.

Method:

Study subjects are current and former participants in a government-funded savings program
for low-income families in the United States. This rigorous, well-researched “Assets for
Independence” program places particular emphasis on financial literacy training, in addition
to requiring regular savings deposits. Credit repair and hands-on help to improve families’
living environment are other focus areas of this multi-year asset-building program, which is
offered at social-sector agencies.

Data were collected in a phone survey of 645 current and former participants in the savings
program at eight large social-sector agencies across the U.S., with program cohorts starting
in 2007. Our sampling frame was 3,595 program participants; we obtained a response rate
of 17.9 percent.

We used established scales to control for subjective wellbeing and use of alternative
financial services. Partner agencies provided us with program administrative data and we
used the U.S. Current Population Survey’s standard questions to measure food insecurity
and demographic characteristics.

Results and Discussion:

Binary logistic regression was used, with the dependent variable being a binary measure of
low and very low food security (combined, coded 1; moderate, high food security coded 0).
Control variables include measures of subjective wellbeing, use of alternative financial
services, program administrative data, and demographic characteristics. We find that
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respondents with higher propensity to plan for money (Lynch et al., 2010) and higher
financial literacy (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2014) have significantly higher odds of low and very
low food insecurity among their children. The unexpected direction of this association is
statistically robust when comparing respondents across a number of demographic groups.

For instance, among respondents who enrolled in the savings program more than two years
ago, higher financial literacy increases the odds of child food hardship by 28% (p<0.05) and
propensity to plan by 87% (p<0.10). Similarly among higher educated respondents with at
least a two-year college degree, higher financial literacy increases the odds of child food
hardship by 48% (p<0.05) and a higher propensity to plan increases the odds by 3.5 times
(p<0.05).

Among highly vulnerable respondents, such as those with lower income (up to $35,000/yr.)
and with minority background, higher propensity to plan for money is significantly
associated with child food hardship (odds ratio: 2.593, p<0.05; 2.768, p<0.05). By contrast,
among those with three or more children, financial literacy is the stronger predictor of child
food hardship (odds ratio 1.539, p<0.05).

How can we explain this effect? The discussion highlights potential moderators and process
explanations underlying this effect, such as resource scarcity, financial goal setting,
knowledge about malnutrition, and the persistence and socialization effect of poverty.

Conclusions:

This research examines the effect of financial literacy and planning on food access of
children among families at the poverty level. We showed that both variables are positively
associated with child food hardship. While size and significance of the effect differ for
demographic groups (but not the direction of the sign), the odds of children’s food insecurity
are particularly high for respondents with a stronger tendency to plan finances.

Keywords: Propensity to plan, financial literacy, food hardship
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SURPLUS SPLITTING AS AN EXPLANATION FOR THE WTA-WTP DISPARITY: EXPERIMENTAL
EVIDENCE
Lunn, Pete (1); Somerville, Jason (2); Lunn, Mary (3)
1: ESRI, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland; 2: Cornell University, USA; 3: University of Oxford, UK

We report a novel experimental manipulation of the classic laboratory demonstration of the
WTA-WTP disparity for ordinary consumer goods. The experiment tests contrasting
predictions from a broad range of models and provides a clear result in support of a specific
explanation. Our results suggest that the WTA-WTP disparity results from a desire to avoid
trades that entail uneven splits of the resulting transaction surplus.

The classic experimental design of Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (1990, hereafter KKT)
shows that in an incentive compatible experiment, individuals set their minimum price to
sell a good approximately 2-3 times higher than the maximum price they will pay for the
same good. There has been a proliferation of models designed to explain this effect, yet its
cause and potential relevance for economic exchange outside the laboratory remain
controversial.
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Arguably the most widely accepted explanation for the WTA-WTP disparity is loss aversion.
This theory has some difficulty, however, in dealing with numerous experimental
manipulations that affect the size and/or existence of the WTA-WTP disparity. More recent
accounts based on loss aversion rely on the reference point being determined by
expectations (Köszegi and Rabin, 2006) or on uncertainty regarding future taste states
(Loomes, Orr and Sugden, 2009). Alternative accounts that do not assume loss aversion have
also been proposed. Kling, List and Zhao (2013) propose that subjects take into account the
option values of buying or selling at a later stage, and that cognitive dissonance results in
sellers placing a greater value on the option value of selling later, raising WTA. Isoni (2011)
and Weaver and Frederick, (2012) instead introduce the idea that agents get utility both
from consuming the item and from the transaction itself, such that good deals result in
higher overall utility. Lunn and Lunn (2014) propose that the disparity results from an
instinctive search and bargaining process intended to maximise transaction surplus over a
series of encounters.

We also conjecture that an additional possibility is that agents avoid exchanges likely to
result in uneven or unfair splits of the transaction surplus, analogous to bargaining in the
Ultimatum Game. That is, agents consider what an item is worth to them and what it is
worth to others, then set a minimum selling price or maximum buying price that splits the
resulting surplus evenly.

We designed an experiment to test contrasting predictions from the above theories.
Participants first faced an incentive compatible choice task in which they had to decide
between a consumer item (a college mug worth c.€7) and a list of monetary amounts,
allowing us to determine their “choice equivalent” (CE) for the item. They knew that this
choice would be executed for real with a probability of one-third and that their stated
preference would determine the outcome at a randomly selected price. Participants were
then randomly assigned into one of three groups. One group received their choice at a
random price. The remaining two group were assigned to be buyers or sellers in the classic
paradigm of KKT, i.e., we proceeded to perform a replication of the original KKT experiment
with these two groups. After completion of this experiment, participants were given a sheet
of questions on which they had to guess the average buying and selling prices of the other
people in the experiment, as well as the shop price. This process was also incentivised: the
participant whose guesses were most accurate stood to win €20.
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Our design, which involves within-subject elicitations of CE, WTA or WTP, and perceptions of
how others value the item, enables us to test contrasting predictions. Models based on loss
aversion predict that WTA and WTP will be positively associated with CE but that, controlling
for CE, WTA and WTP will be independent of perceptions of the valuations of other
participants. Models based on transaction utilities predict that WTA and WTP will be
associated with both CE and the perceived market price, since whether a deal is good or bad
depends on its relationship to the price in the shops. Search and bargaining models predict
that WTA and WTP will be associated with perceptions of what others will pay or demand
for it, but independent of CE. The surplus splitting account predicts that WTA and WTP will
be positively related to CE and to perceptions of what others will pay or demand
respectively. Moreover, it predicts that each of these estimates will be equally influential,
since the difference between them determines the surplus split.

Our results produce support for the surplus splitting account. We record a WTA/WTP
disparity of 1.8. Regressions of WTA (or WTP) on CE, the perceived market price and the
perceived mean buying price of other participants (or selling price in the case of WTP),
reveal significant effects of CE and of perceptions of how other participants value the item,
but no significant effect of perceived market price. Furthermore, the coefficients on these
two variables are almost equal and lie in the range 0.3-0.5, suggesting that for each
additional euro of difference between a participant’s valuation of the item and their
perception of how others value the item, the participant demands a share of 0.3-0.5.

We discuss and eliminate some possible alternative interpretations of our result and
consider the potential implications of the surplus splitting theory of the WTA-WTP disparity.

Keywords: WTA-WTP Disparity; Endowment Effect
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COOPERATION IN DIVIDED SOCIETIES
Martinsson, Peter; Martinangeli, Andrea
University of Gothenburg, Sweden

People typically belong to many different groups - from colleagues at work to neighbors.
Field evidence suggests that the same individual might behave differently in different
groups; for example she can be cooperative in one group but free-rider in another. Among
the many dimensions dividing societies, that of differences in economic status (income or
wealth) has been the focus of intense research. Objective of this paper is therefore to
investigate how cooperation is affected by income inequality and membership in two
independent and differently unequal groups.

We explore this via a linear public goods laboratory experiment, which avoids us the
identification problems ubiquitous in naturally occurring data. Subjects are randomly
allocated to societies of 9 people, where each subject is randomly located in one of the nine
cells in a matrix (our society) with three rows and three columns. Each subject is then a
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member of two groups, each consisting of 3 members including themselves. One group
consists of all subjects located on the same row while the other of all people located on the
same column.

To run our tests we used two different treatments. In the first, all nine subjects in a society
received the same endowment. In the second, 3 subjects received a higher endowment than
the other 6. For comparability, we kept the total endowment equal in both societies. In the
unequal society, the three rich individuals were spatially located in a column so they had 2
rich subjects in one (homogeneous-high) group, while they had two poor subjects in the
other (mixed) group. Similarly, the poor subjects were matched with 2 poor subjects in one
(homogeneous-low) group, and with one rich and one poor in one (mixed) group. In the 20
period public goods experiment, we had 12 unequal and 9 equal societies.

Preliminary results show greater cooperation in equal than in unequal societies. In the
unequal society, richer subjects tend to contribute smaller proportions of their endowment
to the mixed group public good, consistently with previous literature. Conversely, we
observe rich subjects contributing greater proportions of their endowment to their
homogeneous-high group than the poor are contributing to their homogeneous-low group.
Therefore, rich subjects are observed behaving more pro-socially towards their ingroup than
the poor to theirs. A closer look reveals a fundamental difference between how each type
contributes to the two groups: while the rich contribute more to the homogeneous-high
group than to the mixed, the poor display no difference in their contribution to the mixed
and homogeneous-low groups. Noticeably, while we observe the standard decreasing
cooperation in the mixed and in the homogeneous-low groups, cooperation increases over
time in the high-endowment groups. In the paper we discuss policy and public good
provision efficiency implications of our findings.

Keywords: Inequality, public goods, multiple groups
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR DECISION-MAKING IN A CROWDFUNDING CONTEXT
Maurer, Jennifer; Hoelzl, Erik
University of Cologne, Germany

A conceptual framework for decision-making in a crowdfunding context

Jenny Maurer and Erik Hoelzl (University of Cologne)

Crowdfunding, i.e., raising money for projects from a large number of supporters, has gained
considerable relevance during the last 10 years. For example, while German crowdfunding
platforms accumulated only 0.45 Mio Euro in the year 2011, this number rose 8.76 Mio Euro
in 2014. The main feature of crowdfunding is that a huge number of potential investors are
asked for relatively small monetary amounts to support an idea or project, usually via
internet. Initiators of projects will receive the money only under the condition that a funding
threshold will be met within a set funding period. Crowdfunding is a relatively new
phenomenon, and so far only a limited amount of research exists.

We propose a conceptual framework for individual decisions in crowdfunding. An individual,
as a single part of a huge crowd of other potential supporters, has to make different
decisions on the way to finally support a crowdfunding project. Our framework takes a
chronological perspective and assumes three major decisions. A first decision for the
individual is to select a specific crowdfunding platform. The second decision is to select a
specific project to finance. The third decision is to follow up on the success of the project.
We differentiate between four elements whose characteristics are influential for the
decision process: 1) crowdfunding platform, 2) project, 3) crowd, and 4) individual.

1) Crowdfunding platform characteristics: Crowdfunding is used for a wide variety of
contents, covering new products and company start-ups, cultural projects (e.g., movies),
science projects, developmental projects etc. Currently, four major forms are distinguished
(e.g., Silver et al.,2013): a) donation-based, b) reward-based (which can be subdivided into
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“crowd sponsoring” and “pre-selling”), c) lending-based, and d) equity-based crowdfunding.
Crowdfunding is used to a) collect donations (without any obvious, physical considerations
or rewards, e.g. betterplace.org), b) collect money in order to develop new products or
inventions of any conceivable kind and, in case of successful funding, reward supporters by
giving them gifts according to the monetary amount they provided (e.g., kickstarter.com) , c)
borrow money for a restricted time (with or without paying interest to supporters, e.g.,
kiva.org, prosper.com), or d) sell stocks to supporters of start-ups or already well-established
companies which wish to expand (e.g., seedrs.com).

In our framework, characteristics of the crowdfunding platform will be particularly relevant
in the first step of the crowdfunding decision process. Given that the individual has a certain
amount of money available and considers supporting a crowdfunding project, he or she will
first have to decide which crowdfunding platform to use. Platforms offer different forms of
rewards for supporting projects. Donation-based platform offer immediate, but nonmaterial rewards like a “warm glow” as a result of supporting a single person in need or a
non-profit organization. All other forms of crowdfunding offer delayed material or monetary
rewards (like gifts for reward-based projects, interest rates for lending-based projects or
stocks for equity-based projects). It is plausible that these characteristics appeal to some
individuals more than to others. In our framework, we assume that the first step of choosing
a specific crowdfunding platform is based on the fit between platform characteristics and
individual preferences for a certain form of reward, namely “warm glow”, monetary rewards
or material rewards.

2) Project characteristics: Projects initially differ in static characteristics such as topic area,
funding amount goal, project initiator and presentation. During the funding period,
additional dynamic characteristics occur such as the current funding status, the number of
supporters, current status updates by the initiator and the degree of project completion.
Some existing research has examined the static aspects. Regarding the project initiator,
Galak et al. (2011) have found that, in line with the identifiable victim effect, projects from
individuals were more successful than group projects on a developmental lending platform
(kiva.org). Regarding the presentation, Duarte et al. (2012) found that borrowers’
trustworthy appearances leads a higher probability to get their loans funded in peer-to-peer
lending. Herzenstein et al. (2011) found on a lending-based platform (prosper.com) that
initiators who share a higher number of their own personality traits in their narratives (even
if information on those is not verifiable and sometimes even misleading) gain more support
by the crowd compared to initiators who describe themselves less extensively. Other
research has examined dynamic aspects. Wash (2011) found a completion bias, i.e.,
donations that complete projects were over twice as high as normal donations.
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In our framework, we propose that both the static and the dynamic characteristics of the
project need to be considered in understanding funding decisions. For example, the
possibility to reach the funding threshold for a specific project with the available budget is
likely to increase the willingness to support this project. In a different context, Amar et al
found that individuals, when managing several debts, try to reduce the number of open
accounts. Accordingly, projects that can be brought to a state of successful funding through
one’s own action are more likely to be supported. An additional consideration is that on
crowdfunding platforms, projects are in competition with other projects. Since each Euro
can only be invested once, will individuals with a limited amount of monetary resources
prefer supporting a number of projects with small monetary amounts or supporting a single
project (with the amount of money they’re willing to invest) which they like most? This
competition can be more or less obvious, and in our framework we propose that the degree
of perceived competition between projects influences decisions.

3) Crowd characteristics: A specific aspect of crowdfunding is that the individual decision is
strongly embedded in the activities of other people. The individual sees the number of other
supporters, the amount already invested, but also partly gets information about who the
other supporters are. Some crowdfunding websites (e.g., kiva.org) offer the possibility to
become a member of a “team”. The member gets information about the projects which
other group members also support. In this context, Gerber and Hui (2013) state that “[…]
crowdfunding also provides a way to feel part of a community of like-minded people”(p.15).

In our framework, we incorporate the idea that knowledge about others’ decisions (who
have certain characteristics in common with the individual, e.g. sharing same religious
beliefs or certain interests) is likely to influence an individual’s decision on which projects to
support, in line with the concept of social proof (Cialdini).

4) Individual characteristics: Gerber and Hui (2013) found 4 main motivations driving
individuals to support crowdfunding projects in general: 1.) Collecting rewards, 2.) Helping
others, 3.) Being part of a community and 4.) Support a cause. The main deterrent
preventing the support of crowdfunding projects can be seen in distrust of the creators’ use
of the funds. Clearly, involvement with the specific project category is important (e.g.,
developmental issues, movies, etc.). It is also plausible that preferences for specific rewards
or general values will guide selection of platform and of the specific project supported.
(Gerber& Hui, 2013)
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In our framework, we include these factors and propose the idea that novelty-seeking is a
crucial aspect. Some crowdfunding projects prominently feature the idea of creating
something new or making something possible, other projects take a more traditional
approach. It is plausible that individual characteristics such as captured in the concept of
“early adopter” influence which projects are seen as particularly attractive. In our
framework we also incorporate the idea that individuals, as a third step, may follow up with
projects they supported. Since crowdfunding projects always have a chance to fail, success
and failure of supported projects is likely to influence individual affective states (e.g., pride,
disappointment) and future support decisions for other projects.

To summarize, we propose a conceptual framework that illustrates the relevance of the
different elements in the different stages of the supporting process (from the decision of
which platform to use to the success or failure of the supported project). The framework
contributes to integrating the existing research on the recent phenomenon of crowdfunding.
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WHAT IS HAPPINESS? DEFINITIONS AND EXPERIENCE OF RESIDENTS IN AN INDUSTRIAL TOWN IN
UK IN 1938 AND 2014
McHugh, Sandie; Carson, Jerome
University of Bolton, United Kingdom

Objectives of research and Background

What does happiness mean for you and yours? First asked in Bolton in 1938 and repeated in
February 2014. Was the concept of happiness different seventy six years later with
considerable changes in the economic and social environment?

In 1938 Bolton was emerging from the Great Depression and had over 200 textile mills, with
engineering, and mining industries still active. In 21st century Bolton heavy industry has
been replaced by services, data processing, call centres, electronics and Information
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Technology. Textiles and engineering remain on a very small scale, with the factory
production of bread (Warburton’s founded in 1876) continuing.

In 2014 Bolton residents enjoy a welfare state set up in 1948 to provide “from cradle to
grave”. Health care is free on the National Health Service, and an array of Universal social
security cash benefits is available. Seven public leisure centres for swimming, sport and
relaxation, eleven libraries, a museum, art gallery and theatre are supported by Bolton
council. State education without payment is provided from nursery (age 3) to 18. Access to
higher education is open to all in a system of bursaries and loans. In contrast, in 1938 state
elementary education was to age 14, university education generally the preserve of the rich.
Insurance schemes for workers who became ill or unemployed were based on previous
monetary contributions. Charity, and small means tested payments from National Assistance
Boards assisted those in dire poverty. Hospital care in Bolton was a limited service provided
by a Voluntary Institution. For recreation there were 300 pubs, 6 dance halls, 47 cinemas
and social activities provided by 200 churches.

Mass Observation was founded in 1937 from the anthropology movement. Observers and
volunteer diarists collected information on the everyday lives of ordinary British people.
Bolton became “Worktown” representing all northern industrial towns as a team of paid
investigators attended public meetings, religious events, sport, leisure activities, and visited
workplaces to record human behaviour and conversation in as much detail as possible.

A series of competitions was part of the Bolton Mass Observation data collection. In
February 1938 advertisements in local newspapers asked residents to write down their
opinions on “What does Happiness mean for you and yours?” Two hundred and twenty six
letters were received and these respondents were sent a questionnaire requesting them to
rank in order of importance 10 aspects of happiness. In 2014 The Centre for Worktown
Studies at University of Bolton decided to repeat the Happiness Questionnaire. In
collaboration with local newspaper The Bolton News, data was collected from 489
respondents.

Design and Method

The 226 letter writers in 1938 were sent a postal questionnaire for completion. They were
requested to rank in importance (1-10) 10 aspects of happiness for true happiness. These
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were more of: equality; beauty; leadership and authority; pleasure; security; politics;
religion; humour; knowledge and more action. They were also asked whether it was easier
to be happy in Bolton or Blackpool (a popular northern seaside resort): Was it easier to be
happier at weekends, mid-week or was it the same; how often were they really happy and
whether luck had anything to do with happiness, and if so to comment on what it was.
Demographic data on job, and age were collected.

The 2014 questionnaire retained the 1938 content only with changes where necessary for
modern discourse. Contemporary letters and literature from 1938 indicated that “security”
alluded to economic security and not to safety, that pleasure referred to free time and
leisure, and humour had the positive connotations of smiling and laughter. Questions on the
frequency of happiness, time of week and luck replicated those of 1938. Modification to the
place Bolton or Blackpool was necessary as Bolton residents holiday in many destinations
not the local seaside resort as in the 1930’s. The place question was rephrased for at home
in Bolton or on holiday or staying away. To gather information on the role of materialism
and wealth in generating individual happiness, a new question was added in 2014 on
whether there was a link between material possessions and happiness. To obtain personal
definitions and comments on happiness as the 1938 residents of Bolton had written letters,
the 2014 questionnaire contained an open question “What are the things in your life that
make you the happiest”. A standard UK Office of National Statistics (ONS) question with a
Likert scale 1-10 on enjoyment was also included enabling comparisons with other wellbeing data bases. As in 1938 information was requested on approximate age. A gender
question was provided as the 1930’s formality of address (Mr. Mrs, Miss) is no longer
generally used. Instead of the 1938 question “The sort of job you have” a range of options;
full time employment, part time employment, seeking employment, homemaker, student,
retired, full time carer and volunteer worker were provided to encompass 21st century
occupations and activities.

2014 data collection (N=489) was via a web link set up as part of Happiness Week by The
Bolton News. This newspaper had a series of articles on happiness for one week in February
2014. Residents were invited to complete the happiness questionnaire on line. Paper
questionnaire were also available in libraries and in Bolton town centre.
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Results

The 1938 mass observation data on happiness was analysed by the historians Ian Gazeley
and Claire Langhamer in 2012. Quantitative analysis and qualitative coding of the 2014 data
is ongoing. For the 10 Aspects of Happiness, the 2014 mean rank order from highest to
lowest are:- Good Humour, (7.85); Economic Security; Leisure; Knowledge; Equality; Beauty;
Action; Leadership; Politics; and Religion (2.39). In 1938 the top three were Economic
security, knowledge and religion. Religion moved from being in the top three in 1938 to
bottom, whereas Leisure (pleasure) had moved up from 8th place in 1938 to 3rd place (7.14)
in 2014. Good humour claimed the top ranking in the 21st century had been 4th in the 20th.
Knowledge moved from 2nd to 4th whereas economic security moved from first to second
place remained pertinent as an aspect of happiness for Bolton residents in both centuries.
The role of luck remained unchanged with around 40% of respondents in both 1938 and
2014 connecting it with happiness. Whereas 75% 1938 Bolton residents were happier in
Bolton, this had declined to 39% in 2014. The changed mean ranking of leisure from 8th to
3rd place is also illustrated in the higher percentage of respondents, 39% in 2014 compared
to 26% in 1938 reporting it was easier to be happiest at weekends. Enjoyment of everyday
life (the national ONS question) at 67% high enjoyment (8-10 on the Likert scale) was lower
in Bolton than the UK average of 70%.

Although economic security ranked high in both periods, comments from the two datasets
indicate that happiness is not all materialism; in 2014 the majority (77%) said “no” to the
question was their happiness linked to the amount of wealth they had. Gazeley and
Langhamer used a modified Cantril scale to score the Worktown letters, showing that just
under half referred to family and friends, with three quarters relating to personal values,
development and character concerning the self. Preliminary coding of the 2014 data with a
wider range of categories shows that personal relationship (family, friends and pets) is
second in frequency to comments on leisure.

Further quantitative analysis of the results and complete qualitative investigation of
participants’ comments will provide more insight into present day perceptions. Examination
in conjunction with the information from the 1938 data and the application of comparative
coding will give an indication of cultural changes in Bolton in seventy six years, and the effect
on happiness and well-being of an improved standard of living, and different nature of
economic and social environment.
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Application and Contribution

How does economic development and technological advances with their consequential
social change influence people’s experience of well-being and happiness? Is there no escape
from the Easterlin paradox, or does increasing wealth bring new experiences and
opportunities that enhance perceptions of happiness? Has a mass consumer society
weakened neighbourhood cohesiveness and personal relations that was previously part of
well-being or has global travel, the internet and social media brought a more connected
community?

The findings of the studies will inform current research into perceptions of happiness/wellbeing and provide material for an educational psychology package. It will also contribute to
the debate on the role of economic development, consumerism, culture and identity
providing the domain of well-being studies with a unique approach based on data from 1938
and 2014.
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TAKING THE INITIATIVE OR MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS? DIFFERENTIATING PROACTIVE AND
REACTIVE FORMS OF PRO-ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOR AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH EXPLICIT
AND IMPLICIT ATTITUDES

Medvés, Dóra; Balázs, Katalin; Kondé, Zoltán; Kovács, Judit
University of Debrecen, Hungary

The presentation suggests a categorization of ecological behavior that distinguishes between
a reactive type of behavior and a proactive type of behavior. ‘While proactive behavior is
based on goal-directed action planning and execution, reactive behavior may be viewed as a
set of reaction patterns that determine how the system reacts to events.’ (Halpin & Wagner,
2003, p. 567). In general, reactive behavior can be understood as accommodation, or
adaptation, to the prevailing circumstances, while proactive behavior means transforming
one’s possibilities for action in order to reach a desired outcome in future circumstances. In
the field of pro-environmental behavior distinguishing between different types of behavior,
e.g. based on the ease of execution, is not unusual (see e.g., GEB; General Environmental
Behavior; Kaiser & Wilson, 2004).

According to our hypotheses, these two types of behavior are linked differently to the two
types of attitude (i.e., explicit and implicit attitudes). We formulated this hypothesis relying
on the notion of the automatic and deliberate effects of attitudes on behavior. Explicitly
reported environmental attitudes and behavior exist in correlation, according to many
empirical studies (e.g., Guagnano, Stern, & Dietz, 1995; Hines, Hungerford, & Tomera, 1987;
Kaiser, 2006; Kovács et al., 2014; Thøgersen & Grunert-Beckmann, 1997; Thøgersen, 1999),
while the literature on the consequences of implicit attitudes is inconclusive: Rydell and
McConnell (2006) argued that an implicit attitude can play a unique role in predicting
spontaneous behavior and as Lane, Banaji, Nosek and Greenwald (2007) stated, implicit
measures can be useful in applied fields when behavior is determined by automatic
processes. Linking the concept of explicit and implicit attitude and reactive and proactive
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behavior, we hypothesized that while implicit attitudes influence spontaneous behavior
automatically, explicit attitudes exert a deliberate impact. A deliberate choice of action is
essential for executing a proactive behavior. Consequentially, a reactive behavior – possible
to execute both on the spontaneous and on the deliberate level – can be correlated with
both implicit and explicit attitudes, a proactive behavior is connected only to explicit
attitudes.

Study 1 (N = 92) and Study 2 (N = 42) measured university students’ attitudes toward wastemanagement (by Likert-type scale and by bipolar semantic differential items, respectively)
and waste management behavior (by self-reported questionnaire and by 10 day-long diary
questionnaire, respectively). In both studies implicit attitude was measured by an adapted
version of Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998).

Both Study 1 and Study 2 revealed significantly more reactive behavior from people with
high explicit pro-environmental attitudes, and significantly (or marginally significantly in
Study 2) more reactive behavior from implicitly environmentally biased people. In terms of
proactive pro-environmental behavior, in Study 1 only explicit attitudes had a positive main
effect, but in Study 2 neither explicit attitudes nor implicit attitudes were connected to
behavior. There are no interactive effects to report in any of the studies.

Study 3 (N = 162) measured elementary-school students’ general environmental attitudes
and behavior with Likert-type measurements; we adapted Children's Environmental Attitude
and Knowledge Scale (CHEAKS; Leeming, Dwyer, & Bracken, 1995). As the scope of the study
was expanded to all fields of environmental-friendly behavior, the IAT measure was adjusted
accordingly. The analysis showed significantly more reactive behavior from pupils with a high
explicit pro-environmental attitude, while implicit attitudes did not have any effect on
reactive behavior. In terms of proactive behavior, the positive role of explicit attitudes was
confirmed, and implicit attitudes were not connected to proactive behavior. There was no
interactive effect to report.

Besides the difference between the age groups and the scope of environmental attitudes
and behavior, the applied measurements of explicit attitudes and behavior were different in
the three studies (Likert scales or bipolar scales for measuring explicit attitudes, and Likert
scales or the diary-method for measuring reported behavior). The consistent pattern from
the three studies is that explicit attitudes are correlated with reported reactive and
proactive behavior, while implicit attitudes are connected only with reported reactive
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behavior. Results are interpreted based on Stern (2000), who found the ease of execution an
important factor of attitude-behavior relationship in this context.

The practical implications for encouraging more reactive and proactive pro-environmental
behavior in society are discussed. First of all, forming explicit attitudes via frontal education
is of the utmost importance, as both proactive and reactive behavioral forms are strongly
connected to these explicit attitudes. Second, the experience-based slow accumulation of
knowledge – which lies behind implicit attitudes (Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Sloman, 1996) –
where positive experiences and positive behavioral models have a great effect, also does its
bit in influencing pro-environmental behavior.
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WITHIN-COUPLE FINANCIAL SATISFACTION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC: A TEST OF INCOME
POOLING HYPOTHESIS

Mysíková, Martina
The Institute of Sociology of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic

A tendency of more equal distribution of income between partners stems from a trend of
increasing female labour market participation and a deviation from male-breadwinner family
model in many advanced countries in past decades. In Europe, the most equal within-couple
income distribution is in Scandinavian countries, while women in southern European
countries contribute the least to the couple’s budget (Bonke, 2008). Central-east European
countries are located around the middle of the scale with the Czech Republic situated
towards the bottom.

In general, the Czech Republic is a country with one of the highest gender earnings
inequality in Europe. In fact, the gender inequality roots already in the socialist era. Although
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the former communist Czechoslovakia was a country with one of the highest wage
equalization in the world, differences in earnings were to a high extent influenced by gender
(Večerník, 2009). The high gender wage gap has been preserved until present day and the
female disadvantaged position on labour market can be documented by a low availability of
part-time jobs, traditionally extraordinary long (three years) parental leave and low coverage
of preschool childcare institutions. Therefore, the Czech Republic might be viewed as a
country of a traditional male-breadwinner family model.

The empirics on the Czech Republic include only few studies on within-couple income.
Chaloupková (2006) analysed the factors of separate income management, which occurs
more often among childless couples. Mysíková (forthcoming) examined the within-couple
earnings distribution and showed that the two most important factors of within-couple
earnings inequality are the relative education of partners and the presence of children. So
far, no study investigated if the inequality in partners’ income influences the distribution of
various outputs or the distribution of well-being within a couple.

Two streams are recognized in the empirics on income pooling. The first stream analyses the
declared household’s distributional regime, and searches for factors of likelihood of income
pooling in the household. The second stream tests the income pooling hypothesis. This
hypothesis says that household decision-making is not influenced by who receives the
income. The impact of relative income of partners, as an important factor of intra-household
distribution of power, on the distribution of various outputs within the household is typically
tested in the existing empirics.

One way in which to test the validity of the income pooling hypothesis is through an analysis
of the financial well-being of household members. If partners pool their income, the relative
income of partners cannot affect the relative level of their welfare. Bonke and Browning
(2009) examined various factors affecting partners’ different levels of financial satisfaction in
Denmark using data from 1994 European Community Household Panel (ECHP). They
concluded that the relative income is indeed the most important factor and the income
pooling hypothesis can thus be rejected. This study aims to reveal how Czech partners are
satisfied with financial situation of their household, and if their relative income is related to
their level of satisfaction. The hypothesis tested is that relative income matters for relative
financial satisfaction of partners.
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The study is based on the national version of European household survey Statistics on
Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) called Living Conditions in the Czech Republic. EUSILC does not regularly include questions on subjective satisfaction, however, it includes a
special ad-hoc module every year, which in 2013 focused on well-being. For the first time it
was therefore possible to use data on well-being in the Czech Republic collected on a large
sample of population. Responses to the following question were used as the dependent
variable in the models: “To what extent are you satisfied with the financial situation of your
household?” Responses were measured on 11-point scale, from 0 (not at all satisfied) to 10
(completely satisfied). As the dependent variable obtained from the data is ordinal, ordered
probit regression models are applied.

The paper focuses on partners in two life stages: couples raising children and couples with
empty nests. On average, women contribute substantially less to the household budget than
men and their financial satisfaction is slightly lower. Financial satisfaction of partners with
children is not influenced by who brings the income. On the contrary, within-couple income
distribution significantly affects the difference in financial satisfaction between partners
living without children. In a childless household, the higher the woman’s contribution, the
lower the man’s satisfaction with the financial situation relatively to hers. This finding does
not conform to the income pooling hypothesis. Although the level of household income has
a significant impact on both partners’ individual satisfaction regardless the presence of
children, it does not affect within-couple relative financial satisfaction in either life stage.
The results suggest that women with children simply have to rely on their partners’ income
and wish therefore to pool the income. But once children leave the household, women may
wish to become financially more independent and start to perceive the within-couple
earnings gap more critically.
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CAN HAPPINESS PROVIDE NEW INSIGHTS INTO SOCIAL INEQUALITY? EVIDENCE FROM JAPAN
Niimi, Yoko
Asian Growth Research Institute, Japan

Recent years have witnessed an extensive debate on whether GDP per capita is an
appropriate and/or sufficient indicator for measuring people’s well-being or quality of life.
Human well-being has traditionally been measured in terms of economic resources such as
income, wealth and/or consumption. However, while economic resources are among the
key determinants of human well-being, it has increasingly been recognized that they are an
insufficient metric for assessing people’s well-being. In the field of economics, such a debate
was ignited by the work of Easterlin (1974), who pointed out that there is no clear
association between the level of economic development and the average level of happiness
of its members when conducting a cross-country comparison at a given point in time or
looking at long-term trends over time in a given country─the so-called Easterlin Paradox.

Although there is a broad consensus that GDP per capita cannot be the sole indicator for
assessing people’s well-being, there has been no agreement on the approaches and
indicators that can be used as an alternative or supplementary metric to GDP per capita.
Among various approaches that have been put forward is the subjective well-being approach
based on the notion that individuals are the best judges of their own welfare (e.g., Layard,
2005). There has been growing interest in subjective well-being, such as happiness and life
satisfaction, among economists in recent years, mainly due to the increasing availability of
such data and recent developments in empirical methodologies.

While there is a growing literature that analyzes the level of happiness as well as its
determinants, research on the distribution of happiness has so far been limited. This may be
partly due to the fact that, unlike income, happiness is not transferable and cannot be
redistributed across individuals. However, some argue that social inequality should be
measured by the dispersion of actual outcomes of life, such as happiness and life satisfaction,
rather than by differences in the “command of resources” that are typically measured by
income given that people value material possessions differently (e.g., Veenhoven, 2005).
This does not imply that income inequality should be disregarded entirely but rather that the
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distribution of subjective well-being could be considered at least as an equally relevant and
important measure to monitor social inequality, which can bring new insights into it.
Moreover, understanding the determinants of the level and over time changes of happiness
inequality will help policymakers to formulate appropriate measures to reduce the
dispersion of happiness. This could also help alleviate social tension and unrest resulting
from such inequality.

Recent years have therefore observed an increasing number of studies that analyze the
trends and determinants of happiness inequality at the macroeconomic level though crosscountry analysis as well as at the microeconomic level. However, there are still only a
handful of studies that examine happiness inequality at the individual level, and most of the
existing studies have so far been undertaken mainly for the United States and some
European countries. It would therefore be interesting to see whether the observed trends of
falling happiness inequality in advanced economies can also be found in Japan. To contribute
to broadening our understanding of the determinants of happiness inequality as well as the
usefulness of subjective well-being indicators for assessing social inequality in more general,
this paper aims to (i) examine trends in the dispersion of happiness and how they differ from
those in inequality assessed by more conventional measures such as income in the case of
Japan; and (ii) identify the key determinants of happiness inequality.

One of the key methodological issues that need to be considered is how to measure
happiness inequality. Information on people’s self-declared happiness is commonly reported
as a 0-10 categorical ordered variable, and the “Preference Parameters Study of Osaka
University” is no exception. The use of any standard inequality statistics implicitly assumes
that the variable in question is a continuous cardinal measure with equal distance between
the ratings of happiness such that interpersonal comparisons are possible. This causes a
potential problem when measuring happiness inequality by standard inequality measures.
However, previous studies find that assuming the cardinality or ordinality of happiness data
makes little difference to the estimation of the determinants of happiness (e.g., Ferrer-iCarbonell and Frijters, 2004) and that the existence of heterogeneity in the scales used by
individual respondents to evaluate their happiness does not cause bias in the estimation
(e.g., Beegle, Himelein and Ravallion, 2012). This paper therefore treats happiness data as a
cardinal variable and uses the standard deviation to measure the dispersion of happiness. As
for the analysis of the determinants of happiness inequality, it is undertaken using
Recentered Influence Function regressions following the previous work that has looked at
similar issues (e.g., Becchetti, Massari and Naticcioni, 2014).
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The empirical analysis is based on data from the “Preference Parameters Study of Osaka
University.” This survey was conducted in Japan during the 2003-2013 period with the aim of
examining whether the assumptions of conventional economics that people are rational and
maximize utility are valid. The samples of individuals were drawn to be nationally
representative using two-phase stratified random sampling. In addition to basic information
on respondents’ households such as household composition, consumption, income and
other socioeconomic characteristics, this survey contains unique information on
respondents including their subjective well-being (e.g., happiness, life satisfaction and other
emotional attributes), time preference, degree of risk aversion and habit formation. The
survey was also conducted, albeit for shorter periods, in China, India and the United States
using an almost identical survey instrument, which allows us to conduct an international
comparison of these four countries. As the first step, this paper undertakes an empirical
analysis using the data on Japan for which happiness studies remain limited.

The paper shows that, despite some fluctuations, there was an overall downward trend in
happiness inequality as measured by standard deviations with a decline of about 9.0%
between 2003 and 2013. This can be compared with the changes in real GDP per capita.
While there was a relatively sharp decline in GDP per capita in 2009 as the Japanese
economy was also affected by the global financial crisis, GDP per capita increased steadily
with an overall growth rate of about 8.9% between 2003 and 2013. In other words,
economic growth seems to have contributed to reducing happiness inequality in Japan over
the past decade. This is consistent with the finding of previous studies for other countries
that income growth is associated with the declining inequality of happiness. It thus supports
the argument of Clark, Flèche and Senik that“[T]his new “augmented” Easterlin paradox
therefore offers a somewhat brighter perspective” (2014, 17).

The data from Japan also show that, as found in previous studies, happiness inequality does
not seem to follow the movement of income inequality that was on the rise or stable
depending on the source of income data between 2003 and 2013. This, in turn, suggests that
happiness inequality could provide new insights into social inequality and that income
inequality may not be a sufficient measure for assessing the dispersion of people’s wellbeing. As for the determinants of happiness inequality, the preliminary findings indicate that
income growth as well as having obtained higher education contribute to reducing
happiness inequality while being unemployed has the opposite effect. In addition, concerns
that the respondents have about their own health, life after retirement, and the possibility
of being unemployed appear to increase happiness inequality. These findings underscore the
importance of measures that enhance economic performance as well as social protection
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measures that alleviate people’s concerns as ways of enhancing the subjective well-being of
less happy or less satisfied people, in particular, thereby reducing inequality in society.
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A TEST TO CONFIRM THE NEIGHBOUR EFFECT
Noh, Zamira
University of Lincoln, United Kingdom

Introduction:- We demonstrated previously that people show a profound underlying
‘neighbour effect’ by significantly avoiding doing ‘bad’ things to their direct spatial
neighbours. This emerged when the ‘bad’ thing was voting for a fellow contestant on the UK
version of the ‘Weakest Link’ TV quiz programme (Goddard et al 2013; Noh et al, 2014).
Aims:-We wanted to test how robust this ‘neighbour effect’ was by first observing whether it
would extend to other voting scenarios and second to test whether it occurred for doing
‘good’ as well as ‘bad’ things. Method:- Participants were first year students seated in a
lecture theatre (n=233). They were asked to cast a closed, secret vote, for another person on
the same row, by marking a ‘X’ on a seating plan. The vote carried either a positive or
negative outcome for its recipient by gaining or removing lottery tickets. Results:Participants that cast a negative vote demonstrated a significant ‘neighbour effect’ by
avoiding voting for their nearest neighbours. However, the reverse pattern was found when
participants gave a positive vote. Conclusion:- We suggest that the ‘neighbour effect’ is a
robust and strong bias in decision-making.

Keywords: Neighbour Effect, Spatial Dynamics, Valence Effect, Voting, Weakest Link
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LAY PERCEPTIONS OF AND BEHAVIORAL REACTIONS TO FLAT AND PROGRESSIVE TAX SYSTEMS
Pántya, József (1); Kovács, Judit (1); Kogler, Christoph (2); Illyés, Katalin (1);
Kirchler, Erich (2)
1: Institute of Psychology, University of Debrecen, Hungary; 2: Department of Applied
Psychology: Work, Education and Economy, Faculty of Psychology, University of Vienna,
Austria

Flat and progressive tax systems, their impact on people’s lay perceptions, fairness and
efficiency evaluations, and consequently on their work motivation and tax compliance are
significant issues in contemporary societal and scientific discussions (e.g., Kirchler, 2007). Lay
people and experts do not necessarily agree with respect to the efficiency and fairness
considerations of different tax systems, and empirical findings are inconclusive concerning
attitudes towards flat and progressive tax systems as well as concerning tax compliance and
work effort observed under different tax systems (e.g., Fochmann & Weimann, 2013;
Reimers, 2009; Roberts, Hite, & Bradley, 1994). From a redistributive perspective there are
pros and cons issues regarding the efficiency and fairness of flat and progressive tax systems.
Theoretical and empirical considerations about the relationship between these features of
tax systems changed over time, and during the last decades the “trade-off” concept of
fairness and efficiency (i.e., a more fair progressive redistribution cannot be efficient
because its administrative costs as well as its impact on labor supply – e.g., Okun, 1975) was
challenged by the growing number of literature findings identifying positive correlation
between equality and economic growth (e.g., Aghion, Caroli, & Garcia-Penalosa, 1999; Galor
& Zeira, 1993; Osberg, 1995). However, rather few empirical findings support that a
progressive system can be efficient even in the short run (e.g., Fochmann & Weimann, 2013).
From the efficiency perspective it is important how different tax regimes motivate work
effort and tax compliance at the same time. Empirical findings are rather inconclusive
regarding the motivating power (e.g., Fochmann & Weimann, 2013; Gamage, D., Hayashi, A.,
& Nakamura, 2010; Sillamaa, 1999) and fairness perceptions (e.g., Haferkamp &
Fetchenhauer, 2007) of flat and progressive tax systems.

The present research was motivated by the inconclusive findings cited above on the one
hand and tax reforms implemented in many countries in the recent years leading to a
change from progressive income tax systems to flat ones on the other. The focus of research
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was set on the lay perceptions of fairness and efficiency of and behavioral reactions (i.e.,
work effort and tax compliance) to different tax systems. The results of two empirical
investigations will be presented; the findings of an exploratory interview study as well as the
findings of a laboratory study.

The aim of the exploratory study was to examine lay perceptions of taxation regarding
different tax systems, with a special focus set on the lay perceptions of fairness and
efficiency of these systems. The potential relationships between these views, respondents'
reported economic status and their economic system justification were also investigated.
Lay perceptions were examined with the help of interviews and content-analyses. The
sample consisted of self-employed people, employees, and students with work experience
(N = 62). According to the results, participants agreeing with economic system justification
views supported flat tax system that also validates the coherence of the reported lay
opinions. However, the progressive tax system was preferred by the majority of our sample.
Preferences, fairness and efficiency evaluations correlated with each other, although
preferences were supported mostly by representations of fairness. While fairness
representations were in line with the most important theoretical concepts, efficiency
representations deviated from the standard economic approach: work incentives were not
mentioned, however, satisfaction with tax system appeared as a kind of efficiency index in
lay perceptions. Reported preferences and evaluations were also egocentrically distorted
(i.e., depended on self-reported financial status), and participants expected others to be
motivated egocentrically in articulating their political and economic attitudes as well. In
conclusion, many tax-related concepts known from social sciences appeared in lay
perceptions, but they also deviated from scientific approaches. Uncovering these contents in
order to enhance tax compliance is of key importance.

In a second, experimental investigation the focus was set on the impact of flat and
progressive tax systems – and in particular a previously not investigated change from one
system to the other – on both work effort and tax compliance. Another novelty of our
experiment that – according to our best knowledge – research questions in tax experiments
so far have not addressed the complex impact of tax systems on taxpayers reactions
involving work effort and tax compliance at the same time.

In this study a laboratory experiment was designed to examine how turning to a flat tax
system from a progressive one, or vice versa, influences work effort and tax compliance. Our
experimental setup (N = 191, in 16 sessions) consists of 20 periods. The experimental design
included a real effort task and in addition participants’ experimental income status was also
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considered. Each period started with a short real effort task. Based on their task
performance, participants were ranked in every period, and the same number of
participants was assigned to one of the high, medium or low income groups. From their
endowments participants made decisions about their tax payment from round-to-round in 4
different experimental conditions: (1) flat tax system throughout the experiment or (2)
progressive tax system throughout the experiment, (3) flat tax system in the first 10 periods
and progressive tax system in the last 10 periods, and (4) progressive tax system in the first
10 periods and flat tax system in the last 10 periods. Regarding tax dues, all conditions were
designed to be comparable. The design employed the public good and audit practice of tax
experiments using a constant audit probability and a fix multiplying factor for tax
contributions. In order to avoid unwanted biasing effects, details about being audited in a
specific period and the volume of others’ contributions were revealed only after the last
period. Opinions about the experimental tax systems and general fairness concerns
regarding different tax systems were measured post-experimentally.

The results showed that work effort increased significantly if a change from a flat tax system
to a progressive system took place, compared to a constantly flat system, suggesting a
progressive advantage in efficiency, at least regarding work effort (i.e., a progressive system
can be beneficial for achievement even in the short run, not only in the long run). In contrast,
regarding tax compliance a somehow converse outcome was observed: a change from a
progressive tax system to a flat one led to an increased tax compliance, compared to both a
constantly progressive system as well as a tax system change from flat to progressive. All of
the considerable differences in work effort and in tax compliance between experimental
conditions appeared in comparisons where a change in different tax systems occurred, and
no differences were revealed in the comparisons of overall flat and progressive systems.
Participants from the different experimental income groups (i.e., low, medium, and high
income groups) reacted in a more or less comparable way to the different tax systems with
their work effort, and the advantageous change did not result significantly more compliance
in case of any income group. The more or less same raise in work effort among the different
income groups in the progressive context can be explained by the post-experimental finding
about participants’ fairness preference which was considerably biased towards the
progressive system. This result is in line with the findings of the interview study. The
increased tax compliance in the progressive-to-flat condition can be explained by the
simplicity of a flat system (differences in complexity was also supported by participants’
post-experimental reports).

The results of the two studies will be discussed by addressing the fairness, efficiency, and
complexity features of different tax systems, and the implication possibilities of these results
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in tax policy making (e.g., taking the effects of different tax systems into account
simultaneously in enhancing work effort as well as tax compliance) will be also highlighted.
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SWEETS OR ALCOHOL? THE GENDER BATTLE WITHIN JAPANESE FAMILIES
PIAO, Xiangdan
Hitotsubashi University, Japan

The collective model is a popular method for analyzing household-level consumption
decisions. Food composition, such as “food in home” and “food away from home”, is one of
the main variables in these empirical analyses. This paper examines the relationship of wife’s
income share and her consumption of detailed food categories in Japan. The empirical
findings show that the wife’s income share is positively correlated with female-preferred
food share but negatively correlated with male-preferred food share. I find wife’s income
share both affects “food in home”, “food away from home” and affects the detailed food
category shares. The results support the collective model.

The “collective model,” proposed by Chiappori (1992), is a popular method for studying the
household-level decision process. Chiappori considers a household with multiple members
who each have different preferences. The household-level decision is made by maximizing
the aggregate household utility, which is the weighted sum of each member’s utility. The
weights (distribution power) are assumed to be determined by relative income, relative age,
and other characteristics.

A number of empirical studies on the collective model use sub-expenditures (e.g., on
clothes) or total consumption expenditure to identify the decision process. One of the main
reasons behind the choice of food expenditure for this study is that food has a significant
share in total expenditure—28% for couple households in Japan in 2004. Researchers tend
to use food in home and food away from home in their empirical analyses, probably because
most datasets only have household-level expenditures (e.g., cost of total fish bought) rather
than individual-level expenditure (cost of fish consumed per family member).

This paper examines whether the wife’s income share affects the share of detailed
categorical level food expenditure, following Hayashi (1995) who investigates the decision
process between different generations. More precisely, first, based on the data of single
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households, I investigate gender differences in food preferences exist. Second, based on the
estimates of female-preferred food found in the first stage, I test whether a wife’s income
share affects the female-preferred food share, based on data of couples without other
family members, such as children.

There are two differences between this paper and previous studies. First, unlike studies on
food in home and food away from home, I compose detailed food categories. Second,
compared to 1989’s bubble economy, the employment and income share of Japanese wives
and their working rate had improved significantly by 2004. I examine if the results stemming
from this new approach and data still support the collective model.

The results are as follows: Wife’s income share correlates positively and negatively to
female-preferred food share male-preferred food share, respectively. Thus, regardless of the
food composition or time period, the results support the collective model. I find wife’s
income share affects the detailed food category shares. (e.g., sweets, vegetables, and
seafood)

Keywords: Income share; Food share; Collective model

THE IMPACT OF JOB LOSS ON RISK PREFERENCE
Preuss, Malte; Hetschko, Clemens
Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

Risk preferences have considerable implications for decisions, e.g. investments, occupational
choice, unemployment duration or migration. A crucial assumption in theoretical and
empirical analyses of such decisions is the stability of risk preferences. Using German panel
data and plant closure as an exogenous unemployment shock, we argue that job losses do
not affect individual risk preferences: Even though the willingness to take risk changes due
to an unemployment shock, our results imply that the effects are not caused by a change in
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preferences, but by an individual update concerning the perceived probability of unlikely
events.

Keywords: risk preferences, plant closure, unemployment, reemployment

GENEROUS, BUT NOT OUT OF MY POCKET
Rosenboim, Mosi (1); Schur, Amos (1); Shalvi, Shaul (1); Weisel, Ori (2)
1: Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel; 2: University of Nottingham

People’s generosity is an ongoing puzzle. Why do people act against their direct selfmonetary interest, even when no reputation concerns are at stake? In this study, we show
that generosity depends on the combination of the ownership of money, and the level of
situational ambiguity enabling people to disguise their allocation decision as if it was based
on fate rather than own will. We find that on average the ownership does not affect
participant's generosity, but participants are less generous when they base their transfer
amount decision in ambiguous setting in which fate could not be blamed. This effect was
especially pronounced when participants’ own money (rather than the experimenter’s) was
at stake. We argue that if participants have the opportunity to hide their allocate decision
behind a randomly decision, they will use it and their generosity will be smaller.

Keywords: Money ownership; Dictator Game; Ethics, Dishonesty, Ambiguity.
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IS SAVING A MATTER OF MIND-SET?
Rudzińska-Wojciechowska, Joanna
University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Faculty in Wroclaw, Poland

Introduction

The ability to make savings is important not only for national economic systems, but it is also
essential for proper functioning of individual households. Although generally people’s
attitudes toward saving are rather positive and they express preferences for having money
to cover unforeseen emergencies, their short-run behaviour is often in conflict with their
intention to save for the future. As a result, insufficient savings tops the list of adult’s
financial worries, as only a fraction of households have enough “rainy day” savings.
Importantly, research show that the ability to put money aside is influenced not only by
economic factors (e.g Webley & Nyhus, 2006). Therefore, it is crucial to include psychological
variables into research which aim to understand saving behaviours of individuals.

In psychology, saving is often considered as a result of a deliberate decision making process
(Wärneryd, 1999). Although numerous studies have been carried out on saving behaviour,
only a few have aimed to investigate factors influencing outcomes of these decisions and
even less employed an experimental design. However, the Construal Level Theory (CLT)
(Trope & Liberman, 2003) approach seems to allow to fill this gap, as it offers a framework
for understanding a wide variety of preference reversals (Fiedler, 2007). CLT suggests that
any action can be construed at varying levels of cognitive abstraction. Events and objects can
be represented at either higher, more abstract level, involving consideration of
superordinate goals, desirability, global processing and broad categorisation or a lower,
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more concrete level, involving consideration of subordinate goals, feasibility, local
processing and narrow categorisations (see: Liberman, Trope, & Stephan, 2007 for an
extensive review of CLT) ). There are individual differences in the tendency to construe the
word more or less abstractly (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987), as well as situational factors that
prompt more concrete or abstract thoughts. The level of construal has been shown to
increase with psychological distance (i.e. temporal, social ) (Trope & Liberman, 2010) but it
can also be procedurally primed. A priming task can trigger high or low-level construals that
influence processing of a subsequent target task. For instance, focusing on why a behaviour
is done (vs. how) induces high-level (vs. low-level) construals (Freitas, Gollwitzer, & Trope,
204) as well as generating superordinate categories of objects (vs. subordinate exemplars)
(Fujita, Trope, Liberman, & Levin-Sagi, 2006)

Research shows that individuals’ judgements, decisions and behaviours differ as a function
of construal level. For instance, individuals adopting an abstract construal are more likely to
focus on central features of objects or events than their secondary aspects (Trope &
Liberman, 2000), object’s desirability rather than feasibility (Liberman & Trope, 1998) or
arguments in favour rather than against an action (Liberman, Eyal, Trope, & Walther, 2004).
As a consequence, preferences reversals might be observed if high- and low-level aspects of
objects or events differ in attractiveness. Importantly, it has been shown that adopting an
abstract construal may result in greater self-control (Fujita, Trope, Liberman, & Levin-Sagi,
2006). This also allows people to rise above situational and social influences and, as a result,
act in line with their values and beliefs (Eyal, Liberman, & Trope, 2008). Based on these
findings, two studies were conducted to address potential consequences of construal level
shifting for saving behaviour.

Present research

We argue that construal level affects people’s propensity to save. Because high-level
representations place greater weight on valued goals, people construing events in higherlevel terms may be able to resist the temptation of immediate spending. Two separate
studies were conducted, in order to examine a hypothesis that enhancing high-level
construals would lead to greater savings.
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Study 1:

Overview

In study 1. participants were induced to high- vs. low-level construals. They were then asked
to make a series of choices between spending and saving. It is predicted that higher-level
construals should promote preferences for saving (vs. spending).

Method

Participants and design. We recruited 80 participants (47 women) between working
professionals. All participants declared that they have their own earnings and try to save
money. They did not receive any compensation for participation. Participants were randomly
assigned to either the abstract construal condition or the concrete construal condition.

Construal level manipulation. Participants were told that they were taking part in a study on
saving. They were handed a survey and asked to fill in open-space questions. There were
two versions of questionnaires, each containing one of two construal mind-set conditions
adapted from Fujita et al. (2006). Those assigned to the abstract construal condition were
asked to consider why they save money and to list at least three reasons for doing so.
Participants assigned to the concrete construals condition were asked how they save money
and to list at least three ways of putting money aside.

Saving/spending task. To asses propensity to save, participants were asked „Imagine that
you have just received a certain amount of money you didn’t expect to get. Decide how
much money would you save out of it and how much would you spend immediately”. Next
they were to make four separate decision referring to the following amounts in Polish zloty:
100, 500, 1000, 2000 (approximately €25, €130, €250 and €500).
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Results and discussion

Data were analysed using a 2-way mixed-design ANOVA with a within-subjects factor of the
amount of money offered (€25, €130 €250 and €500) and a between-subject factor of
construal levels (high, low). The dependent variable was the amount of money participants
decided to save out of a received sum (converted into percentage of the sum).

The predicted main effect of construal level proved to be significant: participants primed to
high levels of construal decided to save more money (on average 59% of the offered sum)
than participants primed to low levels of construals (43%), F(1, 77) = 10,417 p ,0,01; η2 =
0.119.

The main effect of the amount of money offered was also significant: F(3, 231) = 42.198, p
< .001; η2 = 0.354. The interaction between level of construal and the amount of money
offered was not significant F(3, 120) = 185; p=0.906.

As predicted participants primed to high levels of construals decided to save more money
than participants primed to low levels of construals. What’s more, the mind-set
manipulation used in the study can be also used as an easy self-control strategy helping the
consumers to reduce consumption. However, the nature of mind-set manipulation, involving
consideration of one’s goals and dreams, raises the question if the factor influencing the
propensity to save is indeed the level of construal. In order to clarify this, a second study was
conducted using mind-set manipulation not related to saving or to participant’s goals and
plans.

Study 2.

Overview

The goal of study 2 was similar to study 1. However, in the present experiment a different
mind-set manipulation was employed and the dependent variable was operationalized
differently. Participants were asked to complete two ostensibly unrelated questionnaires,
which were in fact a construal manipulation and the main task. Firstly, they were induced to
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high- vs. low-level construals using previously validated procedures Fujita et al. (2006)
unrelated to saving. Secondly they were asked to divide unexpectedly received amount of
money among various options, ranging from long-term savings to spending on luxuries and
pleasure (Zaleskiewicz, Gasiorowska, & Kesebir, 2013).

Participants and design. Fifty-two University of Warsaw students (46 women) volunteered to
participate in the study and no compensation was offered. They were tested in groups of
approximately 20 people. Participants were randomly assigned to either the abstract
construal condition or the concrete construal condition.

Construal level manipulation. Construal level was primed with a category versus exemplar
task (Fujita et al. 2006). Participants were presented with 40 words (e.g. dog, car, castle). In
the abstract-construal condition, participants generated superordinate category for each
word, whereas in the concrete-construal condition they generated a subordinate exemplar
for each word. It was demonstrated that the generation of category labels reliably induces
high-level construals and the generation of exemplars reliably induces low-level construals.

Saving/spending task. In order to asses participant’s willingness to save, we asked them to
imagine that they got a windfall of 10,000 zlotych (approximately €2500) and have to divide
this amount between four options: (1) long-term savings; (2) immediate-access savings; (3)
everyday expenses and (4) luxury, pleasurable consumption and dreams fulfilment
(Zaleskiewicz et al., 2013).

Results and discussion.

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare high and low level construal
conditions. The dependent variable was the amount of money participants decided to save.
Answers to options 1 and 2 were summed up to form one variable reflecting total money
saved. There was a significant difference between the amount of money saved in high-level
(M=6685,71, SD=2097,21) and low-level (M=5608,33, SD=1519,13) conditions, t(48,74) = 2,141, p<0.05. The result suggests that people in abstract mind-set tend to save more than
people in concrete mind-set.
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General discussion

Across two studies, differing with construal level manipulation and dependent measures,
those with an abstract mind-set showed an increased willingness to save. Moreover,
focusing on reasons for saving, rather than means, proved to be an easy self-control strategy,
which might help consumers to save more.

Research show that decisions reflect subjective construals of events rather than those
events’ objective features (Fiske & Taylor, 2008). Current experiments show that this applies
also to saving and spending decisions. The Construal Level Theory (CLT) approach to
understanding saving behaviour seems to provide a foundation for enlightening the
problems associated with failure to save. Presented studies show that using an easy selfcontrol strategy can help reduce present consumption in order to gather means for the
future, which is crucial to functioning of many households.

Keywords: saving, mental construal, construal level theory
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SUNK COSTS IN REINVESTMENT DECISIONS: A CRITICAL TEST OF THE PROJECT COMPLETION
HYPOTHESIS

Schulz-Hardt, Stefan (1); Tobias, Greitemeyer (2)
1: Georg-August-University Goettingen, Germany; 2: University of Innsbruck, Austria

When making reinvestment decisions, rational decision makers should be exclusively guided
by considerations about future costs and benefits. However, there is a large economic and
psychological literature indicating that reinvestment decisions seem to be affected by the
amount of resources that have already been invested in a particular alternative (i.e., sunk
costs). For example, in one of the decision scenarios of the seminal Arkes and Blumer (1985,
OBHDP) paper, participants had to decide whether or not to invest the last million $ of their
research budget into the development of a radar-blank plane, right after they had been
notified that a competitor had just brought such a plane to market, with much better
performance and lower costs as their own plane. If no prior resources had been invested
into this project, most participants refused to make the investment. If, in contrast, already 9
million $ of a 10 million $ budget had been invested, most participants voted for reinvesting
the last million $.
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In the light of such findings, it has been argued that sunk costs irrationally affect
reinvestment decisions (for an overview of the literature, see Roth, Robbert, & Straus, 2014,
Business Research). In striking contrast to this view, Conlon and Garland (1993, AMJ)
hypothesized that it is not the sunk costs that irrationally affect reinvestment decisions, but
rather a variable that is often confounded with the amount of sunk costs, namely the degree
of project completion. For example, in the above-mentioned example, having already
invested 9 million $ also meant that the project was 90% completed. In their project
completion hypothesis, Conlon and Garland state that individuals are motivated to complete
what they start, and that this motivation gets stronger the closer one is to completion,
thereby even overriding rational concerns.

The most comprehensive test of this hypothesis was conducted by Boehne and Paese (2000,
OBHDP). Boehne and Paese provided their participants with a decision scenario about a real
estate project where the participants had to decide whether this particular project should be
continued or abandoned (in favor of investing the money in other projects that had a fixed
expected return). Boehne and Paese orthogonally manipulated the amount of sunk costs,
the degree of project completion, and the selling price of the project when it was being
finalized. They found that both the subjective desire to complete the project and a
dichotomous measure of whether or not the participants recommended completion of the
project were strongly influenced by the extent to that the project was already completed,
whereas the sunk cost manipulation had no effect, and reactions to the expected future
outcomes (selling price minus costs, relative to what would be gained from investing the
money in other projects) showed only little evidence of rational considerations. These
findings gave rise to the conclusion that a project completion motive is the dominant driving
force in reinvestment decisions as compared to a sunk cost motive or a rational profit
motive.

In our view, this conclusion might be premature. In the Boehne and Paese (2000) study (as in
previous studies on this topic), participants had a dichotomous choice between either
continuing one particular project or withholding the money for other purposes, and if high
vs. low completion of this particular project affects the participants’ ratings about their
desire to complete the project more than high vs. low sunk costs, or high vs. low return on
invested capital do, it is inferred that project completion concerns are more important to
participants than sunk cost concerns or rational considerations are. This is a bit like trying to
determine moviegoers’ preference for either action or love movies by providing some of
them with the choice between a movie with many (vs. only a few) action scenes and a movie
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without any action scenes at all, and the others with a choice between a movie with many
(vs. only a few) love scenes vs. a movie without any love scenes at all, and then measure
which of the two manipulations has a stronger effect on participants’ relative preferences
for the two movies. Whereas this has some plausibility going for it, a more direct way to
answer the same question would be to simply let the moviegoers choose between an action
movie and a love movie - and this is exactly the logic of the approach that we took in our
study.

Experiment 1:

Before we could meaningfully apply our new method of pitting project completion against
sunk costs and rational considerations, we first had to check whether the original findings by
Boehne and Paese (2000) could be replicated when using their own method. Therefore,
Experiment 1 was a full replication of the Boehne and Paese (2000) study. 414
undergraduate and graduate students were given translated versions of the original real
estate investment scenarios used by Boehne and Paese, with orthogonal manipulations of
the degree of project completion, amount of sunk costs, and selling price of the project. In a
nutshell, we obtained similar results as Boehne and Paese (2000) did in their original study
(described above), showing that these findings are indeed robust.

Experiment 2:

Instead of being provided with one particular investment project and deciding whether to
continue or abandon this project, the participants in Experiment 2 were provided with three
different investment projects and had to decide which of them should be continued. Each of
the three projects was designed to fulfill one of the three motives under consideration: For
one of the projects (which we will call „sunk cost project“ further on), sunk costs were four
times as high as for each of the other two ones. Another project (the „project completion
project“) was four times as close to completion than the other two. Finally, for the third
project (the „profit motive project“), the marginal profit that resulted from completion (the
participants had to calculated this marginal profit on the basis of information about costs,
project completion, and selling price) was four times as high as the marginal profit of each of
the other two projects. In our sample of 80 university students, 61 participants (= 76%)
decided in favor of the profit motive project, whereas only 12 participants (= 15%) decided
in favor of the sunk cost project, and only 7 participants (= 9%) voted for the project
completion project. This predominance of rational decisions held independent of whether or
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not the overall achievement of the projects was a loss or a gain, although the relative
amount of sunk cost decisions was somewhat higher in the loss than in the gain version of
the questionnaire. Further findings for additional dependent variables confirmed this
pattern.

Experiment 3:

In Experiment 3, we replicated the method and design of Experiment 3, but this time we
weakened the profit manipulation relative to the other two manipulations. In other words,
whereas the sunk costs of the sunk cost project were still four times as high as the sunk costs
of each of the other two projects, and whereas the project completion project was still four
times as close to completion as the other two projects were, the marginal profit of the profit
motive project now was only twice as high as the marginal profit of each of the other two
projects. Nevertheless, choices were still dominated by rational considerations: Of the 91
university students in our sample, 60 (= 66%) decided for the profit motive project, whereas
only 21 (= 23%) chose the project completion project, and only 10 (= 11%) voted for the sunk
cost project. Again, this predominance of rational decisions held for both the loss and the
gain version of the questionnaire, although somewhat more sunk cost and project
completion decisions occurred in the loss as opposed to the gain version.

Taken together, the results of our experiments imply that previous findings allegedly
demonstrating a dominant role of project completion considerations in reinvestment
decisions might be an artifact of the rather indirect testing method used in these studies.
Although we were able to replicate the predominance of project completion effects when
using the same indirect method (described above) that was used in the original studies, the
pattern completely changed if the participants had to make direct choices between projects
that either fulfilled a desire for project completion, or a desire to reinvest in an alternative
with high sunk costs, or a desire to maximize the marginal gain of a project: In this case, the
vast majority of participants abstained from letting sunk cost or project completion
considerations affect their choices, and rather voted for the alternative that promised to
have the largest marginal gain.

On a theoretical level, we feel that our method of letting participants directly choose
between sunk cost, project completion, and profit motive projects is a more informative test
of the relative importance of the forces dominating participants’ reinvestment behavior than
the rather indirect method previously used. On top of that, we also think that it is the more
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practically relevant one: In real life, money is a scarce resource and, as a consequence, we
usually cannot continue everything that we start. With regard to that, it is good to know that
people might prioritize these projects in a much more rational way than we have previously
thought.

Keywords: sunk cost effect, project completion, reinvestment decisions
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ECONS’ MAXIMUM UTILITY AND HUMANS’ WELL-BEING GROWTH
Shavit, Tal (1); Sherman, Arie (2)
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This paper investigates the properties of human welfare, with the objective of establishing a
theoretical platform for analyzing fluctuations in well-being over the lifecycle. The core
theoretical inquiry focuses on the growth of well-being. Does well-being grow over time?
Are changes in well-being permanent or transitory? How do economic and social conditions
affect well-being fluctuation over the lifecycle? How can public policy create the conditions
for greater well-being? Answering these questions is crucial for analyzing human behavior,
and for designing proper public policy.

In the social sciences, two competing perspectives are used for dealing with these questions.
One is a psychological perspective based on the “set point theory” in which each individual
has a base line of happiness determined by genetics and personality. The second perspective
is held by mainstream economists who argue that the utility of the rational person or Econ,
can grow permanently due to positive changes in pecuniary resources.

We suggest that at any point in time Humans, contrary to the assumptions about the
behavior of Econs, do not maximize their well-being. In every stage of the life cycle, Humans
make bad decisions regarding the components of their well-being: they allocate their
pecuniary resources, time and effort incorrectly between goods and activities that greatly
affect their well-being. This is not because they are unaware of the predictions made by
standard consumer theory, but rather because their decisions are biased due to limited
cognitive abilities and problems of self-control. For that reason, this paper does not analyze
the conditions for optimal allocation of money, time and effort, which would effectively be
describing the conditions for an Econ’s maximum utility. Rather, we suggest a novel
theoretical framework for describing the material and immaterial determinants of well-being
at a point in time. We also analyze how changes in Humans’ behavior might improve the
allocation of the means for well-being, which would cause an increase in the level of Humans’
well-being at a given level of pecuniary resources. The theoretical framework is based on the
notion that well-being requires people to act as an active producers as well as consumers.
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We define two welfare domains: One is material, representing utility from market purchases
(i.e., material consumption); the other is spiritual, representing utility from interactions of
human effort within the circumstances of a person’s life. These interactions represent the
immaterial consumption that provides most of life’s pleasures. We suggest that the means
for material welfare is real income but the transformation of pecuniary resources into
material well-being is idiosyncratic because it also depends on philosophy of life. Differences
in philosophy of life might explain why two people with the same pecuniary resources,
ceteris paribus, experience different levels of material well-being.

Based on this theoretical framework, we analyze four initial states in which Humans do not
maximize their well-being and discuss the possible changes in human behavior that could
potentially lead to the growth of well-being: First is changing dysfunctional perspectives on
life and adopting a new philosophy of life. Second is forgoing some material welfare in the
present in order to construct new well-being capital during leisure, to enable creative and
pleasurable experiences in the future. Third, increasing the consumption value of work per
se by exerting more creative effort in either a current workplace, or by changing workplace.
We demonstrate that changing to work that pays less but is more intrinsically rewarding may
improve overall well-being. The fourth is improving the quality of leisure time by exerting
creative effort in order to accumulate new well-being capital or by making the current
leisure more productive. The theoretical framework promotes better understanding the
state of well-being by both economists and policy-makers.

Keywords: well-being, growth, Econ, Work, leisure, Human capital
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EXTRINSIC INCENTIVE OF RISK SHARING AND TRUST FORMATION: EXPERIMENTAL AND SURVEY
EVIDENCE FROM BANGLADESH
Shoji, Masahiro
Seijo University, Japan

Using data from a unique household survey and an artefactual field experiment conducted in
rural Bangladesh, this study tests the impact on trust among villagers of the extrinsic
incentive to maintain risk sharing arrangement. The incentive is characterized by the
patterns of exogenous income shocks in the real world and trustee’s risk preference, and
trust is elicited experimentally. The incentive can facilitate trust by increasing opportunities
of cooperation, although it may rather crowd out social preference. The empirical result
demonstrates positive impact. This result also suggests why social proximity fails to predict
trust in some of previous studies.

Keywords: Trust, risk sharing, artefactual field experiment
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INSTITUTIONAL VERSUS LABOR MARKET DISCRIMINATION: THE CASE OF ISRAELI ARABS
Siniver, Erez (1); Epstein, Gil S. (2); Gafni, Dalit (1)
1: The College of Management, Israel; 2: Bar-Ilan University

Economic outcomes are compared between Jewish and Arab university graduates in Israel. A
unique dataset is used which includes all individuals who graduated with a first degree from
universities and colleges in Israel during the period 1995-2008. The findings show that the
wage gap between Jewish men and Arab men is a result of differences in skills that the
workers bring to the labor market rather than racial discrimination against Arab men. Thus,
there is no wage gap between Jewish men and Arab men with the same skill levels and
human capital. In contrast, among women there exist wage gaps that are the result of
statistical discrimination. The wage gap between Israeli Jewish women and Israeli Arab
women with psychometric entrance score of 600 disappears after five years in the labor
market. The difference in average psychometric entrance test scores between Israeli Arabs
and Israeli Jews tends to indicate the existence of institutional discrimination in the
allocation of public investment in education as opposed to labor market discrimination.

The wages of Jews are higher than those of Arabs in Israel. It appears that the gap remains
even when one controls for all the measures of human capital, such as education,
occupation, etc. The issue to be studied here is whether this is statistical discrimination.

The subject of the research is not a new one. Numerous studies have been done on
discrimination, particularly in the US. Neal and Johnson (1996) looked at the wage gap
between whites and Afro-Americans in the US and found that when controlling for Armed
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Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT) scores, the wage gap between Afro-Americans and whites
narrows to only 7 percent in favor of the latter and is not statistically significant. The
conclusion from such findings is that the wage gap between whites and Afro-Americans is
due to differences in the skills workers bring to the labor market, rather than racial
discrimination.

In contrast, Lang and Manove (2011) found that education should be controlled for, in
addition to AFQT scores. When this is done, the wage earned by white workers is higher
than that of Afro-Americans and the difference is statistically significant. The difference may
be explained by racial discrimination against Afro-Americans. Lehmann (2011) compared the
advancement of Afro-American lawyers and found that when all human capital
characteristics are controlled for, white lawyers are still in higher positions than AfroAmerican lawyers after seven years. Similarly, the percentage of white lawyers that become
partners in law firms is higher than that of Afro-American lawyers.

The dataset used, which includes all individuals who graduated university or college with a
first degree during the period 1995-2008, enables us to answer the question of whether the
wage gap between Jews and Arabs is due to racial discrimination or statistical discrimination.
The dataset includes annual salary, name of the university or college from which the
individual graduated occupation and psychometric entrance test (PET)** score.

If it is found that the wage of a Jewish worker is higher than that of an Arab worker, it may
be that employers in Israel have better information on the quality of a Jewish worker than
an Arab worker. However, if that is the reason for the wage gap, then the wage gap should
decline with number of years in the labor market, since employers should become
increasingly able to evaluate the skills of the their Arab workers as time passes. Therefore,
the wage gap between Arab and Jewish workers with the same characteristics and skills
should close over time. If after a number of years in the labor market, the wage gap does not
close, then racial discrimination against Arab workers is indicated.

The findings show that if human capital characteristics are not controlled for, the initial wage
gap between Arabs and Jews is 36 percent in favor of the latter. This gap grows to 46
percent after seven years in the labor market. If human capital characteristics, apart from
the PET score, are controlled for, then the initial wage gap is only 5 percent and grows to
21percent after seven years in the labor market. When the PET score is also controlled for,
the findings for men and women are no longer the same: for men, there is no wage gap over
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time between Jews and Arabs while for women the difference in the return on work
experience between Jews and Arabs is negatively correlated with the PET score. Among
women with a PET score of 600 or more, the wage gap closes after four years in the labor
market.

The fact that the average score of Israeli Arabs is lower than that of Israeli Jews may indicate
the existence of institutional discrimination, which is the result of differences in public
investment in education between Jews and Arabs, as opposed to labor market
discrimination.

Previous studies of the Jewish-Arab wage gap in Israel found that Israelis earn more than
Arabs and that the difference grows with years in the labor market. These studies controlled
for human capital characteristics but not for the worker's level of skills, as represented here
by the PET score. When the PET score is not controlled for in the regression, we obtain
similar results to those of previous studies. Similarly for the population as a whole, if one
does not control for human capital, the Jewish-Arab wage gap during the first year following
graduation is 36 percent, which increases to 46 percent after seven years in the labor market.
If human capital is controlled for, then the initial wage gap is about 5 percent, increasing to
about 21 percent after seven years.

If, in addition to human capital, one also controls for the PET score, then from a score of 600
and above the Jewish-Arab wage gap decreases with years in the labor market. In other
words, among highly-skilled workers (with PET scores of over 600) who apparently have jobs
that require a higher level of ability (and probably pay a higher wage) the wage gap narrows
with years in the labor market. At this level of skill, the employer apparently cares more
about ability and less about other aspects of the workers.

When the sample is differentiated by gender, the picture changes. For men, the initial wage
gap is 33 percent when human capital and the PET score are not taken controlled for, which
increases to 60 percent after seven years. When human capital is controlled for, the initial
wage gap is close to zero and grows to 26 percent after seven years. When, in addition, the
PET score is controlled for, the results are similar to those of Neal and Johnson (1996),
according to which the initial wage gap is close to zero. In addition, the difference in return
on experience in the labor market between Jewish men and Arab men is not statistically
significant. The results lead to the following conclusions: 1) The Jewish-Arab wage gap is a
result of differences in skill levels which the workers bring to the labor market, rather than
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racial discrimination against Arab men. 2) There is no wage gap between Jews and Arabs
with the same skill levels and the same human capital characteristics.

A different picture is obtained for women. Thus, if human capital and the PET score are not
controlled for, then the wage gap is 41 percent during the first year following graduation,
which is maintained over time. When human capital characteristics are controlled for, the
initial wage gap is about 9 percent which increases to 18 percent after seven years in the
labor market. When the PET score is also controlled for, the initial wage gap is about 10
percent. Among women with PET scores of less than 500, the wage gap grows to 22 percent
after seven years in the labor market, in contrast to the wage gap among women with PET
scores of above 580 which declines with years in the labor market. The higher is the PET
score, the more rapidly the wage gap is closed.

We can conclude that the wage gap between Jewish women and Arab women is a result of
statistical discrimination and that the labor market reveals the skills of Arab women with a
high PET score faster than it does in the case of Arab women with a low PET score. The wage
gap between Jewish women and Arab women with a PET score of 600 disappears after five
years in the labor market; for a PET score of 650 it disappears after three years; and for a
PET score of 700 it disappears after two years in the labor market.

** The Psychometric Entrance Test (PET) is a standardized test in Israel, generally taken as a
higher education admission exam. The PET covers three areas: mathematics, verbal
reasoning and the English language. It is administered by the Israeli National Institute for
Testing and Evaluation (NITE) and is heavily weighed for university admissions. The PET is a
tool for predicting academic performance, and is used by institutions of higher education to
screen applicants for the various departments. The test ranks all applicants on a uniform
scale and, compared to other admissions tools, is less affected by differences in applicants'
backgrounds or other subjective factors. A large body of research demonstrates the high
predictive ability of the Psychometric Entrance Test. In general, students who received high
Psychometric Entrance Test scores are more successful in their academic studies than
students who received low scores. The max score in the PET is 800 and the min score is 200.
The scores 800 and 200 are absolute and are reserved uniquely for applicants who have
answered all questions correctly and none of them correctly, respectively.

Keywords: wage differences, minorities discrimination, statistical discrimination, taste base
discrimination
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DOES EXPERIENCE IMPACT THINKING PROCESSES? EVIDENCE FROM EXPERT AND NOVICE
DECISION-MAKERS IN PRIVATE EQUITY
Sinyard, David (1); Dionne, Steven (2); Loch, Karen (2)
1: Mercer University, United States of America; 2: Georgia State University, United States of
America

The purpose of this research is to examine the impact of investor experience on decisionmaking in private equity. In particular, our study explores the dual process of thinking (i.e.
system 1 versus system 2) extant in theories of reasoning, judgment, and cognition
(Kahneman, 2011). System 1 processes occur rapidly and automatically as heuristics, which
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contrasts to the more analytic, deliberative processes of system 2 thinking (Slovic et al.,
2002). Applied to the context of investment decisions, issues remain on understanding the
role of experience in shaping the specific processes used by individuals when evaluating
opportunities. In particular, does experience impact the process of thinking utilized? If
relying on system 1 processes, do the types of heuristics used vary by decision-maker?
Furthermore, little is known empirically about how investors learn from their experiences
(Kaustia & Knüpfer, 2008).

To examine the role of investor experience, we utilize a protocol analysis by asking subjects
to think aloud and verbalize their reasoning on potential opportunities. Think aloud
protocols are seen as an effective method for exploring cognitive processes (e.g. Ericsson &
Simon, 1993; Sudman et al., 1996). The protocols represent actual teasers, a one-to-two
page summary of an investment opportunity that is standard in initial reviews for private
equity. To limit possible bias in preferred investments, we presented four teasers to each
participant, representing diverse capital opportunities within the middle market. Our data
was collected from two groups. The first represent experienced investors: business
development officers at twenty private equity groups, who routinely make multi-million
dollar purchases of existing businesses. The second consists of thirty graduate students in
business (i.e. MBA, DBA), potentially representing new hires in private equity and hence
novice decision-makers.

Our results suggest a number of insights. First, the nature of heuristics used to make private
equity decisions varies across the level of experience. More sophisticated investors utilize a
variety of idiosyncratic heuristics, defaulting to familiar options or affective evaluations.
Indeed, greater experience creates a rich affect pool by which to draw upon to make
subsequent decisions. In support of reinforcement learning, these affective evaluations stem
from an updating of cognitive representations: perceived risk lessens when specific stimuli
or previous actions are associated with favourable outcomes. In contrast, novice investors
attached greater value to investment options that readily come to mind or were more easily
recognized, thereby suggesting a role for attribute substitution. Second, novice investors
were also more likely to examine potential opportunities in line with standard “textbook”
treatments on resource allocation. Given less familiarity with the decision context, the
effortful operations of System 2 processes were more likely to be mobilized by novice
investors.

Keywords: Affect, Dual process of thinking, Private equity
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SCREENING FOR HONESTY
Tobol, Yoosi; Ruffle, Bradley J.
Carmel Academic Center, Israel

We report the results of a field experiment on honesty conducted on 427 Israeli soldiers
fulfilling their mandatory military service. Each soldier rolled a six-sided die in private and
reported the outcome to the unit's cadet coordinator. For every point reported, the soldier
received an additional half hour early release from the army base on Thursday afternoon.
We find that the higher a soldier's military entrance score, the more honest he is on average.
Moreover, to the extent that honesty is a valued trait, regression discontinuity analysis
reveals that the Israeli military has optimally set the threshold score to qualify to be an
officer. Our results bear important implications for the design of screening tests that
evaluate employee honesty.

Keywords: experimental methods, honesty, personnel selection, soldiers, high non-monetary
stakes, regression discontinuity design.
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SMART PERSONS AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: THE MISSING INGREDIENT IN BEHAVIORAL
ECONOMICS
Tomer, John F.
Manhattan College, United States of America

There’s a growing sense that the human actor in economics is not portrayed well by the
economic man stereotype (econ man) nor by the irrational, error-plagued person who is the
stereotype (psych econ man) deriving from psychological economics. The purpose of this
chapter is first to explain about the inadequacy of these two stereotypical economic actors
and second to develop an alternative, a more satisfactory stereotype known as smart person.
In the process, this chapter points the way to a better behavioral economics, a behavioral
economics with smart people, a behavioral economics that is more realistic and more
human. What is missing from the existing stereotypical actors, but present in the smart
person actor, is the human who develops in stages along a number of developmental
pathways over a lifetime. In contrast to the two existing stereotypes, smart person’s
character and capabilities are neither simply assumed nor inferred from the outcomes of
narrow psychological laboratory experiments. Smart person’s character and behavior derive
in good measure from the research of a variety of noneconomist scientists and careful
observers of human behavior.

There is a tremendous need for a behavioral economics with smart persons in which the
human actor, while far from perfect, develops, and all too often fails to develop, character
and capabilities in a realistic way. During their lives, smart people can improve their
capabilities and character, learning to overcome many of their tendencies to error, thereby
becoming competent, boundedly rational, virtuous, even wise, decision makers who make
big and small decisions in their own best interests and in the best interests of their societies.
A behavioral economics with smart people is a more optimistic economics because it does
not embrace the unrealistic rationality ideal of mainstream economics nor the inevitability
of irrationality of psychological economics, and because it understands how humans can in
important ways improve themselves and their societies even though they may occasionally
fail in the process.
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SOCIAL TRUST AND THE WESTERN MODEL OF ECONOMIC GROWTH BASED ON CREDIT
EXPANSION
Valsan, Calin (1); Druica, Elena (2); Iordanescu, Eugen (3)
1: Bishop’s University, Canada; 2: University of Bucharest,IJABE, Romania; 3: Lucian Blaga
University of Sibiu, Romania

One of the hallmarks of the Western model of economic growth has been a strong, welldeveloped financial infrastructure that has provided the much needed capital for economic
expansion. The time-honored practice of many central banks, such as the Federal Reserve in
the United States, and the European Central Bank in the European Union has made the
generous supply of financial credit the central element on which growth is predicated.

At its core, the financial and banking system has always relied on wider social trust in order
to function. Trust is a category quite different from consumer confidence, although there is
some overlapping between the two. Consumer confidence makes reference to the degree of
optimism experienced by economic agents about the future state of the economy, and
results in various levels of savings, investments, and consumption. A low level of consumer
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confidence can result in an economic slowdown and even a recession. A higher level of
economic growth can result in increased spending and higher economic growth.

Wider social trust makes reference to the extent to which various economic agents are
willing to engage in repeated cooperative behavior with each other – including individuals,
corporations, financial institutions and markets, central banks, and the government. While
trust is widely acknowledged as a catalyst for a vibrant, free society and an efficient
economy, it is somewhat less understood that trust is in fact the linchpin of the financial
system. Economic activity and growth can take place and indeed take place even in low-trust
societies. Strong and sophisticated financial systems exist only in high-trust societies. The
object of a modern financial infrastructure is to allocate financial capital to the most
productive users. This capital is overwhelmingly represented by financial securities that are
in fact symbolic assets who derive their value solely from expectations about future payoff.
Expectations about future payoffs drive discount rates, used to estimate the market value of
financial securities Default risk is a major component of these discount rates. When trust is
significant, default risk is perceived as minimal, hence lower discount rates result in high
valuation of financial securities. When trust breaks down, higher discount rates can send the
valuation of financial securities to such low levels that the entire financial system might
grind to a halt and might even collapse.

In this paper we attempt to evaluate the impact of trust on the economic growth paradigm
based on the generous supply of credit and financial capital. The focus of this research is on
a one-degree-of-separation model between trust and economic growth. Trust ensures the
stability and coherence of the financial infrastructure; in turn, the financial infrastructure
resorts to credit expansion to stimulate economic growth. It is not enough to acknowledge
that trust eventually impacts economic growth. Here, we try to understand the complexity
of this relationship and identify its potential tipping points.

Keywords: Trust, Economic Growth, Credit Supply, Behavioral Economics
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CULTURE, HUMAN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
van Hoorn, André
University of Groningen, Netherlands, The

Human capital accumulation is an important source of economic growth (Barro 1991;
Gennaioli et al. 2013; Mankiw et al. 1992). However, in terms of explaining economic growth,
the accumulation of human capital is “an [addition] to the list of events we want to explain”
and not itself an explanation (Lucas 1993, p. 252). Taking up this challenge, this paper is
concerned with the deep factors that underlie the accumulation of human capital and,
ultimately, economic development.

In an influential paper, Acemoglu et al. (2001) propose that the nature of the formal
institutions in a country, specifically whether institutions are extractive or inclusive, is critical
for development. They test this argument using data on settler mortality, finding that
European colonizers designed institutions aimed at extracting value rather than creating
value in environments in which their chances of survival were smaller. Other work is more
critical of the role of formal institutions, suggesting that human capital is a more basic
source of growth than are formal institutions (Glaeser et al. 2004). Particularly, the
argument is that European colonizers did not bring with them institutions as much as they
brought human capital—and more of this human capital settled permanently in places more
hospitable to Europeans, i.e., in places with lower settler mortality (see, also, for example,
Hanushek and Woesmann 2010). Still other work identifies informal institutions, notably
cultural values and social norms towards cooperation, as deep-seated drivers of economic
development (Algan and Cahuc 2010; Gorodnichenko and Roland 2011; Tabellini 2008, 2010;
see Nunn 2012 for an overview). The present paper extends this latter literature to shed
light on the long-run nexus between human capital and development and, specifically, the
role of a cultural disposition towards human capital accumulation therein.

My approach is as follows. In the first part of the paper, I consider the cultural foundations
of human capital accumulation. I do so by applying an epidemiological approach (Alesina et
al. 2014; Fernández and Fogli 2009; Giuliano 2007), meaning that I use data on migrants
from different ancestry countries living in various destination countries to distill an effect of
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cultural background on human capital accumulation that is unbiased by the economic and
institutional conditions of the ancestry country. Results for a sample of 18,347 migrants
from 30 ancestry countries indicate that ancestry country fixed effects matter but also that
human capital accumulation in the ancestry country significantly predicts human capital
accumulation in the destination country. Hence, a first contribution of the paper is to affirm
that, as hinted at by Lucas (1993), the accumulation of human capital can have a strong basis
in societies’ culture.

To come full circle in understanding the deep roots of the human capital-development nexus,
the second part of the paper goes on to relate the evidence on the cultural gradient in
human capital accumulation to the more ultimate issue of economic growth and
development. I follow Algan and Cahuc (2010) and use migrant data to measure deep-seated
cultural traits of the ancestry country, specifically the general disposition towards human
capital accumulation. In second instance, I use this measure in a cross-country regression of
income levels (n=130), controlling for other determinants of long-run growth identified in
the literature (Spolaore and Wacziarg 2013). Results indicate that, in addition to these other
factors, a favorable disposition towards human capital accumulation robustly affects longterm economic development. Moreover, mediation analysis indicates that the effect that
this disposition has on economic development is statistically significantly mediated by the
level of human capital that a society has actually accumulated. Hence, as a second
contribution, the paper is able to identify a complete channel for the idea that the culture of
a country can be critical for its economic development, which has a long history in
economics (Banfield 1958; North 1990; Weber 1904/1905).

Overall, by integrating insights and empirical approaches from diverse literatures, the paper
is able to render a more penetrating analysis of the development process than any single
analysis alone is able to achieve. Future work may extend the analysis offered in the present
paper to consider in more detail what lies behind the general disposition towards human
capital accumulation and its effect on development, which goes beyond the accumulation of
human capital strictly.
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DETERMINANTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF TRUST IN BANKS
van Raaij, W. Fred; van Esterik, Pauline W.J.
Tilburg University, Netherlands, The

Abstract

Trust is the foundation of the relationships of companies with their stakeholders (customers,
employees, suppliers, and investors). Due to asymmetry in knowledge and power, trust is
necessary for economic transactions and relationships between people and institutions.
Consumers need to trust in the intentions of financial institutions (banks, insurance
companies, and pension funds) not to cheat them and in their knowledge and skill to
perform adequately over and above their intentions (Gambetta, 2000). Trust in financial
institutions has been broken. In particular banks were heavily criticized for e.g. Libor fraud,
phishing, bonuses paid to top management, nationalization, Internet outage, privacy issues,
non-sustainable investment products, bankruptcy, nationalisation of financial institutions by
the government, and lack of customer orientation of banks. It will likely be a long process for
banks and other financial institutions to regain trust of their customers and society at large.

In this study, we focus on the determinants and consequences of trust in banks. A model on
trust in banks has been developed consisting of determinants and consequences of trust.
Negative news in mass media on critical incidents and negative personal experiences with
banks are the major causes of distrust. The model consists of six determinants of trust: (1)
competence, (2) stability, (3) integrity, (4) customer orientation, (5) transparency, and (6)
value congruence. The consequences of trust in this model are: customer loyalty (retention),
repurchase intention (cross-selling of products and services), and willingness to recommend
the bank to others (NPS). Loyalty is a determinant of the number of financial products a
customer has bought with the bank and therefore important for achieving business results
(share of wallet). Trust is also the major component of the reputation of financial institutions.
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The trust model has been tested with data collected in May 2014 with a large GfK sample
(n=1079) of customers and non-customers of banks and insurance companies in The
Netherlands. In this paper, we focus on the determinants and consequences of (1) trust in
other people, (2) trust in the financial sector in general (system trust), (3) trust in banks, (4)
trust in insurance companies and pension funds, (5) trust your own bank at the start of the
relationship, and (6) present trust in your own bank. We measure the determinants and the
consequences of trust to give direction to improve trust among customers/public. The six
drivers explain 54 percent of the variance of trust. The main drivers of trust are customer
orientation and integrity. The trust drivers explain 53 percent of the variance of a loyalty
index consisting of customer loyalty, repurchase intention, and willingness to recommend
(NPS). The main trust drivers of loyalty are competence and stability. We also tested the
complete model of trust and loyalty with structural equations analysis and obtained a good
fit of the model with the data.

Some paradoxes resulted from the data analysis. Trust in your own bank is higher than trust
in banks in general (a case of dissonance reduction or overconfidence?). Trust in banks is
higher than trust in insurance companies and pension funds, but lower than trust in healthcare insurance companies. Trust at the start of the relationship with your bank is higher than
present trust in your bank.

Banks should focus on their performance on the (important) drivers of trust, since it will
result in a higher trust of customers in the bank as well as in higher customer loyalty and
subsequently in a larger share of the customer’s wallet.

Appropriate for the following conference topics: behavioral finance, current economic
trends, financial and economic crisis, psychological and behavioral effects of the economic
downturn, psychology of money.

Keywords: bank, trust, competence, stability, integrity, customer orientation, transparency,
value congruence, loyalty.
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KISSING THE MEZUZAH AND COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE: IS THERE AN OBSERVABLE BENEFIT?
Yaniv, Gideon; Siniver, Erez
COMAS, Israel

A mezuzah is a small case affixed to the doorframe of each room in Jewish homes and
workplaces which contains a tiny scroll of parchment inscribed with a prayer. It is customary
for religious Jews to touch the mezuzah every time they pass through a door and kiss the
fingers that touched it. However, kissing the mezuzah has also become customary for many
secular Jews who think of the mezuzah as a good luck charm. In view of a recent revelation
that kissing the mezuzah entails a health hazard, the present paper inquires whether it also
has some observable benefit. In an experiment conducted among non-religious mezuzahkissing economics and business students confronted with a logic-problem exam, some were
allowed to kiss the mezuzah before taking the exam, whereas the others were asked not to
do so or could not do so because it had been removed from the room doorframe. The
experiment revealed that participants who did not kiss the mezuzah performed worse than
those who kissed it, and that the stronger is one's belief in the mezuzah's luck-enhancing
properties, the better he performs when he kisses it but the worse he performs when he
does not.
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CONFIRMATION BIAS IN THE LAY PEOPLE PERCEPTION OF FINANCIAL EXPERTISE
Zaleskiewicz, Tomasz (1); Gasiorowska, Agata (1); Bar-Tal, Yoram (2); Stasiuk,
Katarzyna (3); Maksymiuk, Renata (3)
1: University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland; 2: Tel-Aviv University, Israel; 3:
Maria Curie Sklodowska University, Poland

Consumers living in the contemporary world make choices concerning such activities as
saving, investing, insuring oneself or taking bank loans. To make these choices effectively
(i.e., in a proper moment and using adequate financial instruments), they usually turn to
different sources of expert knowledge to either acquire or verify information. The
correctness of judgments and choices that consumers make in the field of finance (e.g., the
way they invest and save money, make insurance decisions, or make financial transactions)
depends significantly on how they gain and process expert knowledge. Although the insight
in how people decide who is an expert has important practical implications for many areas,
to our good knowledge no research in the field of economic psychology examined directly
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this question in the financial domain. Many research programs were aimed at examining the
supply side of the economic expertise, i.e., at testing determinants of the correctness of the
expert judgment (Ericsson, Andersson, & Cokley, 2005; Camerer, & Johnson, 1991; Shanteau,
1992). However, little is known about the demand side of the financial expertise, i.e., about
how people evaluate different sources of financial expertise and how they evaluate their
reliability. In the domain of economic behaviors the understanding of psychological
processes associated with evaluating the value of the economic expertise may be applied in
many consumer or investment decisions.

Three experimental studies that are presented in this paper were aimed at examining factors
that affect lay people perception of financial expertise. The research project has been
conducted in Poland. According to the survey carried out by the “Pentor Research” company
for the Kronenberg Foundation in 2009, Polish citizens do not use recommendations given
by economic experts as a proper basis for their decisions concerning saving (only 5% of
respondents declared that they use knowledge provided by any type of financial advise), but
they perceive themselves as a credible source of information (57% of respondents declared
that their own knowledge about investing and saving is the main basis for their choices).
Using terminology proposed by the Lay Epistemic Theory (Kruglanski, 2012; Kruglanski et al.,
2005), we might say that Polish citizens tend to reveal a high self-epistemic authority in the
field of finance, while they ascribe a low epistemic authority to economic experts. It is
possible that these results are the product of people’s poor experience with financial advice
and their insufficient economic knowledge (both real and perceived). Paradoxically, another
survey conducted by the “Maison Research House” company for the Kronenberg Foundation
in 2009 showed that the majority (52%) of Polish citizens declared that their economic
knowledge was low or very low. Only 5% of respondents estimated their knowledge as high
or very high, but this perceived knowledge was still overestimated compared to real
knowledge measured with a simple 20-item test.

The understating of how lay decision makers acquire and process knowledge provided by
financial experts may be especially useful when only few objective cues of expertise are
available. For example, it is not clear what characteristics should be considered to evaluate
expertise quality of financial advisors or investment consultants. Investment consultants or
financial advisors cannot be considered experts exclusively on the basis of their belonging to
a given profession (as it might happen in the case of physicians that are usually assumed to
be experts in the field of medicine just because this profession is connected to prolong
learning process, prestige and trust). Therefore, the question of how lay people evaluate
expertise quality of a particular economic consultant seems to be worth studying. For that
reason, the main goal of this experimental project was to study how consumers perceive
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epistemic authority (EA) in the field of financial expertise. EA is defined as the extent, to
which individuals are inclined to treat a source of information as an incontrovertible
evidence for their judgment and decision-making (Kruglanski, 2012). Recent studies in health
psychology demonstrated that patients attributed higher EA to physicians who
recommended an active treatment over those who advised against it (Barnoy et al., 2012;
Bar-Tal et al., 2013). However, previous research in political domain (Raviv et al., 1993)
showed that client’s opinion interacted with expert recommendation: Expert EA was
evaluated as higher when it was the same as client’s opinion (confirmation bias). This was
due to the fact that bestowing high EA to someone with similar opinions might be seen as a
way of asserting own self-worth as a source of knowledge. For that reason we expected that
financial advice confirming consumer’s opinion would lead to assigning higher EA to the
advisor.

Experiment 1 (N = 144) tested how consumers who considered taking a bank-loan and
buying a flat estimated advisors’ EA depending on the two factors: (1) the type of
recommendation given by this advisor (4 levels: ‘against’ – recommendation not to take the
loan; ‘postpone’ – recommendation to wait half a year and observe the market; ‘small
recommendation’ – recommendation to take as small loan as possible; ‘large
recommendation’ – recommendation to take a large loan, enough to finance the flat
purchase and all home appliances), and (2) expert’s experience (2 levels: small vs. large, 15
years). EA has been measured with the six-item scale (e.g., “To what extent do you think the
advisor is an expert in finances?”) adapted from Barnoy, Levy, and Bar-Tal (2012). We found
significant main effects of experience and recommendation. First, an advisor with shorter
experience was perceived as lower EA than the one with longer experience. Second, an
advisor giving recommendations against the loan was perceived as a worse expert than the
one suggesting other behaviors (postpone, small lone or large loan). Moreover, the EA
ascribed to the advisor was significantly and positively correlated with his/her perceived
motivation to act in favor of the client, and negatively with his/her perceived motivation to
act in favor of the company. We argue that the above results might be interpreted in terms
of the confirmation bias. In the scenarios that were used in Experiment 1 actors went to the
bank to intentionally discuss the possibility of taking a loan. It means that they expected an
advisor to confirm this intention. Therefore, consultants who gave a ‘passive’
recommendation (i.e., not to take a loan) were seen as worse experts than those who
advised taking a loan (i.e., those who confirmed a priori intention held by the consumer). In
two further experiments the role of the confirmation bias in the lay evaluation of expertise
quality was tested more directly.
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Experiment 2 (N = 121) examined the relation between the type of recommendation and the
perception of expertise in a more detailed way. We manipulated only the type of
recommendation in a bank-loan scenario (same as in Study 1) and measured the EA ascribed
to an expert. Additionally, we measured the perception of client’s a priori opinion on taking
the loan. Again, giving recommendation against the loan led to the lowest EA assigned to
advisor (compared to other conditions). Moreover, this effect was moderated by consumers’
opinion and was significant only when consumer was perceived as having a positive opinion
on loans. Again, these effects might be interpreted in terms of the confirmation bias.

Experiment 3 (N = 112) tested more directly the confirmatory nature of the EA perception.
Two manipulations were used: the type of recommendation (active vs. passive) and
consumer’s a priori opinion (positive vs. negative) about purchasing life insurance. Results of
ANOVA revealed significant interaction of the two factors. When consumers had a positive
opinion towards life insurance, they ascribed higher EA to the advisor who recommend
purchasing it. However, when the clients’ opinion was negative, the results revealed
reversed pattern: The ‘against’ Recommendation led to assigning a higher EA than the ‘pro’
recommendation. These results were consistent with our hypothesis that advisors whose
opinions confirm consumers’ expectations are seen as better experts than those who
express different opinions.

Keywords: financial expertise, epistemic authority, confirmation bias
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RISK-RETURN RELATION AND AFFECT
Żyłowska, Aleksandra
University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland

Aims

Risk and benefits are qualitatively distinct concepts. This statement has been reflected in the
Portfolio Theory (Markowitz, 1952) explaining the role of risk and expected return in
portfolio selection. The main idea of Markowitz’s theory is to choose the combination of
stocks that either maximize expected return for a given level of risk, or minimize risk for a
given level of expected return. According to the Portfolio Theory risk and benefits are
positively correlated, what follows from operationalization of risk as a variability of expected
return. The riskier the investment is, the more one can earn on it.

However, many studies have shown that people do not judge risk and benefits in accordance
with the above model. Perceived risk and perceived return are inverse related in people’s
minds (Alhakami and Slovic, 1994; MacGregor, Slovic, Dreman and Berry, 2000). Activities
which are very high in benefit are also perceived as very low in risk, and vice versa. For
instance, in experiment conducted by Alhakami and Slovic (1994), alcoholic beverages or
smoking were judged very low in benefit and very high in risk, on the other hand prescribed
antibiotic or vaccinations were perceived as highly beneficial and relatively low in risk. Those
findings are not only in contrast with Markowitz’s approach to risk and return, but they are
also in contrast with the basic assumptions of rationality. Alhakami and Slovic (1994) have
pointed at the halo effect as a possible reason of the negative correlation between risk and
benefit, which is the result of not considering risk and benefits separately as independent
dimensions. They have also noticed that general affective evaluation of a hazard influenced
their judgments of risk and benefits. Liked activities were judged as high in benefits and low
in risk. In contrast, disliked activities were judged as low in benefits and high in risk. Finucane,
Alhakami, Slovic and Johnson (2000) have directly examined the role of affect in risk-benefit
relation and have observed that information about benefits influenced an overall evaluation
of the object and consequently impacted on assessment of risk (similarly information about
risk influenced the assessment of benefits). They have found that images of the objects,
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marked by positive and negative affective feelings, influenced judgement and have called it
affect heuristic. Making judgements based on affect heuristic is the mechanism responsible
for the inverse relation between perceived risk and perceived benefits. Moreover,
MacGregor, Slovic, Dreman and Berry (2000) have shown that affect also influences choices
in financial decisions. In this study business students evaluated a number of industry groups
represented on the New York Stock Exchange. First, they evaluated industries on semantic
differential dimensions such as “bad–good”, “boring–exciting”. Next, they declared the
likelihood that they would invest in companies associated with each industry. Affective
ratings were highly correlated with the likelihood of investing.

Taking into account the above findings, the presented study was designed to investigate the
impact of affect on evaluation of risk and benefits, as well as on willingness to invest in
branches evoking positive or negative feelings. Additionally, the impact of the traditional
determinants of risk perception and risk acceptance were examined. In particular, the
following questions were addressed in this study:

1.Does affect impact perception of risk and benefits of investment in different industries,
which subsequently causes the inverse relation between rates of risk and benefits?

2. Is the impact of affect stronger in evaluation of risk and benefits than the impact of the
traditional measures of risk as amount and probability of loss, and amount and probability of
gain?

3. Does affect impact willingness to invest in a given industry?

4. Does affect evoked by a given industry impact stronger willingness to invest than
perceived losses, gains, and their probabilities?

In the broader perspective this study addressed the issue, whether the affect heuristic
accounted better investors perception of risk and willingness to invest than the classic
Portfolio Theory.
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Method

To investigate the above issues, the study was carried out with 95 private investors,
evaluated 10 industries on 9 dimensions. The study was conducted via the Internet (multiple
response per computer was not allowed and there was no time limit to complete the survey).
Participation in the experiment was anonymous, voluntary, and respondents were not paid.

Selected industries - The Internet and mass media analysis was performed, to choose
industries, for which general affective evaluations were differentiated. On this base, the
following industries were selected: production of genetically modified foods, insurance,
telecommunication, SPA and wellness, Internet, production of electronic devices (e.g.
computers, mobile phones, and tablets), developers, production of healthy food, shadow
banking institutions, power industry.

Selected dimensions - Each industry has been evaluated by participants with the aid of the 9
semantic differential scales. The three of these scales measured affective feelings about the
industries and overall attitude towards them (general impression, attractiveness, prestige).
Four scales measured traditional parameters of risky situation (amount and probability of
gain, amount and probability of loss). At last, perceived risk and probability to invest was
measured for each industry.

Socio-demographic factors were also measured.

Results and Conclusions

The relation between perceived risk and perceived benefits - For all tested industries there
was either positive, or no correlation between rates of risk and gain. Significant positive
correlations were found for the majority of industries. For telecommunication, Internet and
power industry no correlations were found. Thus, no inverse relation between rates of risk
and gain was found. This was also supported by the simple mediation model proposed by
Hayes (2009; Preacher and Hayes, 2008). This method was chosen because it allowed for
checking indirect effects even though the total effect was not significant. This analysis was
performed with average evaluations of industries. To overcome the problem with small
number of cases (10) 1,000 bootstrap resamples were used. It confirmed no relation
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between gain and risk (with no mediating effect of affect), but revealed relation between
affect and probability of investing.

The structure of dimensions - To investigate further relations among these 9 dimensions,
factor analysis (PC method) was performed. This analysis revealed the same two-factor
structure for all industries, which accounted for 68-80% of variance. The first factor included
perceived risk, amount and probability of loss and the second factor included affective
evaluations, the probability of investing, and amount and probability of gain. On the basis of
the obtained structure one might conclude that perceived risk and affect were independent,
while willingness to invest and affect were related.

Conclusions - Contrary to findings by Alhakami and Slovic (1994), Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic
and Johnson (2000), people are able to make judgements of risk and benefits in accordance
with the rule of independence of dimensions. Thus, these results are in support of the
Portfolio Theory. On the other hand, in line with MacGregor, Slovic, Dreman and Berry
(2000) the relation between affect and risk acceptance (probability of investment) has been
found. The most interesting implication from these two findings might be that judgement is
more resistant to affect than choice. This however requires further research.

Keywords: perceived risk, perceived benefits, affect heuristic
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EFFECTS OF THE FINANCIAL CRISIS: ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Session Chair: Greenglass, Esther (Chair), York University, Canada;
Discussant: Christandl, Fabian, Fresenius University of Applied Sciences Cologne, Germany

Overview
With the recent economic crisis, there has been an increase world-wide in economic hardship
and unemployment. While full-time jobs with benefits have decreased, there is an increase in
precarious employment, that is, temporary, part-time jobs with relatively little security and
few or no benefits. These societal trends have had significant effects on individuals,
particularly in that they have generated anxiety, depression and uncertainty regarding one’s
economic future. Six years ago, our research team embarked on an in-depth examination of
the psychological effects of the economic downturn. In an online survey we assess key
variables in the financial sphere as well as measures of psychological symptoms and individual
resources that may buffer the individual from the deleterious effects of economic stressors.
The theoretical model we developed is consistent with the stress and coping framework
derived from the transactional theory of stress (Lazarus). We developed a questionnaire and
with the help of our international collaborators, it was translated into several different
languages and was administered to samples in countries all over the world in order to provide
an international template for examination of the effects of the economic crisis. In this
symposium, four papers will be presented that deal with the relationship between economic
factors and psychological reactions, including the role of psychological resources and coping.
Data from seven countries are presented. A unifying theme in the papers is a focus on an
understanding of how individuals are affected by economic changes and the role of
psychological factors. In one paper, the focus is on job insecurity in two countries
differentially affected by the crisis and how it relates to professional efficacy. The role of
psychological resources is examined and its relationship to job satisfaction is explored. In a
second paper, the role of a negative coping strategy, ruminative brooding is explored and
examined in relation to economic hardship and anxiety in two different countries. In a third
paper, the role of self-esteem is examined as a buffer of depression in response to economic
hardship, also in two countries. A fourth paper, based on analyses in samples from five
countries, examines the relationship between financial threat and personal debt, job
insecurity and several outcomes including mood, suicide ideation and burnout. Taken
together these papers present data and theory that contribute to understanding how people
have reacted to the financial crisis and the role of psychological factors in these reactions.

Keywords: Economic crisis; Anxiety; Depression; Precarious employment
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PREDICTORS OF PROFESSIONAL EFFICACY IN CANADIAN AND IRISH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Fiksenbaum, Lisa (1); Greenglass, Esther (1); Marjanovic, Zdravko (2); Hughes,
Brian M. (3)
1: York University, Toronto, Canada; 2: Thompson Rivers University; 3: National University of
Ireland, Galway

OBJECTIVES: The economic downturn of 2008 has been acknowledged as the most
devastating global financial crisis since the Great Depression; it has often been called the
‘Great Recession’. Consumer confidence declined, many organizations reduced employment
levels in order to stay competitive, governments world-wide reacted aggressively by injecting
massive amounts of credit into financial markets, and banks slashed interest rates. These
responses helped avoid a catastrophic depression. However, despite these interventions,
unemployment surged, particularly for young people. Youth unemployment rates are usually
much higher than unemployment rates for all ages in most countries. Despite a rebound in
economic growth in many countries, the world economy is still fraught with a considerable
degree of uncertainty and job insecurity. Moreover, an individual’s professional efficacy, a
person’s expectations of continued effectiveness at work, is negatively impacted in a
precarious employment environment. The purpose of the current paper is to examine
predictors and outcomes of professional efficacy in university students who are mostly
employed part-time. Part-time workers are in an uncertain situation with no benefits or job
security. Precarious work has implications not only for economic well-being, but also for social
life as well as physical and mental health outcomes. The current study tested a model that
investigated predictors of professional efficacy, specifically, psychological resources (i.e., selfefficacy and proactive coping), as well as job-related variables including employability, the
perception regarding the possibility of achieving a new job, and job insecurity in two national
samples, from Canada and Ireland, two countries differentially affected by the financial crisis.
Job satisfaction was the outcome variable.
METHODS: University students who were employed part-time in Canada and Ireland
completed a confidential, online questionnaire for course credit.
RESULTS: Structural equation modeling results showed that the data fit the model in both
samples, with no suggested modification indices. Examination of parameter estimates
indicated that for both Canadian and Irish students, psychological resources were related to
greater employability and higher levels of professional efficacy. Greater employability was
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associated with lower job insecurity which, in turn, led to professional efficacy. In both
samples, while job insecurity was related to lower job satisfaction, professional efficacy was
positively related to job satisfaction.
CONCLUSIONS: The results showed that professional efficacy is affected by psychological
resources and variables related to one’s job, such as employability and job insecurity in both
national samples. Theoretical and practical implications of the findings will be discussed.

Keywords: Economic downturn; Professional efficacy; Job satisfaction; Psychological resources

ECONOMIC HARDSHIP AND DEPRESSION IN CANADA AND PORTUGAL: THE BUFFERING EFFECT
OF SELF-ESTEEM

Maki, Kristen (1); Greenglass, Esther (1); Neves de Jesus, Saul (2)
1: York University, Canada; 2: University of Algarve, Portugal

OBJECTIVES: The current economic crisis continues to be a source of stress in many countries.
The burden of economic hardship on the individual can result in psychological distress,
specifically in the form of depressed mood. Young people have been particularly affected by
the global recession as they try to balance their education with their financial needs , while
youth unemployment remains high. Research indicates that there is variability globally in the
effects of the recession with individuals in Portugal, for example, experiencing more
economic hardship than their Canadian counterparts. Self-esteem has been found to be
related to better mental health and can function as a buffer against anxiety and even anger.
The present study explored the role of self-esteem as a buffer of depression in response to
economic hardship in a Canadian and a Portuguese sample
METHODS: Participants consisted of mainly university students who were 29 years old and
younger. While all of the Canadian participants (n = 272) were students, in the Portuguese
sample (n= 166), two thirds were university students. All of them completed an online
questionnaire. Variables were economic hardship, self-esteem, country, age and depression
related to one’s financial situation.
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RESULTS: In response to a question as to whether their financial situation had changed over
the last few years, two-thirds of the Portuguese participants reported that their financial
situation had worsened compared to 35% of Canadians. Data from both countries were
pooled and a simple regression was performed with depression as the outcome and
predictors that included age, country, economic hardship, self- esteem, and two- way
interactions , entered as predictors with depression about one’s financial situation as the
outcome. Regression results showed that predictors accounted for 41% of the variance in
depression . There was a significant interaction between country and economic hardship, and
between economic hardship and self-esteem, demonstrating that self-esteem buffered the
effects of economic hardship on depression.
CONCLUSIONS; The results suggest that while economic hardship is related to depression,
with high self- esteem, depression is diminished. The psychological and theoretical
implications of the results are discussed.

Keywords: Economic crisis; youth; depression; economic hardship

SITUATIONAL HARDSHIPS PREDICT PERCEIVED FINANCIAL THREAT, PERCEIVED FINANCIAL
THREAT PREDICTS PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS
Marjanovic, Zdravko (1); Fiksenbaum, Lisa (2); Greenglass, Esther (2)
1: Thompson Rivers University; 2: York University, Canada

OBJECTIVES: In the shadow of the Great Recession, people around the world are predictably
fearful and anxiously uncertain about the stability and security of their personal finances.
They are experiencing heightened levels of psychological threat about their ability to maintain
and improve their lifestyle, and being able to provide for themselves and their loved ones.
Marjanovic, Greenglass, Fiksenbaum, and Bell (2011) created the Financial Threat Scale (FTS)
to measure this uncomfortable feeling and hypothesized it as a mediating variable between
situational factors (e.g., recent economic hardships) and psychological health outcomes (e.g.,
depression, anxiety). In this study, we expanded our examination of the financial threat
construct by examining its relation to aggravating situational variables, such as personal debt
and job insecurity, and stress-related psychological outcomes, such as mood, suicide ideation,
and burnout.
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METHODS: Questionnaires were administered to community and student samples online in
Canada, Germany, Ireland, Israel, and Pakistan, as part of an international investigation on the
economic downturn and psychological health.
RESULTS: With few differences across the national samples, results showed that financial
threat is aggravated by situational hardships, even after controlling for personality variables
such as trait worry and self-efficacy. Consumer debt levels, credit-card spending, and job
insecurity were related to higher levels of financial threat. In turn, higher levels of financial
threat were related to greater mood disturbance, thoughts about suicide, and burnout.
Although the directionality of these relations was identical across the national samples, the
magnitude of the relationships varied across samples.
CONCLUSIONS: Despite its relation to stable and enduring personality traits, levels of
perceived financial threat are situationally sensitive, increasing and decreasing with macroand microeconomic factors. Thus, when difficult economic times strain people’s sense of
financial stability and security, levels of psychological distress are made worse. The
implications and interventions for psychological health are discussed.

Keywords: Economic crisis; Uncertainty; Debt; Job insecurity; Psychological health

ECONOMIC HARDSHIP AND TENSION/ANXIETY: THE ROLE OF RUMINATIVE BROODING
Sass, Rachelle; Greenglass, Esther
York University, Canada

OBJECTIVES: The recent financial crisis has affected individuals world-wide resulting in high
unemployment, stagnating savings and uncertainty about the future. Young people are
particularly affected and experience twice the unemployment rates as individuals in general.
Many students have borrowed money to finance their education but have few job prospects
in the future to repay their loans, thus resulting in economic hardship and anxiety about their
financial situation. Economic hardship involves the experience that one has to cut back on
expenses due to lack of income. This may be in the area of household purchases, clothing,
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and other items associated with daily use. The way individuals cope with stress affects their
resulting feelings, particularly, their feelings of distress. Ruminative brooding, a negative
coping style which involves repetitive and passive focus on one’s negative emotions, is
associated with an increase in psychological distress and anxiety in particular. The relationship
between economic hardship, ruminative brooding and tension/anxiety is examined in this
paper.
METHODS: University students from Canada and Romania responded to an online
questionnaire in which their self-reported economic hardship was assessed, as was the extent
to which they engaged in ruminative brooding and their feelings of tension/anxiety regarding
their financial situation.
RESULTS: Data were analysed using regressions to assess the role of ruminative brooding as a
mediator of economic hardship on tension/anxiety. Results indicated that ruminative
brooding was a partial mediator of economic hardship on anxiety in both Canadian and
Romanian student samples. Thus, while economic hardship was directly related to anxiety
about one’s financial situation, at the same time, higher levels of brooding mediated the
effects of high economic hardship on anxiety.
CONCLUSIONS: While economic hardship is an important predictor of anxiety, the results
suggest that to the extent that ruminative brooding can be reduced, anxiety about one’s
financial situation will diminish. Implications of the results are discussed from both an
empirical and theoretical perspective.

Keywords: Financial crisis; Economic hardship: Ruminative brooding; Anxiety
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HOW THE PRIVATE HAPPINESS INVOLVES THE PUBLIC WELLBEING? A NEW PARADIGM
ADAPTED TO OUR WORLD KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY:
BAULANT, CAMILLE
University of Angers, France

For the last 20 years, the world economy has evolved at great speed. Every good, capital
asset, knowledge is mobile and induces rising competition (Porter, 1990; Aghion et al, 2005).
The knowledge economy induces rising cooperation with the “Division of Cognitive Labor
process” (DLC) which in turn induces a specialization within knowledge (Brown and Duguid,
1991, Muldoon, 2013). In this process, agents need to cooperate with each other in order to
co-build new knowledge. Despite these two world evolutions, different paradoxes seem to
be more and more present in daily life. In effect, the increase of technological progresses
seems to be accompanied by a decrease in happiness (Sen, 2008, Attali, 2013). Individuals
increasingly seek authentic moments of happiness while at the same time increasing their
consumption of antidepressants (Ben-Sahar, 2007, Achor, 2010). For a long time,
cooperation relationships were simply opposed to efficient performances and natural
relationships (like sharing) opposed to progress relationships (like internet). But for
increasing happiness without buying and owing consumer goods, more and more people
choose today to practice collaborative consumption in using internet networks (Massé, 2000,
de Rosney,2008, Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers, 2010, Lisa Gansky, 2010). Most economic
studies show that the rate of economic growth in different countries of the world is not
linked to the degree of happiness of the population (Cohen, 2008, Porter and Kramer, 2011).
Despite real technical and economical progresses in life, the gap between potentially being
happy and really being happy has never been as wide as today. Psychologists and
economists concerned with the behaviorist approach highlight this contradiction. On the one
hand, individuals manage to adapt efficiency in this moving world (from the evolutionary
approach). On the other hand, individuals make unconscious errors in their expectations
about what happiness could be for them. They therefore end up not being as happy as they
could be (Kahneman, 2011, Dolan, 2014). From the macro level, the Attali working group on
the “positive economy” remarks for example, that France is ranked 5th for her economic
activity but only in around the 22nd rank for her social and environmental activity (Attali,
2013).
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In order to solve this problem, most individuals are tempted to follow linear solutions. Some
academic authors in business recommend using “economic war” tools in order to increase
their economic power on the world market (Baumard, 2012; D’Aveni, 2012, Harbulot, 2014).
Others academic authors dream, on the contrary, of a rising human development where
everyone can live together happily (Morin, 2011, Attali, 2013). These binary answers will
become dangerous when no interaction in these different kinds of thinking is possible. In the
world knowledge economy, the problem is thus to understand and to learn how to think and
act in a complex world. A world where the factors involved in the individual and
organizational dynamics of development are often opposed: rational or emotional behaviors,
cooperation or competition relationships…The paper proposes a new way of thinking and
acting for individuals and organizations in a world knowledge economy. In such an economy,
thinking and acting have to be re-founded on dynamic processes based on co-building
networks in order to increase both individual and collective efficiency.
In the first part, the paper analyzes how the recent world changes and evolves to use a
complexity theory (Morin, 1977; Le Moigne, 1990) in order to establish the qualitative interdependences which exist between individuals and the collective performances. The
complexity approach sets down the dynamic interactions which exist between agents,
organizations and their environment which are co-built together. In an economy which tends
to become “inclusive”, it is important to analyze the contradictory relationships which exist
between the degree of freedom of each individual and the degree of organization of the
whole society. In this analysis, agents have to stay “open” to the external environment in
order to innovate and have to be “constraint” by the internal organization through the “path
dependency”. The key factor of the complexity approach is to propose dynamic feedbacks
between cooperation and competition relationships among individuals. On the one hand,
the cooperation relationships involve some increasing scale economies for all the agents. On
the other hand, the authority relationships give a stable direction that agents must follow
during a certain period of time. The disorder process and order process co-move which lead
to the exploitation of innovations which emerge from these frequent interactions. In the
“hard sciences” such as mathematics, Atlan, 1968 and Morin, 1977 show that the “negative
feedbacks” (orders created by disorder) are more important than the “positive feedbacks”.
Contrary to the “soft sciences”, such as human sciences, where the positive feedbacks
(complexity) are more important that negative feedbacks (order). Some philosophers such
as Gaston Bachelard, and some engineers such as Jean-Louis Le Moigne (1990) analyze the
original case of the “engineering sciences” which are in between the “hard sciences” and the
“soft sciences”. This intermediary position is interesting because this level has specific
proprieties. These “intermediary level” uses to smartly mix opposite factors such as emotion
and rationality, dream and reality, ethics and sciences in order to create new innovations (Le
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Moigne, 1990, Kahneman, 2011, Taleb, 2012). In this organizational process, order is related
to complexity by the concept of “emergence proprieties”. In emergence proprieties, the
relationships between individuals are more important than the individuals themselves and
the feedbacks finally create organization levels which could become independent from the
individuals.
In the second part, the paper will analyze how each individual looking to increase their
happiness (Dolan, 2014) could induce efficient collective strategies for the organizations
(Porter, 1990, Aghion, 2005, Thaler and Sunstein, 2011). This study proposes to interlink two
long run strategies based on networks in order to promote happiness and efficiency in a
Knowledge Economy (Nelson et Winter, 1982). In order to “design” the happiness
foundations, Dolan (2014) and other psychologists (Kahneman, 2011) point out four main
factors which seem important in order to increase the happiness of each agent: having
positive feelings, being open, trusting other people as well as trusting themselves.
Experiments also point out that “thinking positively” makes us more intelligent, more
motivated and more powerful (Ben-Sahar, 2007, Achor, 2010). “Thinking outside the box”
and knowing how to stay “open” to new ideas is also important for individuals who want to
avoid using their “negative repeat cognitive pictures” they have when they are passive.
Individuals need to think by themselves and to trust in their power. And, finally, there is no
happiness process without cultivating confidence in our friends (Goleman,..).
After studying the long run happiness advantage for individuals, it is important to study how
individual happiness could involve a long run competitive advantage for all individuals when
they decide to organize themselves in networks. The objective of this analysis will be to
show how the creation of sharing networks in a knowledge economy could thus help all
kinds of organizations (communities of practice, firms, clusters) to co-build their own long
run sustainable “competitive advantage”. In order to do so, the results of psychologists’
researches concerning happiness will be linked to the “competitive advantages” defined by
Porter and Aghion during the nineties. In introducing “happiness feeling in collaborative
networks, it is possible to show that happiness is a good motiving factor for inducing
individuals to cooperate within networks. In such sharing networks, happiness feelings will
induce economic efficiencies. For the society as a whole, it thus becomes possible to co-build
original relationships within networks between supply and demand factors and between
cooperation and competition behaviors in order to reach a rising individual and collective
efficiency.
In the third part, the paper deals with the management of short run actions and it raises the
question of how individuals and organizations could begin to act concretely. In two cases, in
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improving their degree of happiness, individuals could also involve an efficient collective
information management which becomes more and more important in the world knowledge
economy where they live (Thaler and Sunstein, 2011; Ben-Sahar, 2007, Achor, 2010).
If individuals want to be consistent with their desire of long term happiness, they need to
find a motiving spark to start acting (Dolan, Thaler). As research in psychology shows, it is
impossible for all people to be courageous and efficient all their lives. Small habits and
routines are therefore important and much more powerful than one governing motivation.
In order to be applicable, the paper will analyze three small actions that individuals could
undertake to help them act concretely: create new habits, advance step by steps through
problems and accept and start over after failure.
The paper will study finally how the individuals could act efficiency together in a world
knowledge economy. The individuals working in networks have to pro-act in order to lead
their long run innovation strategies into different short run actions. With the globalization
and the Information and Communication Technologies revolution, agents could use more
and more “information competitiveness” tools which are complementary to the different
kinds of competitiveness. To increase their information competitiveness on the world
markets, agents (individuals, firms, networks, clusters) have to learn to use different kinds of
pro-active networks: the “sharing networks” for increasing their acting efficiency, the
“positive lobbying networks”, such as associations for preserving the planet. But also the
well-being of all the people around the world, in order to increase the long run happiness of
people within their networks and the ‘institutional networks”. These networks are toady
able to efficiency protect the long run strategies of happiness and innovation for all the
agents.

Keywords: Complexity, Happiness advantage, competitive advantage, sharing network,
Stake-holders
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SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS OF CONSUMER'S DECISION MAKING
Folomeeva, Tatiana Vladimirovna
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russian Federation

We examined the specificity of consumer decisions in different situations: the situation of
the making planned decisions (carried out purposefully, deliberately), the situation of the
making impulsive decisions (ongoing spontaneous, unplanned), the situation of making the
decision to refuse consumption. In this study the role of socio-psychological factors of
consumer behaviour was clarified. This survey was conducted by questionnaires using the
method of semantic differential. The sample consisted of 220 people, and about 546
decisions of various types were analyzed.
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The obtained data were processed using the method of factor analysis in SPSS program. The
pole on the characteristics of consumer solutions was determined by mean values. The level
of significance a = 0, 05.
The analysis scheme. We had allocated a number of factors for the three situations making
consumer decisions. Each factor is characterized by descriptiveness, as well as the coherence
of its constituent variables. Each variable included in the factor has a certain load, reflecting
its correlation with the factor. In the analysis of the identified factors all the above
mentioned characteristics were taken into account. Thus, the factors with greater
information content, were seen as more important in the consumer decision process.
Calculation of coefficient alpha Cronbach's allowed us to identify factors which are
characterized by sufficient and high consistency variables and, therefore, to discard the
factors leading to low coherence variables and to draw conclusions about the quality of our
Toolbox. Variables within each factor were divided into semantic blocks, which could come
as one variable, and several close in meaning. In order to compare the weight of the
obtained components, load variables within each component were summed For clarity and
convenience, we brought the load to integers by multiplying them by 100. In the following
equations, X is the correlation coefficient of the variable with the factor. Let us assume that
X is equal for all variables.
Below is a summary table of factors for the three studied situations consumer decisions
making process.
Planned decision
The total information content of the selected factors – 73,208 %, which suggests that they
determine more than half of the total variance of the traits.
Factor, components, load
1. Consumer preferences
• the credibility of the brand, the experience of using it: 258x
• the need for comfort and positive emotions: 175x
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• group affiliation: 93x
Descriptiveness 9,041 % Agreedness (αCronbach's): ,856
2. Consumer installation
• preference among of other goods or services , positive attitude: 139x
• interest, including in connection with popularity: 111x
• availability: 48x
7,885 % ,813
3. The need to risk
• the need for risk in the absence of force majeure: 143x
• attractive appearance: 56x
• group affiliation: 96x
5,489 % ,707
4. Negative emotions towards others, lack of motivation of affiliation
• laziness: 77x
• negative emotions to other people: 66x
5,462 % ,684
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5. Dependent independence
• the need for communication and group membership: 122x
• the need to improve conditions of life: 40x
• the need for independence: 38x
4,552 % ,673
6. Group membership and social status
• group membership and social status: 167x
4,472 % ,613
7. The lack of activities
• · lack of social and physical activities: 121x
4,403 % ,607
8. Negative or consumption
• low self-esteem: 63x
• negative use conditions: 104x
4,087 % ,612
Impulsive decision
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The total information content of the selected factors – 72,145 %, which suggests that they
determine more than half of the total variance of the traits.
1. Group affiliation
• affiliation to social groups, social status: 483x
• preference among of other goods or services that have a positive attitude: 141x
• the absence of force majeure: 76x
13,757 % ,914
2. Dependent independence
• the need to improve conditions of life: 134x
• the need for communication, the influence of others: 156x
• the need for independence: 92x
8,295 % ,884
3. Negative situation or conditions of consumption
• negative use conditions: 73x
• negative emotions, bad mood: 129x
• savings: 68x
• lack of motivation of affiliation: 50x
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8,031 % ,787
4. Social, fashion and media information
• the popularity of the product and information from media: 193х
6,768 % ,769
5. Spontaneous desire
• lack of knowledge about the product, service, brand: 147x
• the availability, convenience goods or services: 147x
• spontaneous desire: 56x
6,761 % ,828
6. The lack of activities
• lack of social and physical activities: 141x
4,617 % ,619
7. Negative emotions towards others, lack of motivation of affiliation
• negative emotions to others, lack of motivation of affiliation: 126x
4,330 % ,660
8. The need for risk
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• low cost: 71x
• the need for risk: 60x
4,065 % ,613
9. Laziness
• laziness: 131x
3,449 % ,645
The decision to refuse from the consumption of
The total information content of the selected factors – 74,49 %, which suggests that they
determine more than half of the total variance of the traits.
Factor, components, load Descriptiveness Agreedness (αCronbach's)
1. Dependent independence
• features of group membership and social interaction: 462x
• consumer preferences: 116x
• the need for independence: 111x
• interest, information from the media: 100x
• cheerfulness, activity: 61x
• force majeure: 56x
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Descriptiveness 14,040 % Agreedness (αCronbach's) ,924
2. Laziness
• lack of physiological needs: 139x
• savings: 73x
• laziness: 71x
8,219 % ,787
3. Distrust
• lack of information about the product or brand: 173x
• sufficient time for decision: 59x
• high price: 54x
• no need for the product or service: 53x
6,801 % ,780
4. A balanced approach
• balanced decision: 79x
• lack of motivation of affiliation: 57x
• no need for new sensations: 50x
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• adverse conditions of purchase: 45x
5,158 % ,752
5. Caution
• caution in the choice: 72x
• the popularity and attractive exterior: 118x
• unprofitableness: 90x
5,122 % ,750
6. Need in an advice
• the need for advice, communications: 119x
• availability of goods or services: 60x
4,839 % ,731
7. No need
• no need for the product or service: 76x
• the need to improve living conditions: 51x
4,350 % ,672
8. Negative emotions towards others, lack of motivation of affiliation
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• negative emotions to others, lack of motivation of affiliation: 166x
4,333 % ,669
9. Low self-esteem
• low self-esteem: 130x
4,053 % ,672
10. Negative situation or conditions of consumption
• negative use conditions: 107x
• accordance to social status: 53x
3,854 % ,611
Conclusions:
1. Socio-psychological factors have a significant impact in all situations in consumer decision
making process: planned, impulsive, the decision to refuse from consumption. Sociopsychological components were detected in almost all factors.
2. The main socio-psychological regulators of consumer's decision making process are
features of group membership of consumers, consumer preferences and attitudes, as well as
the need for communication.
3. Consumer preferences may be determined in accordance with the characteristics of group
membership and Vice versa – the consumer process oneself to certain social group based on
their preferences.
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4. Great influence on the formation of consumer preferences and attitudes provides
information from the media, advertising, and social fashion.
5. For all situations of decision making, the specific factors as well as the similar factors were
identified.
6. For all situations of decision making process following factors were identified: dependent
independence, negative emotions towards others and lack of motivation of affiliation
negative situation or conditions of consumption.
7. Factor, which we called "dependent independence" includes two main components:
group membership, the need to communicate and the need for independence. Consumers
in the choice of consumer goods often come from the nature of their group affiliation or
aspire to certain communications, to obtain advice and to protect themselves from the
wrong decision, but also often position their independence from others, and the decision as
if it was made beyond the group context.
8. The factor "negative emotions to others and lack of motivation of affiliation" is
characteristic for all three decision situations and can be interpreted differently according to
the nature of the situation.
9. For impulsive and planned decisions the factor "need of risk" was found.
10. For impulsive and planned decisions the factor "lack of activities" was found. It can be
interpreted as the possibility of making impulsive decisions in the absence of social and
other activities without worrying for the consequences, on the one hand, and as freedom of
choice in a situation of planned decisions on the other.
11. For impulsive decisions and the decision to refuse from the consumption the "laziness"
factor was discovered: as an unwillingness to work with the information (for impulse) and
the unwillingness to make the extra steps and spend the extra money (for refusal).
12. In the situation of planned decision the key factors are consumer preferences and
attitudes, formed in the process of interaction with products, services and information from
mass media and advertising. The factor of group membership plays a role, but has less
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weight. The large scatter of data and a smaller coherence variables can be noted, that can be
explained by the fact that the planned decisions can take a long time to make and can be
influenced by various factors.
13. In the situation of impulsive decisions determining factor are features of group
membership and interaction with other people. Preferences, attitudes also play a role, but
have smaller impact and are included as a component in other factors. But social fashion
appears as a separate factor, not as a component factor. Often impulsive decisions are made
out of interest to try one or another popular product.
14. For the situation of refusal of consumption a complex factor "dependent independence",
which includes a large number of variables, was found. On one hand, it is mostly influenced
by the special group membership and social interaction. On the other hand, consumer
preferences that can be largely defined by group membership. Third - the need for
independence and fulfillment, information from the media and the interest in those
products.
15. In the situation of the decision to refuse consumption the important role is played by the
lack of information about the product, distrust of the brand, and also a rational evaluation of
a product or service. Factors such as mistrust, balanced approach, caution, and the need for
the advice in order to protect oneself from wrong decision, were identified.

Keywords: consumer's decision making, impulsive decisions, planned decisions, of making the
decision to refuse consumption
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DO MULTIFUNCTIONAL PAYMENT MODES INCREASE WILLINGNESS TO SPEND?
Gafeeva, Rufina; Hoelzl, Erik
Cologne University, Germany

Consumers use different payment modes for their financial transactions, ranging from cash
over credit cards to mobile payment. Leaving the relatively small financial differences due to
timing or fees aside, a purely rational decision about spending should normatively not be
influenced by the payment mode (Soman, 2001). However, considerable empirical evidence
suggests that payment modes influence consumer behavior (e.g., Prelec & Simester, 2001).
A recent development is mobile payment through smartphones or other electronic devices.
This introduces a new attribute to payment modes: multifunctionality (i.e., integration of
different services and functions in one device) since an electronic device reaches far beyond
the sole function of payment (Dahlberg, Mallat, Ondrus, & Zmijewska, 2008). In this study,
we examine whether multifunctionality as a core feature of mobile payment modes
influences payment transparency, perceived pain of paying and subsequent willingness to
spend.

Keywords: Consumer behavior, money
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IS THE ATTACHMENT TO MONEY AFFECTS OUR RECIPROCITY BEHAVIOR?
Malcman, Merav (1,2); Rosenboim, Mosi (2); Shavit, Tal (1)
1: The college of Management Academic Studies, Israel; 2: Ben Gurion University of the
Negev, Israel

In trust game two players are asked to transfer money between them. At the beginning
player A receives an amount of money and decides how much he allocates between player B
and himself. The game organizer triples the amount that player A decided to give to player B
and the tripled amount is transferred to player B. In the second stage player B decides how
much from the money he received he is willing to transfer back to player A. Player A is
motivated to transfer money to player B if he trusts him and believe that player B will
transfer back at least the amount that player A transferred or even more.
We test experimentally how the player who has to decide how much money to transfer back
in trust game (player B) is affected by the experiment's monetary incentive and specifically
by the “house money effect”. According to this effect a player who has just got money does
not yet consider the money to be his own and as a result willing to spend the money. In this
research, we suggest that the attachment of player B to the money he received from player
A affects his willingness to transfer money back to player A.
We test experimentally the way player B act in different incentive mechanism. We test
hypothetical money, standard monetary incentive where the participants in the experiment
use money they just received from the experimenter and the “prepaid mechanism” (PPM).
In the PPM mechanism participants are paid two weeks prior to the experiment and at the
time of the experiment they are asked to use the money they received two weeks before.
When using the PPM, participants are willing to take less risk and willing to loss less
relatively to the standard incentive mechanism where the participants are asking to use the
money they just received from the experimenter.
Our results suggest that in trust game player B's positive reciprocity or altruism depends on
the payment mechanism. It seems that in the standard mechanism the average amount the
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participants are willing the transfer is the highest. As expected, the participants in the PPM
group are willing to transfer less than the participants in the standard group. It seems that
when participants are more attached to the money they received from player A and feel that
they use their "own money" than their positive reciprocity is lower and as so the amount
they are willing to transfer back is lower.
We also found that in the hypothetical money group the participants transferred on average
the lower amount which is not significantly different from the PPM group. It was expected
that in the hypothetical money group the participants will transfer the highest amount since
there is no real money and they could not be attached to the virtual money. However, our
results are the opposite. We suggest that in the hypothetical money group the participants'
positive reciprocity is decreasing consistent with the "altruistic punishment" findings.

Keywords: trust game, monetary incentive, experiment, reciprocity, altruism
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